AGENDA OF THE
th

187 ENGINEERS CANADA BOARD MEETING
February 28, 2018
1:00 – 5:00 ET
Fairmont Château Laurier, Ottawa ON
Adam Room
Please refer to the Board Manual and By-law
1

OPENING (13:00 – 13:15)
1.1

Call to order and approval of agenda
THAT the agenda be approved and the President be authorized to modify the order of
discussion.

1.2
2

EXECUTIVE REPORTS TO THE BOARD (13:15 – 13:45)
2.1

3

Declaration of conflict of interest

CEO’s Report to the Board – G. McDonald (attachment)

CONSENT AGENDA (13:45 – 14:15)
Board members may request that an item be removed from the consent agenda for discussion.

THAT the consent agenda motions listed below (4.1) be approved in one motion.
3.1

APPROVAL OF MINUTES (attachments)
a) THAT the minutes of the September 27, 2017 Board meeting be approved as
presented.
b) THAT the minutes of the January 12, 2018 Board meeting be approved as
presented.

3.2

APPROVAL OF NATIONAL POSITION STATEMENTS (attachments)
THAT the following National Position Statements be approved:
a) STEM Education Research Funding
b) Professional Practice in Software Engineering

3.3

QUALIFICATIONS BOARD APPROVAL (attachments)
THAT the following Qualifications Board document be approved:
a) National Guideline on Site Remediation

4

BOARD BUSINESS/REQUIRED DECISIONS (14:15 – 15:30)
4.1

Approval of Engineers Canada Board Policy Manual – S. Devereaux (attachments)
THAT the Board approve the revised policies and Table of Contents for the new Board
Policy Manual
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4.2

Funding Task Force – D. Gelowitz (attachment)
THAT the Board approve the Terms of Reference for the Funding Task Force

4.3

Additional business (if any)

OTHER REPORTS TO THE BOARD (15:30 – 16:15)
5.1

Qualifications Board Update – D. Peters (attachments)
• QB Consultation Process

5.2

Accreditation Board Update – W. MacQuarrie (attachments)
•
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5.3

Nominations Task Force – C. Roney

5.4

GSPC Project – S. Price (attachment)

5.5

Risk Register – G. McDonald (attachment)

5.6

Canadian Federation of Engineering Students – Z. Kripki (attachment)

5.7

Presidents’ Group Report – K. MacLeod

NEXT MEETINGS (16:15 – 16:30)
•
•
•
•
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AU Taskforce

May 22-27, 2018 (Saskatoon, SK)
June 18-19, 2018 – Workshop (Picton, ON)
September 24-26, 2018 (Ottawa, ON)
February 27-March 1, 2019 (Ottawa, ON) note: change in meeting days and venue

IN-CAMERA SESSION (16:30 – 17:00)
THAT the meeting be moved in camera and be closed to the public for the purposes of
discussing litigation or potential litigation.
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CLOSING (17:00) (motion not required if all business has been completed)
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Attachment 2.1

Briefing note
For information
CEO Report to the Board
Purpose:

To update the Board on required and requested reporting items

Motion(s) to
consider:

No motion/decision required

Prepared by:

Stephanie Price

Agenda number: 2.1

1. Background
In September 2017, the Board established reporting requirements for the CEO via Motion # 5668. In
additional to monthly email reports of activities, the CEO must also provide the following at each full
meeting of the Board (February, May, and September):
I.
•
•
•
•

Progress on Strategic Plan
Direction given by the Board
Goals set by EC as a result
Programs contributing towards achievement of those goals
Progress (% complete, if applicable), status (on track, some disruption, major disruption),
and financials

II.
•
•
•
•

Financial updates
Approved budget
Spend to date
Current forecast
Variance

III.
•
•
•

Progress on projects funded from reserves
Project description
Project budget
Progress to date (including financial and status)

This report contains both 2017 and 2018 reporting.
In addition, in September 2017 the Board received the results of the 2017 Employee Engagement Survey
and requested that the CEO submit an action plan that addressed the top three engagement drivers.
All required and requested information is contained in the attached CEO Report to the Board.
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Attachment 2.1

I.

Progress on the Strategic Plan

Status Report Legend
Indicator

Definition

Green

In control; deliverables on target with respect to schedule, scope, quality and budget.

Yellow

Targets are at risk; mitigation within the control of the CEO.
Targets at risk; intervention or direction required.

Red

*See explanatory notes for non-green programs blow the following table

2017-2018 Interim Strategic Direction and Operational Programs
Direction

Goal

Program

2017
Year-End
Status

Governance and Process Enhancements
Goal 1 Support the implementation of the governance model and policies

Green

Goal 2 Develop and implement a consultation program that will ensure that regulators’
direction is heard and acted on

Green

Goal 3 Facilitate the development of the 2019-2021 Board Strategic Plan and initiate a
repeatable strategic planning process

Green

Core Work
Goal 4 Support the Accreditation Board and its improvements

Green

Goal 5 Support the Qualifications Board and its work plan

Green

Goal 6 Deliver national programs in support of regulation and of the engineering
profession
6.1 Support the officials groups and respond to regulator requests

Green

6.2 Framework for Regulation

Yellow 1

6.3 Mobility and foreign credential recognition

Yellow 2

6.4 Emerging areas of engineering practice

Yellow 3

6.5 Research

Yellow 4

6.6 Globalization

Yellow 5
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6.7 Federal government relations

Green

6.8 Outreach and promotion

Green

6.9 PIEVC

Yellow 6

6.10 Active online presence

Green

6.11 Trademark protection

Green

Operational Planning and Reporting
Goal 7 Develop and publish the 2018 operational plan and budget

Green

Goal 8 Develop progress reporting mechanisms

Green

Goal 9 Support the onboarding of the new CEO
Goal 10 Provide the internal support required for ongoing operations

Green

10.1 Manage and grow affinity programs

Green

10.2 Provide communication support to all work

Green

10.3 Provide program, project, change and process management support to
all work

Green

10.4 Provide IT and facilities support for all work

Green

10.5 Maintain and improve human resources practices
10.6 Maintain and improve financial practices
10.7 Maintain and improve operational policies
10.8 Support and enable Board work

Yellow 7
Green
Yellow 8
Green

DIRECTIONS and GOALS were set by the Board at the June 2017 workshop.
PROGRAMS were established by Engineers Canada leadership and are clusters of related work and
initiatives necessary to achieve the goals.
Notes to explain all non-green programs
1. Framework for Regulation: we made a decision to move away from developing elements
proactively in February, so work in 2017 was limited to only those elements requested by
Regulators.
2. Mobility and foreign credential recognition: work on improving the IIDD was not completed on
schedule as we spent more time in development and requirements definition with the admissions
officials.
3. Emerging areas of engineering practice: no new research or identification took place as we worked
to identify an efficient method of doing this work on an ongoing basis.
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4. Research: work on the Enrollment and Degrees Awarded database was deferred as it was added to
the Accreditation Improvement Program.
5. Globalization: the report on the offshoring of engineering work was deferred to 2018due to lack of
internal resources. Work is carried over to 2018.Other Globalization deliverables are on target.
6. PIEVC: updating of the protocol (“PIEVC lite”) and improvements to the infrastructure resilience
program will be carried over to 2018 due to internal resourcing. Other PIEVC deliverables are on
target.
7. Human resources practices: development of the volunteer management system is carried over to
2018due to internal resourcing. Other deliverables are on target.
8. Operational policies: a major updating of our operational policies was started but was not
completed due to internal resourcing. The work is carried over to 2018.
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II.

Financial Updates:

2017 Budget and Unaudited Actuals
Revenue
Affinity and insurance
Regulator assessment
SPLI
Investment
Public policy
Research and Marketing
Accreditation
Rent Revenue
NCDEAS
Other
Total

2017 Budget
5,894,669
3,028,329
708,098
247,500
229,000
190,000
31,000
28,800
17,500
2,700
10,377,596

2017 Actual
(draft)
5,905,316
2,949,363
729,719
761,758
53,254
187,500
16,127
28,809
17,500
11,484
10,660,831

Variance
10,647
(78,966)
21,621
514,258
(175,746)
(2,500)
(14,873)
9
8,784
283,235

Explanatory Notes - Revenue:
The revenue for both public policy (PIEVC) and accreditation are off-setting, meaning that we receive
the dollars for work done, and they are revenue neutral (“flow through”). The revenue was not received
since the work was not done. The additional investment revenue here is as a result of interest and
dividends paid in 2017.

Expenses
Human resources
Finance and administration
Affinity and insurance programs
Board Meetings
Research and Outreach
Accreditation
Regulatory Support
Qualifications
Public policy
International Work
Board Committees
Information services
Legal and brand protection
CEO and Presidents Travel

2017 Budget
5,012,875
1,324,948
973,409
727,572
593,020
398,779
364,718
250,000
223,250
193,573
148,396
127,394
121,850
111,500

2017 Actual
(draft)
4,774,267
1,451,507.61
1,127,841
684,843
404,450
517,338
659,134
254,591
120,080
131,071
148,569
94,268
87,549
106,765

Variance
238,608
(126,560)
(154,432)
42,729
188,569
(118,559)
(294,416)
(4,591)
103,170
62,502
(173)
33,126
34,301
4,735
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Communications
Governance and executive office
Public affairs
Total:

Excess/(Deficit)

109,632
104,000
70,866
10,855,781

92,630
124,869
46,358
10,826,132

17,002
(20,869)
24,508
(29,650)

(478,185)

(165,300)

253,585

Explanatory Notes - Expenses:
All variances greater than 10% are explained below:
1. Finance and administration: the higher costs are due to a drop in book value of our investments
2. Affinity and insurance programs: negotiations with TD Meloche Monnex took longer than
anticipated, driving up both travel and consultant costs.
3. Research and Outreach: the enrollment and degrees database had been independently budgeted
but was rolled into the Accreditation Improvement Project; and the labour market study was
deferred.
4. Accreditation: all meeting costs were higher than expected including additional meetings for the
AU Task Force; accreditation visits costs (travel expenses) were higher than expected and the
Accreditation Improvement Project progressed ahead of schedule, incurring extra costs.
5. Regulatory Support: the higher costs is the GSPC project which was assigned to this category
6. Public Policy: work on PIEVC was delayed due to internal resourcing
7. International work: costs were lower due to reduced travel (fewer people attending fewer
meetings) and due to reductions in our membership fees.
8. Information services: costs were higher due to additional fees to external hosting services
9. Legal and brand protection: costs were lower due to fewer trademark oppositions than budgeted
10. Communications: costs were lower due to deferral of some website enhancements
11. Governance and executive office: costs were higher due to sponsorship fees paid to the
Engineering Change Lab.
12. Public affairs: costs were lower due to reduced travel costs for the committee and for Hill Day.
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2018 Operating Budget

As approved at the January 12, 2018 meeting:
2018

2018 Revenue:

Budget

1.

Regulator assessment

3,091,000

2.

Affinity and insurance sub-total, including

5,959,122

Home and automobile insurance

4,267,016

Term life and major accident protection

1,460,111

Critical illness

10,000

Professional retiree health and dental insurance

30,000

Sickness and accident insurance

119,595

Financial security

55,000

Professional liability insurance

12,500

Pet health insurance

4,700

Shipping services

200

3.

Investment

365,000

4.

Research and outreach

53,000

5.

Secondary professional liability insurance

718,000

6.

PIEVC and sustainability

7.

Accreditation

431,200
5,000

8.

National Council Deans Engineering & Applied Science

17,500

9.

Rent revenue

28,800

10. Sponsorships

127,500

11. Other

4,000
Total

2018 Operating Expenses

10,800,122

2018
Proposed

12. CEO changeover

n/a

13. Board meetings

705,750

14. Board committees

111,100

15. CEO and presidents travel

102,000

16. Human resources
17. Finance and administration

5,398,245
496,190

18. IT and facilities services
Rent
IT infrastructure
Other
19. Communications, awards, scholarships, galas

599,500
320,154
338,641
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20. Affinity and insurance programs

892,500

21. Direct support of regulators
Officials groups, their projects and the Framework for
Regulation
National membership database and International Institutions
and Degrees Database
22. Qualifications Board and its work

250,000

23. Accreditation Board and its work

360,000

24. Research

154,000
79,600

75,800

25. Globalization and international work
Globalization operational committee
Mobility registers and accords, US mobility, National
Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE), National Council
of Examiners of Engineering and Surveying (NCEES), ABET
World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO)
International Engineering Alliance (IEA), Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) and Washington Accord
Union Panamericana de Asociaciones de Ingenieros
(UPADI)
26. Outreach and promotion

265,900

27. PIEVC and sustainability

324,070

28. Federal government relations
29. Legal and brand protection
Sub-total, operational expenses
Excess/deficiency of revenue over expenses

850
63,700
34,600
43,500
-

61,604
122,264
10,799,968
154
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III.

Projects Funded from Reserves

2017 Projects

End-of-Year Status Report Legend
Indicator

Definition

C

Project completed in 2017 and is now closed.

G

Project achieved most or all of the 2017 objectives and carries into 2018

Y

Project achieved the majority of the 2017 objectives and carries into 2018

R

Projects achieved fewer than 50% of the 2017 objectives and carries into 2018

Infrastructure Resilience Professional
• A designation for professional engineers in climate, infrastructure and resilience with course and
experience requirements.
Accreditation Improvement Program
• Improvements to the Accreditation Process and Enrolment and Degrees Awarded in the areas of
technology, training, communication, consultation, and continuous improvement.
IIDD Improvements
• Improvement to the International Institutions Degrees Database to ensure it continues to meet
Admissions Officials’ needs.
Online Competency Assessment project
• Assisting interested regulators in moving to competency-based assessments and implementing
Engineers & Geoscientists BC’s online system.
Office 365 / IT Infrastructure Upgrade
• To reduce operational risk, enhance collaboration tools, and unify the organizational approach
to information management by integrating all systems into a single platform with a common
information architecture.
Graduate competence survey
• The desired and actual skills and competencies of graduates of accredited engineering programs
as perceived by employers is determined through research conducted by Engineers Canada
partnering with individuals from the Engineering Change Lab.
Future City
• 17 week curriculum-integrated STEAM program to expose middle school students across Canada
to engineering as a career choice; administered annually.
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Engineering Change Lab
• A national platform for collaboration to allow individuals and organizations from across the
profession to take action to address the systemic challenges holding back the profession’s full
potential.
Governance, Strategic Planning and Consultation (GSPC) Project
• A complete revision to the governance model of Engineers Canada; a new strategic plan and an
ongoing process for strategic planning monitoring and development; development of a new
consultation method.
Title

2017
Budget

2017
Actual

Infrastructure
Resilience Program
(IRP)

$170,000

$29,470

Accreditation
Improvement Project

$165,000

$116,725

IIDD Improvements

$50,600

$0

2017
Status

Red

Green

Red

Online CompetencyBased Assessment
(CBA)

$75,000

Space Program

$44,200

$109,482
Yellow

$46,475

Graduate Competence $12,500
Survey

$65

Future City

$39,000

$30,000

Green
Completed

Completed

Engineering Change
Lab

$24,000

GSPC

NEW

$69,409
Completed

$377,932

Green

Notes
•
•
•

Active, carry forward to 2018
Offsetting revenue for 2018 was $29,965
Progress was delayed due to internal
resourcing

•
•

Active, carry forward to 2018
Variance is a result of pushing vendor
selection out into 2018

•
•

Active, carry forward to 2018
Improvements were delayed until 2018
pending the result of the QB’s IIDD
initiative.

•
•

Active, carry forward to 2018
Original budget was for meetings and
unforeseen costs. In addition to meetings,
spent $93k on initial capital costs and 50%
of deliverable D1.

•

Active, carry forward to 2018

•

Operational budget for 2018

•
•

Operational budget for 2018
2018 funding is from sponsorships, and
federal funding
2017 offsetting revenue from
sponsorship, and federal funding

•
•
•

Operational budget for 2018
Overbudget due to pre- charging of
membership fees from previous year and
Engineers Without Borders fees

•

Active, carry forward to 2018
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2018 Projects

Ongoing Projects Status Report Legend
Indicator

Definition

C

Complete

G

No obstacles encountered and the project is running according to plan.

Y

Obstacles are being encountered that put progress and success at risk. Close monitoring
and management is required by the project team to ensure that corrective actions are
moving the project back to Green status.

R

Obstacles are being encountered that put progress and success at risk. Failure to address
these areas could result in the failure of the initiative. Immediate action and support from
the Project Sponsor is required.

Accreditation Improvement Program (AIP)
The Accreditation Improvement Program is comprised of the following inter-related elements:
• Data Management System (including Enrolment and Degrees Awarded Database)
• Stakeholder Communications and Consultation Process
• Training Program and associated processes
• Continual Improvement Process
Project Status Report

Current Status

Project:

Accreditation Improvement Program

Reporting Period:

January 2018

Project Manager

Heidi Theelen, Project Manager

Program Sponsor

Colin Brown, VP Operations

Target Completion:

Q4, 2022

Current Project Phase: Execution
Project Budget:

Trend

Cost

G

G

Schedule

Y

G

Scope

G

G

Resources

Y

G

Risk

G

G

OVERALL

Y

G

$1.5M total over 4 years ($318,000 for 2018)
Rationale for Overall Project Status

The overall program status is YELLOW as the vendor selected could impact the overall timeframe and budget for
data management system related progress. Once a vendor is selected and overall costs are confirmed as part of
joint planning with vendor the project will return to GREEN status
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Online Competency-Based Assessment (CBA)
Engineers Canada is funding the development of a nationally-available competency-based assessment
framework and system. This work is focused on delivering the following outcomes in 2018:
•
•

Deliverables D1 and D2 complete, with services provided to regulators as necessary.
Participating regulators satisfied with services sought from EC staff

Project Status Report
Project:

CBA

Reporting Period:

January 2018

Project Manager

Kyle Smith, Practice Lead Assessments

Program Sponsor

Colin Brown, VP Operations

Target Completion:

Q2, 2020

Current Project Phase: Execution
Project Budget:

Current
Status

Trend

Cost

G

G

Schedule

Y

Y

Scope

Y

Y

Resources

Y

G

Risk

Y

G

OVERALL

Y

Y

$1.07M over three years ($362,490 for 2018)
Rationale for Overall Project Status

Overall project status is YELLOW as a result of the ambiguity around knowing if the proposed minimum 500
applicants per year will be realized, stakeholder resistance to scoping software requirements and a need to
allocate internal resources once planning is finalized. Once these items are resolved the project will return to
GREEN status.
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Space Program
The Space Program is an Engineers Canada Strategic Imperative with multiple Program Elements. These
elements are designed to:
•
•
•

Improve the security, availability, usability and integrity of Engineers Canada’s corporate
information.
Provide enhanced capabilities to Engineers Canada employees in the delivery of services to clients
and partners.
Provide enhancements to the underlying information technology used to deliver those services.

Project Status Report
Project:

The Space Program

Reporting Period:

January 2018

Project Manager

Frank Farrell, Project Manager

Program Sponsor

Colin Brown, VP Operations

Target Completion:

Q4, 2019

Current Project Phase: Planning
Project Budget:

Current
Status

Trend

Cost

G

G

Schedule

Y

Y

Scope

G

G

Resources

Y

Y

Risk

G

G

OVERALL

Y

Y

$293,200 over two years ($200,200 for 2018)
Rationale for Overall Project Status

Overall project status is YELLOW as a result of several mixed messages from our application development partner
around their delivery date for the final version of the application. This issue has been escalated with them and a
working session has been planned with the he Practice Lead IT and the Third-Party Provider to clarify and resolve
the issues. Assuming this is successful and a firm delivery date is established the project will return to GREEN
status.
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Governance, Strategic Planning and Consultation Project (GSPC)
The Governance, Strategic Planning and Consultation Project consists of three work packages focused
primarily on-Board requirements and a fourth work package focused internally on Engineers Canada
staff:
•
•
•
•

Updates to the Governance Model.
A sustainable planning process to develop and issue strategic direction.
An effective process for ongoing consultation of Regulators, CEO Group and other stakeholders on
behalf of the Board and Engineers Canada.
Capacity Building in consultation and change management among Engineers Canada staff.

Project Status Report

Current
Status

Trend

Project:

GSPC Project

Cost

G

G

Reporting Period:

January 2018

Schedule

G

G

Project Manager

Jessica Christou, Change Practitioner, PMP

Scope

Y

Y

Program Sponsor

Stephanie Price, P.Eng. Interim CEO

Resources

Y

G

Target Completion:

Q3, 2019

Risk

G

G

OVERALL

Y

G

Current Project Phase: Execution
Project Budget:

$1.25M over two years ($699,490 in 2018)
Rationale for Overall Project Status

Overall project status is YELLOW as a result of resource constraints in the area of communications. This issue is
being addressed the last week of January 2018. There is ambiguity in the required scope to deliver on program
outcomes, consideration is being given to “Governance 2.0”, The project will move to GREEN status once a scope
decision has been made with respect to “Governance 2.0” and a resource action plan has been developed and
implemented to address the resource constraint.
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IV.

Additional Information Requested by the Board

At the September 2017 meeting, the Board received results of the 2017 Employee Engagement Survey
conducted by Talent Map. The CEO was asked to report on the plan to address the survey results.
The survey identified three priority drivers of employee engagement. They are: professional growth,
innovation, and senior leadership.

Under the category of professional growth, the engagement scores were at the benchmark for like
organizations. However, this category was also the strongest driver for improved engagement,
indicating that improvements in this area would have a big return. Although staff reported aboveaverage favourable ratings regarding opportunities to grow and learn (with 61% satisfied with their
development opportunities and 74% saying they have “continuous opportunities to learn”), we had
lower scores regarding making an impact at work and whether or not their career aspirations could be
achieved at Engineers Canada. Given that we are a very flat organization, this last comment is not
surprising and can’t be addressed without a change in our organizational structure.
Instead, we intend to focus on two issues:
1. Making a positive impact at work: better communication of organizational direction is now
possible with a new strategic plan coming into place, and linking each person’s work to both the
purposes and the strategic plan is simple and will be prioritized.
2. Professional development program: in 2018 we will make improvements to our annual
performance assessment and development process to make sure that professional development
is a key part of each conversation. We will also work to make sure conversations about
professional development happen more than just at the annual review. In addition we will be
developing a formal Staff Development Program that provides a clear definition of
“development” (both formal and informal) as well as processes and procedures for requesting
funding or other support for training.
Under the category of innovation, our engagement scores were below benchmark with the most
negative responses to “there is a culture of innovation” and “failure is viewed as an opportunity”.
Our strategy is two-fold. First, we will create an internal definition of innovation for Engineers Canada.
Regulators are not looking for us to invent new ideas or programs, but providing better ways of serving
them in our existing programs is where we can innovate. The Senior Leadership Team will then look at
what behaviours and messages we need to learn and demonstrate to reduce fear of failure.
Under the category of Senior Leadership, our engagement scores were below benchmark with the most
negative responses to “senior leadership acts consistently”.
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There are many changes happening for staff in 2017 and this will continue in 2018. We have been using
increased transparency to help people understand the changes and the reason for them. We will
continue to provide this through:
•
•
•
•

V.

Better information about the direction that we get from the Board and Regulators, and what do
about it (e.g. regular board meeting de-briefs, updates on the GSPC project for all staff)
Sharing the agenda and notes from the weekly Senior Leadership Team meetings
Regular review of organizational progress and planning (weekly review of the annual operating
plan)
Transparent prioritization exercise whereby all of our work is evaluated and ranked against set
criteria on an ongoing basis, and both criteria and results are available to staff

Trademark Update

In January 2018, Engineers Canada received a decision of the Trademarks Opposition Board with respect
to our opposition of the trade-mark, ENGINEERING APPROACH, applied for by Pam Alliance, Ltd. for
services described as: "purchase and sale of real estate; construction and renovation of residential real
estate."
The Board’s decision found that the trademark was deceptive for services described as "construction
and renovation of residential real estate." However, Engineers Canada’s opposition was rejected in
respect of those services described as "purchase and sale of real estate". The Opposition Board was not
persuaded that the public would associate "buying and selling real estate" with services provided by a
professional engineer. It found that the public would expect or look to a different profession - realtors or
real estate brokers - to be involved with real estate transactions. Although some engineers may also be
realtors, a person can be a realtor without being licenced as an engineer. As a practical matter, most
realtors are not engineers. In contrast, the public might well expect the involvement of an engineer in
construction and renovation.
Importantly, the ENGINEERING APPROACH decision will not affect Engineers Canada’s ability to
successfully oppose trademarks including the designations "engineer", "engineering", (or even
"engineered" is some cases) where there is rational connection between what engineers do and the
services claimed in the trademark application. The test is one of first impression - what would
immediately come to mind. If the services are primarily associated with the core job description of
another profession or job category (realtors in this case), the opposition is unlikely to succeed. This is
because there is no public deception, since the public would not expect engineers to be involved.
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Attachment 3.1a

UNAPPROVED MINUTES OF THE
184th ENGINEERS CANADA BOARD MEETING
September 27, 2017
Fairmont Château Laurier
Ottawa, ON
Adam Room
The following directors were in attendance
R. Kinghorn, President
A. Bergeron, President-Elect
K. Baig
J. Boudreau
D. Brown
L. Champagne
S. Devereaux
L. Doig
G. Faulkner
D. Gelowitz
J. Holm
W. Hunt
D. Lynch
C. Parenteau
R. Trimble
The following directors send regrets
Z. Ghavitian
The following advisors were in attendance
J. Biedermann (NCDEAS)
A. English (CEOG)
D. Peters (QB)
S. Price (Engineers Canada)
The following observers were in attendance
E. Barber
S. Bilodeau
R. Dony
G. Dunphy
L. Golding
S. Jha
Z. Kripki (CFES)
J. Landrigan
K. MacLeod
G. McDonald
A. McLeod
J. Nagendran
J. Tink
J. Underhill
The following staff were in attendance
C. Brown
B. Gibson
M. Ouellette
L. Scott
J. Christou
J. Southwood
D. Lapp
L. Villeneuve
C. Christoffersen
J. Monterrosa

C. Roney, Past-President
T. Brookes
D. Chui
J. Dunn
S. Gwozdz
D. Jayas
R. Shreewastav

W. MacQuarrie (AB)

C. Dixon
G. Emberley
K. King
J. Lindsay
R. McDonald
R. Stewart
L. White

V. Kelly
D. Smith
D. Yee
E. Spence
W. Guy
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1. In Camera Session
5663
On a motion by C. Parenteau, seconded by D. Jayas, it was resolved
THAT the meeting move in camera and be closed to the public for the purposes of discussing
personal matters about an identifiable individual, labour relations or employee negotiations,
litigation or potential litigation, and that the permitted participants shall be the Directors of
Engineers Canada and the Interim Chief Executive Officer.
2. OPENING
2.1. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The president called the meeting to order at 09:41 and welcomed members.
5664

On a motion by R. Shreewastav, seconded by D. Jayas, it was resolved
THAT the agenda be approved with the following amendments: CEO Group Report be moved
up in the agenda after the CEO Update from S. Price
Carried
2.2. DECLARATION OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST
No conflicts were declared.
R. Kinghorn reviewed new meeting rules and ensured consensus in implementation:
Incorporating Meeting Rules proposed to conduct a meeting under reasonable time and
fairness:
1.
Speak for two minutes.
2.
Opportunity to speak a second time only if everyone has had a chance to speak.
Efficiency is key.
3.
Limited to two chances to speak, i.e. effectiveness including all views.
4.
Restating or reiterating the same point is not permitted. New information is suggested
if and when you speak. A safe environment is encouraged.
Going forward at Board meetings, R. Kinghorn will work with the President-Elect to maintain a
list of speakers. A timer will be present on the screen.

3. EXECUTIVE REPORTS
3.1. PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO THE BOARD
President Russ Kinghorn presented his President’s Report highlighting that attending Council
Meetings as President is very informative in hearing about local regulator issues. He also
commented on the importance of mobility.
President Kinghorn’s report is available on the Board microsite.
3.2. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT TO THE BOARD
Interim CEO Stephanie Price updated the Board on the financial forecasting for 2017, and the
2018 planning and budgeting process. Included in the presentation deck is the September
monthly update replacing the email.
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A discussion occurred around the current financial breakdown, and more granularity was
requested. S. Price will provide a draft of potential new format, and solicit feedback from all
directors.
The CEO’s presentation is available on the Board microsite.
3.3

CEO GROUP UPDATE
Chair of the CEO Group, Ann English presented the CEO Group Presentation.
The CEO Group presentation is available on the Board microsite.

4. CONSENT AGENDA
5665

5.

4.1

On a motion by S. Devereaux, seconded by R. Trimble, it was resolved
THAT the consent agenda items 4.1 be approved in one motion.
Carried

REPORTS TO THE BOARD
5.1

QUALIFICATIONS BOARD UPDATE
Dennis Peters, Chair of the Qualifications Board, provided highlights of his presentation which
included an update on the Qualifications Board’s 2017-2019 work plan, an update on the
Guideline on the Assessment of non-CEAB Applicants, and recommendations on the review of
the QB’s new Terms of Reference.
D. Peters highlighted the need for two more members and asked if a notice of motion was
required.

5666

On a motion by A. Bergeron, seconded by S. Devereaux, it was resolved
THAT the Board suspend notice of motion
Carried by the required two-thirds majority

5667

On a motion by A. Bergeron, seconded by S. Devereaux, it was resolved
THAT the Qualifications Board be requested to obtain a list of candidates from the regulators
and QB members to fill two additional at-large positions to address workload and the
aspirational diversity objectives of the Board, and that the QB’s Nominations Committee use
this list to propose two new appointments for review by the regulators and approval by the
Board by December 31, 2017.
Carried
The QB Presentation is available on the Board microsite.
5.2

ACCREDITATION BOARD UPDATE
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Wayne MacQuarrie, Chair of the Accreditation Board, Lynn Villeneuve, Practice Lead,
Accreditation, and Bob Dony, Chair AU Task Force provided a report to the Board, including: an
overview of the Accreditation Board; accomplishments from June 2017 to September 2017;
progress of the AU Task Group, and the Accreditation Improvement Program.
D. Lynch recognized that W. MacQuarrie has served the AB for thirteen years and requested a
motion of thank you from the Board for his hard work and dedication. The Board echoed D.
Lynch’s recognition with applause.
The AB presentation is available on the Board microsite.
5.3

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Sarah Devereaux, Chair of the Governance Committee provided a brief update on the ongoing
work of the committee.

5668

5.3a On a motion by S. Devereaux, seconded by W. Hunt, it was resolved
THAT the Board direct the CEO to provide the following progress reports in 2018:
1.
Monthly Activities Email and webinar
2.
Progress on Strategic Plan
To be provided at every Board meeting (three times per year), including:
Direction given by the Board
Goals set by EC as a result
Programs contributing towards achievement of those goals
Progress (% complete, if applicable), status (on track, some disruption, major
disruption), and financials
3.
Financial Updates
To be provided at every Board meeting (three times per year), including:
Approved budget
Spend to date
Current forecast
Variance
4.
Progress on Projects Funded from Reserves
To be provided at every Board meeting (three times per year), including:
Project description
Project budget
Progress to date (including financial and status)

5669

5.3b On a motion by S. Devereaux, seconded by D. Jayas, it was resolved
THAT the Board authorize the CEO to use reserve funds for the Governance, Strategic Planning
and Consultation project for 2018. This authority shall permit the CEO to draw down up to a
maximum of:
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a)
$179,000 for governance improvements and
b)
$292,000 for strategic planning and
c)
$36,000 for consultations and
d)
$22,000 for capacity building.
And mitigate cost as much as possible with due diligence
(18 in favour, 3 opposed, 1 abstention)
A discussion about the Governance, Strategic Planning and Consultation project took place, and
it was agreed that the work was necessary but there were concerns around cost. The Board
wanted to ensure that the rate being paid was competitive.
5.4

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
R. Kinghorn provided a brief update on the Executive Committee’s work on the Governance,
Strategic Planning and Consultation project, referencing the memo circulated in the Agenda
Book.

5.5

SEARCH COMMITTEE
C. Roney provided an update on the CEO Search. On November 7th the long list will be reviewed
and narrowed down to three candidates, on November 15th the short-listed candidates will be
interviewed by the CEO Search Committee, with the hope of putting one candidate forward to
the Board at the December 19th Teleconference.

5.6

NOMINATIONS TASK FORCE
C. Roney provided an update on the work of the Nominations Task Force. The group has
completed the first item for review on composition. The next items to be reviewed in early
October are term limits and succession planning. The Task Force is working towards the goal of
completing the work plan, and providing a complete update to the Board at the December 19th
Teleconference.
C. Roney noted that there is a peer review process in place as this work is tied to the work the
Governance Committee is doing, and they must be aligned.

6.

BOARD BUSINESS/REQUIRED DECISIONS
6.1

Risk Register
S. Price referenced the Risk Register that was circulated in the Agenda Book. It was suggested
that the risk associated with item #19 should be increased as Affinity Programs are currently
attracting more interest.

6.2

Additional business (if any)
No additional business was brought forward.
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7.

UPDATES FROM STAKEHOLDERS
7.1.

National Council of Deans of Engineering and Applied Science (NCDEAS)
J. Biedermann, on behalf of Ishwar Puri, provided an update on concerns around Accreditation,
and the relationship with Engineers Canada.
NCDEAS understands that the reduction of advisors under the new governance model will
increase efficiency, but would like to continue to work with Engineers Canada on not only
accreditation, but other items as well.

7.2.

Canadian Federation of Engineering Students (CFES)
Zenon Kripki, President of the Canadian Federation of Engineering Students (CFES) presented an
update to the Board. The CFES presentation is available on the Engineers Canada microsite.

8. NATIONAL BUSINESS
8.1.

Presidents’ Group Report
Katherine MacLeod provided a report from the President’s Group meeting on September 26,
2017.
It was noted that there were no further items on Affinity required.
There was some discussion around the motion in May passed on board size. The observation is
that the board is not as efficient as it could be, and a plan should be brought forward for
consideration to the members.
The group discussed how to be a more effective group and concluded that more support from
staff at Engineers Canada in providing a welcome package, and updated Terms of Reference,
could help keep continuity with the high turnover of the group.
The Chair of the Presidents Group will work to collect a list of challenges facing each Regulator
to be discussed at each meeting.

8.2.

Matters impacting the profession (if any)
Engineers and Geoscientists BC was subject to a human rights complaint regarding life
membership and age discrimination, and were found to be in breach. This will be affecting other
Regulators across the country.
No additional matters were brought forward.

9. NEXT MEETINGS
• December 19, 2017 (Teleconference)
• February 26-28, 2017 (Ottawa, ON)
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10. CLOSING (motion not required if all business has been completed)
Meeting adjourned 2:55pm
Minutes prepared by W. Guy for:
Russ Kinghorn, FEC, P.Eng.
President

Stephanie Price, CAE, P.Eng.
Interim Chief Executive Officer
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Attachment 3.1b

UNAPPROVED MINUTES OF THE
186th ENGINEERS CANADA BOARD MEETING
January 12, 2018
Ottawa, ON
The following directors were in attendance
R. Kinghorn, President
C. Roney, Past-President
K. Baig
J. Boudreau
D. Brown
D. Chui
L. Doig
J. Dunn
D. Gelowitz
Z. Ghavitian
J. Holm
W. Hunt
D. Lynch
C. Parenteau
The following directors sent regrets
A. Bergeron, President-Elect
R. Trimble
The following advisors were in attendance
A. English (CEOG)
W. MacQuarrie (AB)
S. Price (Engineers Canada)
The following advisor sent regrets
I. Puri (NCDEAS)

T. Brookes
S. Devereaux
G. Faulkner
S. Gwozdz
D. Jayas
R. Shreewastav (by phone)

D. Peters (QB) (by phone)

The following observers were in attendance
J. Landrigan
G. McDonald
R. Hanlon

L. White

The following staff were in attendance
H. Anderson
C. Brown
M. Ouellette
D. Smith
L. Villeneuve

J. Monterrosa
J. Southwood
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1. OPENING

CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA

The President called the meeting to order at 10:00 and welcomed members, including
those participating by webinar/teleconference.
5673

2.
5674

3.

On a motion by D. Gelowitz, seconded by D. Jayas, it was resolved
THAT the agenda be approved and the President be authorized to modify the order of
discussion.
Carried
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
On a motion by T. Brookes, seconded by C. Parenteau, it was resolved
THAT the minutes of the December 19, 2017 meeting be approved.
Carried
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President R. Kinghorn presented his report highlighting several of his activities from the fall of
2017.

4. APPROVAL OF 2018 BUDGET
The President and S. Price entertained questions regarding the overall budget with regards to all
four of the proposed budget motions.
The Board was reminded that a motion was passed in September requiring the CEO to report on
the organization’s finances at each major meeting.
Directors inquired if there is a contingency in place should a Regulator withdraw from the
Affinity program. It was noted that this would not have an immediate impact; the change would
only be felt as individuals moved to different programs.
UPADI does not have a budget line for 2018. We did not pay membership fees in 2017; the
$5,000 budgeted was to send someone to assist the organization. As all UPADI participants are
also members of the World Federation of Engineering Organizations, it was decided that we
would participate only in the latter. We both learn and share information from WFEO, whereas
at UPADI our role is more to support other organizations.
The potential change in Board size will save some money, however the overall meeting costs
would remain much the same as the participant number would only decline slightly.
Costs for Federal government relations are largely imbedded in staff costs, however as we are
engaging consultants in 2018 to get more impact around Hill Day, the budget item is higher than
in previous years.
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Investment expectations are lower in 2018 than in 2017 due to the latter year exceeding
expectations. This is not anticipated to be the case in 2018.
The increase in both revenue and expenditure of the PIEVC number comes from two main
components, the first being a major international development project led by the German
International Development Agency. We were asked to participate as our leadership in this area
is highly regarded. The project is cost neutral and will allow for additional learnings. The second
part relates to the Infrastructure Resiliance Program (IRP) through which we have developed
courses in climate law, climate data and asset management. These courses are very popular and
are also cost neutral.
The organization does not currently have a plan to do an IT security penetation test. This was
recommended during last year’s audit and should be a budgeted item. It was further noted that
we did fend off a recent attack without any harm.
5675

a) Moved D. Chui, seconded W. Hunt:
THAT the 2018 Operational Budget of $10.8 million in revenue and $10.8 million in expenses
be approved.
Carried by two-thirds
Several Directors raised concerns about the impending drain on our reserve funds and inquired
if we could prioritize the major projects. The projects have not been prioritized by the Board. It
was noted that once the projects are complete, the draw on our operational budget would be
reduced due to improved efficiencies. We should determine what amount is needed to carry on
operations for a minimum of three months.
It was suggested that Table 4, reflecting reserves, be expanded to 2021 and reflect what has
been committed in 2018 along with what is planned but not committed for future years.
The long-term costs of the special projects were discussed. As these projects will change how
we do things (i.e. governance, accreditation), they will become operational, therefore impacting
annual budgets. They are currently part of a step change. None of the projects are being run
because we have reserves to spend. Every one of these projects is fixing a significant problem at
Engineers Canada: governance, accreditation, a weakness with the EC IT infrastructure security
and with the competency project we are moving to a much better way of assessing licensure for
the regulators.

5676

b) Moved C. Parenteau, seconded S. Devereaux:
THAT the CEO be directed to use an additional $170,490 from reserve funds for the
Governance, Strategic Planning and Consultation project.
Carried by two-thirds
The bulk of the GSPC budget involves the consultant fees and travel. The long term plan is to be
able to do this work by ourselves, without the aid of consultants. The consultants will provide
training and develop a process for ongoing strategic planning.
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5677

c) Moved D. Jayas, seconded L. Doig:
THAT the CEO be directed to use $318,000 from reserve funds for the Accreditation
Improvements Program.
Carried by two-thirds
A note to map the budget to the work planned under the AIP would be useful. If we agree to this
item in 2018, are we agreeing to further expenses in future years? We will be exploring the
options as part of this project, being careful and prudent rather than fast in our choice of
software.

5678

d) Moved D. Brown, seconded S. Devereaux:
THAT the CEO be directed to use $200,200 from reserve funds for the Space Program.
Carried by two-thirds

5. NOMINATIONS TASK FORCE
C. Roney provided background on the Task Force’s work along with a summary of the Briefing
Note and findings. Both the CEAB and CEQB Chairs expressed concerns and would like C. Roney
or the Task Force to meet with their respective Boards to discuss the report. Consultation with
stakeholders was anticipated to take place in February and March. As we cannot finalize the
report to meet the deadline for 2018 nominations, it was agreed that we extend the
consultation time to allow for face-to-face discussions and present the report at the September
Board meeting. This will ensure we provide ample opportunity for the CEAB and CEQB voices to
be heard and have their concerns addressed. It is more important to get this done right rather
than fast.
6. DISCLOSURE OF AFFINITY PROGRAM CONTRACTS
The concern with risk was discussed and it was discussed that should regulators wish to leave
the program, the change to revenues would be slow.
The need to disclose financial transparency in addition to the contractual transparency on an
annual basis was raised. To this end, an amendment to the original motion was proposed. This
had not been considered in preparation of the original motion. Providing the information in
aggregate form protects privacy and would address some of the transparency issues. The two
largest providers are happy to have the information shared in confidence. It was noted that if
changes to revenues from Affinity occur as a result of the information sharing, there may be a
need to increase the assessment fees from each regulator.
5679

Moved C. Roney, seconded S. Devereaux:
THAT Engineers Canada release, in confidence, copies of all agreements signed with affinity
providers, or equivalent documentation, so that all regulators know how the revenue from
these programs is split between reguators and Engineers Canada.
Moved D. Lynch, seconded D. Brown:
THAT the above motion be amended to read: “Engineers Canada release, in confidence, copies
of all agreements signed with affinity providers, or equivalent documentation, and also an
annual summary of total affinity revenues aggregated across all affinity programs received by
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each regulator and by Engineers Canada, so that all regulators know how the revenue from
these programs is split between reguators and Engineers Canada”
Carried
The amended motion was carried
7. ENGINEERS CANADA FUNDING MODEL
The proposed Task Force will examine several funding options, including the status quo. It will
allow for consultation with the regulators and ensure full engagement. Terms of Reference for
the Task Force will be drafted for approval by April. The timelines presented in the motion may
need to be flexible to ensure adequate time for the work.
5680

Moved D. Brown, seconded D. Lynch:
THAT a Task Force be struck to undertake a review of the Engineers Canada funding model,
including consultation with the engineering regulators, development of alternative models,
and analysis of the impacts of the current and alternative models on the engineering
regulators and Engineers Canada. The Task Force will be led by Dwayne Gelowitz and include
up to five other directors, to be appointed by the Executive Committee. The Task Force will
propose alternatives by May 2018, and provide an analysis of the impacts of the current and
alternative models, and a recommended funding model by December 3, 2018.
Carried

8. CLOSING
Given that items on the agenda were completed, the Chair declared the meeting adjourned at
12:16.
Minutes prepared by H. Anderson for:

Russ Kinghorn, FEC, P.Eng.
President

Stephanie Price, CAE, P.Eng.
Interim Chief Executive Officer
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Attachment 3.2

Briefing note
For Board decision
Approval of National Position Statements
Purpose:

Approval of two National Position Statements relating to;
• STEM Education Research Funding
• Professional Practice in Software Engineering

Motion(s) to
consider:

THAT the following National Position Statements be approved:
a. STEM Education Research Funding
b. Professional Practice in Software Engineering

Vote required to
pass:

X Simple majority

Agenda number 3.2

Two-thirds majority
Two-thirds -60% majority (refer to articles 5.7 and 5.8 of the bylaw.)

Authority:

National Position Statements enable Engineers Canada to consult with the federal
government on issues affecting the regulators and the engineering profession. The
passing of this motion would allow Engineers Canada to advocate on these issues, in
accordance with our government relations strategy, on behalf of the provincial and
territorial engineering regulatory bodies to the federal government. The statements
serve to ensure the federal government and public servants consider the expertise
of the engineering profession in policy making.

Transparency: (all

X Open session

meetings, debates,
and decisions shall
be open, except for
certain subject
matters as
described in GP7.1)

In camera, reason (check all that apply):
The security of the property of the organization
Personal matters about an identifiable individual
The proposed or pending acquisition of assets by the organization
Labour relations or employee negotiations
Litigation or potential litigation
The receiving of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege
Another matter as the Executive Committee or Board determines

Prepared by:

Joey Taylor, Practice Lead, Public Affairs

Presented by:

Lisa Doig, Member, Public Affairs Advisory Committee
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1. Problem/issue definition
National position statements (NPSs) are positions on key issues relating to the public interest. These are
consensus positions of the provincial and territorial regulatory bodies of Engineers Canada. These
statements:
o
o
o
o

represent the collective position of the engineering profession
influence public policy
facilitate discussion with government
provide information for our members and those of the engineering profession

Engineers Canada’s Public Affairs Advisory Committee is tasked with creating the National Position
Statements. This committee is comprised of volunteers with multi-disciplinary backgrounds and includes
individuals from the CEO group, the Presidents group, the Engineers Canada board, academia, and
industry.
Each year, the Public Affairs Advisory Committee develops NPSs on new and existing issues facing the
engineering profession. This helps ensure the federal government and public servants consider the
expertise of the engineering profession in policy making.
The current process for deciding which topics the committee will be developing in the upcoming year is
as follows: during the May kick-off meeting, the committee discusses new and existing issues facing the
engineering profession. This includes insight from our committee members who are close to the issues,
such as regulators or members of the profession. We then work towards developing these NPSs to present
them to the regulators and the Board for review and consideration.
This is an opportunity for Engineers Canada to have an aligned position on two current issues facing the
regulators and the engineering profession, via National Position Statements on STEM Education Research
Funding and Professional Practice in Software Engineering.
Although actively advocating on these two NPSs is not part of Engineers Canada’s 2018 government
relations plan and strategy, having a unified position of support from our regulators is helpful to prepare
for future advocacy, particularly in the case of STEM education, which is expected to be a big part of the
2018 federal budget.
2. Proposed action/recommendation
• The Public Affairs Advisory Committee recommends that the Engineers Canada Board approves
the attached NPSs.
• Once approved, these NPSs will be posted on Engineers Canada’s public website and referenced
during consultations with the federal government.
3. Other options considered:
N/A
4. Risks
If the motion to approve these NPSs does not pass, there will be no unified national position on these two
topics that are currently affecting the profession.
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5. Financial implications
N/A
6. Benefits
• Engineering regulators:
o A national position on key issues is beneficial for the engineering regulators as these issues
affect the regulators and the future of the engineering profession. Regulators benefit from a
national unified position.
o The national position on professional practice in software engineering will help with
conversations with both employers and provincial/territorial governments to defend
enforcement and compliance activities in this area.
• Engineering profession:
o A national position on key issues is beneficial for the engineering profession as these issues
affect how they perform their engineering roles and how they see their own profession.
o It also provides the engineering profession with guidance about engineering regulators’
position towards these current issues.
o It raises awareness about the need for continued funding and research to sustain the
profession.
• Others (public, government, higher education institutions, individual engineers, etc.):
o The NPS regarding STEM education was developed with support from the National Council of
Deans of Engineering and Applied Science and will support them in seeking to fund research
to improve engineering education in Canada.
7. Consultation
Our multi-disciplinary committee, the National Council of Deans of Engineering and Applied Science, the
provincial and territorial regulators, and the Engineers Canada board were asked to review and provide
comments on the two NPSs.
There were no objections or concerns regarding the content of the NPSs; however, one board member
raised concerns regarding the topic of STEM education research funding, questioning whether this was a
priority for the engineering regulators.
8. Next steps (if motion approved)
If the motion is approved, the NPSs will be posted on Engineers Canada’s public website and will be relied
upon when needed when consulting with the federal government.
9. Appendices
The National Position Statements on STEM Education Research Funding and on Professional Practice in
Software Engineering are attached
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National Position Statements

STEM Education Research Funding .......................................................................................... 2
Practice in Software Engineering ............................................................................................... 6
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STEM Education Research Funding
The engineering profession’s position
•

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education plays a central role
in promoting Canada’s economic development and capacity to compete globally as well
as increasing Canada’s prosperity and productivity.

•

The role and nature of post-secondary education is evolving rapidly. Evidence-based
research is needed to guide this change.

•

Canada, unlike many countries, currently has little capacity and few federal funding
mechanisms to support such research.

•

Canada must support STEM education research in the higher education sector if we are
to continue to graduate world-class engineers.

The issue
In recent years, STEM education research has been gaining traction and has become increasingly
valued globally. This growth is supported by substantial research funding. For example, the United
States provides US$7 billion annually in federal funding to STEM education, which includes
US$105 million through their National Science Foundation for research to improve undergraduate
STEM education.
Australia has also provided substantial federal funding towards strengthening STEM education
and digital literacy programs. The National Innovation and Science Agenda’s Inspiring all
Australians in digital literacy and STEM provides a variety of STEM education initiatives that work
to increase the participation of youth in STEM education programs while strengthening their digital
literacy skills. The total funding for this initiative is $11.2 million. The Department of Education
and Training’s 2016-2017 initiatives towards STEM education and digital literacy total $64.6
million. 1
To remain internationally competitive and better support Canada’s aspirations, STEM programs
in Canada are seeking to improve their curriculum and program delivery. This is certainly the case
for engineering education, a key driver of Canadian competitiveness.
Currently, there is little or no dedicated research funding for this important emerging research
area. Without funding to support graduate students and to carry out the studies, it is impossible
for professors to focus on the area without risking their future in academia. This lack of core
Australian Government (2017). “Department of Education and Training: Inspiring All Australians in digital literacy
and STEM.” Retrieved from: https://www.education.gov.au/inspiring-all-australians-digital-literacy-and-stem.

1
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funding hinders the ability to study the effectiveness of current pedagogy, the complex interactions
between academia and industry in Canada, the success of Canadian graduates, and the impact
of program redevelopment.
Despite these funding challenges, several Canadian universities have established, or are
developing, graduate programs and graduate courses in engineering education (e.g. University
of Toronto, University of Manitoba, and Queen’s University). The majority of these Canadian
researchers rely on a patchwork of foundation contracts, donors, and industry to support research,
and much research is done without any funding whatsoever. It is simply not possible to build
substantive engineering education research programs without a consistent and sustainable
funding source.
Some schools have created internal funds for educational initiatives; however, these funds are
typically small, and they provide little opportunity to learn how to properly conduct or sustain
educational research. Small internal grants also tend to confine knowledge locally and thus limit
how widely this knowledge is shared. Most critically, this lack of dedicated funding programs
implies that engineering education research is simply not valued or needed, when in fact the exact
opposite is the case if Canada is to strengthen its world-class engineering faculties so as to
sustain its global leadership in engineering and a strong economy.

How Engineers Canada has contributed
Engineers Canada recognizes the evolving nature of engineering education and is actively
engaged in supporting STEM education and careers in many ways. One of Engineers Canada’s
many roles is to accredit undergraduate engineering programs. The Canadian Engineering
Accreditation Board holds institutions to some of the highest standards in the world, which help
graduate some of the best-educated and most well-trained engineering students. Accredited
programs satisfy the academic requirements for licensure as a professional engineer with the
provincial and territorial engineering regulators, which ensures Canada’s engineering education
system remains amongst the best in the world.
Engineers Canada also supports the Canadian Federation of Engineering Students (CFES), a
national, bilingual organization that represents approximately 85,000 engineering students across
Canada. The CFES aims to provide opportunities in support of an all-encompassing education
for engineering students in Canada to become unparalleled professionals in their field.

Recommendations to the federal government
A significant gap exists in Canada's research funding ecosystem. This research funding gap is,
in part, a result of a lack of coordination between the research granting councils. To reduce the
gap, the federal government needs to increase the level of coordination between granting
agencies for funding to support research on post-secondary STEM education. Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) funding does exist for research on STEM education
at the primary and secondary school levels, but primarily for researchers in social science and
humanities. Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) does not have
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adjudication committees addressing disciplinary educational research, making it challenging for
engineering faculty to obtain funding to study education in their own fields (e.g. for engineering
professors to study the way to improve engineering education in their own classroom). Further,
graduate students pursuing STEM education research within engineering or physical science
faculties are also limited in terms of the opportunities for scholarship funding and career pathways:
their research is not eligible for NSERC scholarships while their fields of study do not align with
SSHRC. Thus, the research funding gap falls between NSERC and SSHRC’s mandates, and
could be addressed through better coordination between these research granting councils.
The proposed investment in STEM education research will do much to help Canada develop
better trained and prepared scientists and engineers. The funding will help Canadian academics
discover more effective ways to teach and infuse into curricula complementary skills such as
technical communication, leadership, teamwork, and entrepreneurship skills that can multiply the
success of students after they graduate and expand their many positive contributions to society.
This research investment will also help attract and domestically develop academics specializing
in STEM education. Globally, over 30 universities now offer graduate research programs in STEM
education, and a number of prominent departments and schools of engineering education exist
in the US. In Canada, universities have started to recognize this need with programs emerging at
a few universities and others indicating interest. Regrettably, this growth is being stifled by the
lack of research funding. Creating targeted funding to support research on post-secondary STEM
education is needed if Canada is to continue educating world-class engineers.
We therefore recommend the federal government:
•

•

•

Ensure better coordination between research granting councils, specifically between
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) and Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council (NSERC), to support research funding on post-secondary
STEM education.
Ensure graduate students pursuing STEM education research within engineering or
physical science are provided with opportunities to receive scholarship funding and
career pathways.
Support targeted funding to strengthen research in post-secondary STEM education.

How Engineers Canada will contribute
With its network of expert volunteers, Engineers Canada will:
•
•
•

Provide advice and facilitate the development of legislation on funding priorities.
Participate in future research studies on interaction with industry and career performance
in engineering.
Bring in international perspective through its work with the International Engineering
Alliance.
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•

•
•

Highlight international organizations’ work on advancing STEM education, such as the
work conducted from the UK Royal Academy of Engineering and the Australian Academy
of Technology and Engineering, to advance Canadian STEM education research needs.
Participate in formal government forums, national roundtables, and appear before House
of Commons standing committees to advance STEM education research.
Work collaboratively with provincial and territorial regulators to ensure appropriate needs
in STEM education are being met.
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Professional Practice in Software Engineering
The engineering profession’s position
•

Self-regulation of the engineering profession protects and enhances public health, safety,
welfare, and the environment for all Canadians.

•

Engineering regulators set high professional and ethical standards, establish codes of
conduct, and administer regulatory processes and standards of practice to assure
protection of the public.

•

In the case of software engineering, a piece of software (or a software intensive system)
can be considered an engineering work if it meets certain conditions outlined below.

•

To protect the public and to prevent software developers who are not professional
engineers from assuming responsibilities that should be taken on by a professional
engineer, the public, engineers, governments, other decision-makers, and engineering
regulators require an understanding of the scope of the regulated practice of software
engineering and why it is regulated.

•

Professional engineers working in the traditional engineering disciplines are grounded in
Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board-accredited programs and the scope,
practices, and standards for these disciplines are well-defined.

The issue
Since 1999, the engineering profession in Canada has been registering professional software
engineers through an established discipline of software engineering. For many years prior to this,
professional engineers in Canada were instrumental in developing the international body of
knowledge and practice of software engineering. Professional engineers in Canada design,
implement, and manage software-intensive systems across all industries – from Aerospace to
Manufacturing, Mining to Transportation and Telecommunication, Finance to Government and
Education. The regulation and enforcement of software engineering practice has proven to be a
challenging task for the engineering profession, because activities such as software development
may often overlap with software engineering.
The “practice of engineering” means any act of planning, designing, composing, evaluating,
advising, reporting, directing or supervising, or managing any of the foregoing, that requires the
application of engineering principles, and that concerns the safeguarding of life, health, property,
economic interests, the public welfare, or the environment.
In the case of software engineering, a piece of software (or a software-intensive system) can
therefore be considered an engineering work if both of the following conditions are true:
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•
•

The development of the software required “the application of a systematic, disciplined,
quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software.”
There is a reasonable expectation that failure or inappropriate functioning of the system
would result in harm to life, health, property, economic interests, the public welfare, or the
natural environment.

The scope, practices, and standards for traditional engineering are well defined. Accredited and
established engineering degree programs are available for all engineering disciplines, including
software engineering. Those who develop and implement software or software-intensive systems
and who seek licensure are often less likely to be graduates from an accredited or recognized
engineering program in software engineering. Through licensure tools developed by the
engineering profession, the provincial and territorial regulatory bodies are able to assess the
qualifications of all applicants to determine whether they are eligible for licensure and to determine
requirements that need to be satisfied to achieve professional engineer status. Some jurisdictions
also offer a limited-scope license, which grants the holder the right to practice software
engineering.
To protect the public and to prevent those who are not professional engineers from assuming
responsibilities that should be taken on by a professional engineer, the public, engineers,
governments, other decision-makers, and engineering regulators require an understanding of
the scope of the regulated practice of software engineering and why it is regulated. The
regulation of software engineering will hold individuals accountable for the work they do via the
existing enforcement, investigation, and discipline process. Without the regulation of software
engineering, there is little or no accountability, other than resorting to the justice system which is
ill-equipped to deal with an issue that should fall within the engineering regulators’ purview.

What Engineers Canada has done
The Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board, in consultation with the provincial and territorial
engineering regulators, has prepared a national document that provides guidance to regulators
regarding the scope and depth of the software engineering discipline.
This White paper on professional practice in software engineering 2 is publicly available and
provides an introductory rationale that addresses the nature of practice in software engineering,
in comparison with software development. The document is a tool that provides guidance to help
regulators and others to recognize the practice of software engineering. The White Paper
includes:
•

An application of the definition of the practice of engineering to the software field, as well
as indicators that an activity may involve the practice of software engineering that is only
to be practised by those so licensed as software engineers.

Engineers Canada (2016). “White paper on professional practice in software engineering” Retrieved from:
https://engineerscanada.ca/publications/white-paper-on-professional-practice-in-software-engineering

2
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•

An exploration of aspects that may be practised by others in addition to software
engineers.

The Qualifications Board has also developed the Software Engineering Syllabus to further define
the requirements for software engineering.
In addition, regulatory bodies in Canada in several jurisdictions have developed software
engineering experience and competency requirements for those who wish to pursue registration
as a professional engineer. Professional engineers across Canada have also contributed to the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society’s Guide to the
Software Engineering Body of Knowledge, which describes generally accepted knowledge
about software engineering; and the IEEE’s software engineering competency model
(SWECOM), which describes competencies for software engineers who participate in the
development of and modifications to software-intensive systems.

Recommendations to the federal government
The federal government must continue to recognize that the Canadian public is best served when
the jurisdiction of the provincial and territorial engineering regulators is recognized and respected,
and when it is acknowledged that provincial and territorial governments have delegated the
authority to regulate the engineering profession to these 12 regulators.
Provincial and territorial regulators consistently strive to ensure that their admissions and licensing
practices are timely, transparent, objective, impartial, and fair. Provincial and territorial regulators
also set high professional and ethical standards, establish codes of conduct, and support and
oversee the practice of professional engineering to ensure protection of the Canadian public.
The federal government must also:
•

Ensure that any legislation or regulations that refer to software engineering work require
the involvement of a professional engineer in accordance with provincial and territorial
engineering acts.

•

Use demand-side legislation to drive the requirement that software engineering work is
to be performed by individuals who are licensed to do so, thereby encouraging
compliance with professional regulatory legislation.

How Engineers Canada will contribute
Engineers Canada will continue to
•

monitor developments in the professional practice of software engineering and will update
its guidelines if/when necessary. In addition, Engineers Canada will continue to support
the work of provincial and territorial regulators to enforce the engineering acts as they
pertain to the practice of software engineering.
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•

•

engage in advocacy activities with relevant federal government officials and other
stakeholder groups to educate and inform of the benefits of understanding and complying
with the contents of the White paper on professional practice in software engineering.
promote its White paper on professional practice in software engineering to provide
engineering regulators, the public, engineers, employers, and governments with guidance
as it pertains to the discipline of software engineering.
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Attachment 3.3

Briefing note
For Board decision
Revised National Guideline: Site Remediation for
Professional Engineers

Agenda number: 3.3

Purpose:

Approve the Revised National Guideline: Site Remediation for Professional
Engineers for posting on the Engineers Canada website

Motion(s) to
consider:

THAT the National Guideline: Site Remediation for Professional Engineers be
approved.

Vote required to
pass:

X Simple majority
Two-thirds majority
Two-thirds -60% majority (refer to articles 5.7 and 5.8 of the bylaw.)

Authority:

The Board is approving updates to the existing 2009 Guideline on Site Remediation
for Professional Engineers.

Transparency: (all

X open session

meetings, debates,
and decisions shall
be open, except for
certain subject
matters as
described in GP7.1)

In camera, reason (check all that apply):
The security of the property of the organization
Personal matters about an identifiable individual
The proposed or pending acquisition of assets by the organization
Labour relations or employee negotiations
Litigation or potential litigation
The receiving of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege
Another matter as the Executive Committee or Board determines

Prepared by:

Mélanie Ouellette, Practice Lead, Qualifications

Presented by:

Dennis Peters, Chair, Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board

1. Problem/issue definition
In September 2016, the Qualifications Board adopted a Review Protocol for Guidelines and Model
Guides. The goal of this protocol is to ensure that QB documents are kept up-to-date by triggering a
mandatory review every five years. Given that the existing 2009 Guideline on Site Remediation for
Professional Engineers is over five years old, QB included its review in the 2017-19 Work Plan. This
review was completed by the Environment and Sustainability Committee and approved by QB at its
January 25, 2018 teleconference call.
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There are no substantive changes to the document, such as the addition of new sections or the deletion
of existing ones.
The revised content includes:
• Current Engineers Canada and QB standards and terminology for national guidelines.
• Recent legislative and regulatory requirements generally across the country.
• Recent changes in scope and nature of this professional practice area.
• Refinements in language, updates to definitions that reflect or support current practices.
The approval of the proposed changes will enable QB to provide up-to-date information on site
remediation to engineers.
2. Proposed action/recommendation
It is recommended that the Board approves the proposed changes so that an updated Guideline is
provided to engineers.
3. Other options considered:
N/A
4. Risks
The Engineers Canada legal counsel has reviewed the QB standard disclaimer to mitigate any legal risks
associated with the use of guidelines, model guides, or white papers, including the following statement:
“The national guidelines do not establish a legal standard of care or conduct, and they do not include or
constitute legal or professional advice.”
5. Financial implications
N/A
6. Benefits
• Engineering regulators:
o Regulators will be able to direct their members to the Engineers Canada guideline to
support their practice.
• Engineering profession:
o Engineers will have a Guideline that can support their practice.
• Others (public, government, higher education institutions, individual engineers, etc.):
o The public will benefit from having engineers that have an increased understanding of
practice in site remediation.
7. Consultation
Consultations held between September 25th and November 29th, 2017 included the following groups:
• Chief Executive Officers Group
• Engineers Canada Board
• Environment Officials Group
• Practice Officials Group
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Feedback was received from some individual regulators and their committees. The QB’s response to
each comment is available on the consultation page (log-in required) and was distributed to the
Environment Officials Group, the Practice Officials Group, and every individual that provided feedback
on the document.
The comments and suggested changes/edits received from the regulators during the review process
were excellent and contributed what the Environment and Sustainability Committee considers to be a
useful, high-quality document.
8. Next steps (if motion approved)
A communications plan was prepared to disseminate the Guideline. It is expected that, in addition to
being highlighted in the Engineers Canada newsletter, the Guideline will be promoted on the Engineers
Canada website, as well as Twitter and LinkedIn.
An individual email will also be sent to the Chief Executive Officers Group, the Engineers Canada Board,
the Environment Officials Group, and the Practice Officials Group to notify them of the final document.
A presentation on the guideline will be prepared for outreach and educational purposes that can be
presented via webinar or on-site upon request of any regulator.
9. Appendices
The National Guideline on Site Remediation is attached.
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Attachment 3.3

Revised National Guideline: Site Remediation for Professional Engineers
1. INTRODUCTION
Professional engineers are required to conduct themselves in a manner consistent with their registration
under provincial and territorial engineering Act(s) that regulate the practice of engineering. These Acts
establish the engineering regulator that serves as the licensing authority for engineers practicing within
each jurisdiction and, through certification and licensure, ensure only properly qualified members are
allowed to practice and do so according to professional standards.
Each engineering regulator institutes standards and processes to ensure that professional engineers are
competent and that their practice is skilled and ethical. This self-regulation and mutual accountability
within the engineering regulator and among peers must be stringent, so that professional engineers
merit societal trust. The engineering Code of Ethics holds the protection of the public from unethical
and/or incompetent practice in highest esteem, and includes:
•
Technical requirements: ensuring that professional engineers protect public safety and wellbeing, and engage in skilled practice.
•
Continuing competence: concerning personal professional development and adherence to
standards and guidelines in all areas of professional practice.
•
Regulation and control: enforcing against non-licensed and non-qualified persons and
reviewing the practice of licensed members and permit holders.
•
Discipline: disciplining professional engineers who fail to comply with proper standards of
professional practice and ethical conduct.
Technical and professional standards of conduct are set, revised, maintained, and enforced by the
engineering regulators for their registered professional engineers. Engineers Canada is the national
federation of the engineering regulators, and provides a coordinating function fostering mutual
recognition among them and encouraging the greatest possible commonality of operation.
Engineers Canada issues national guidelines on various subjects to support the development of common
practice guidelines among the engineering regulators, and support the continued qualification of
engineers after initial licensure. This guideline for site remediation has been prepared by the Canadian
Engineering Qualifications Board in consultation with the engineering regulators to assist engineers in
carrying out their paramount responsibility to protect the public and environment, reflecting
professional and ethical engineering and current and best practices and policies.
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2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this national guideline is to assist engineers involved in site remediation to address their
professional and ethical responsibilities related to engineering design and project management. It
addresses the responsibilities of engineers for professional services that generally involve the
completion and/or review of reports and plans that pertain to the planning, design, execution, and
auditing of site remediation work that normally follows completion of a site assessment. The services
also include the preparation and submission of recommendations to federal, territorial, provincial, or
municipal regulators for the issuance of a remediation regulatory instrument or equivalent certification
defined according to the laws and regulations of the applicable jurisdiction.
The remediation process is multi-disciplinary and is usually carried out by a project team that often
involves other professionals and disciplines at certain stages. This does not negate the role or
responsibilities of the engineer, but does require consideration of the complementary skills and
knowledge that may be required for certain sites and/or stages in the remediation work. The
competencies described are those of a project team and are met by the sum of the skills of the
individual practitioners, as generally one practitioner will not have all of the necessary skills.
The application of professional judgment is an integral part of doing site remediation work, and as such,
the application of this national guideline and any engineering regulator practice guideline or standard
may vary according to the circumstances. This is a national guideline and as such does not replace any
existing legislation or revisions thereto, regulations, policies, or guidelines that exist through the
engineering regulators or federal, territorial, provincial, or municipal government legislators, or preclude
the need for appropriate education, training, and experience.
This document provides a common framework for engineering regulators to develop their own practice
standards and guidelines to assist their licensed engineers. It provides a mechanism to evaluate the level
of professional practice and quality of this work.
If an engineering regulator decides to adopt the national guideline or develop its own practice guidance
or standard, a careful review of legislation and regulations should occur to ensure the national and
engineering regulator-level documents do not contradict one another.
This document does not cover site assessment activities that investigate and define initial site conditions
for the purpose of site remediation. It is assumed that the site assessment has been completed to
whatever level of detail that has been prescribed or required, and that this information is fully available
for planning the site remediation work.
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Other aspects of contaminated site cleanup and management, which are often multi-disciplinary and
involve other non-engineering disciplines, are not within the scope of this document. Engineering
regulators may wish to include other topics in their own version of this document or publish separate
guidelines on site investigation as well as provide more detailed guidance on remediation and risk
assessment.
This document does not include activities related to site remediation that may include the recovery or
extension of lands. Remediation may extend to include the removal of equipment or buildings or other
structures or appurtenances, the decontamination of buildings, other structures or other
appurtenances, and/or land or water; and/or the stabilization, contouring, maintenance, conditioning,
or reconstruction of the surface of land and/or any other procedure, operation, or requirement
specified in government regulations.
The list of recommended definitions used in this document, as well as for the use of engineering
regulators preparing their own versions, is provided in Appendix A. Where such definitions conflict or
differ from what is in federal, territorial, provincial, or municipal government legislation/regulations, the
government regulatory definition should replace the one used in this guideline.
Engineers involved in site remediation need to address their professional and ethical responsibilities
related to engineering design and project management. The responsibilities of engineers generally
involve the completion and/or review of reports and plans that pertain to the planning, execution, and
auditing of site remediation work that normally follows completion of a site assessment. The services
also include the preparation and submission of recommendations to federal, territorial, provincial, or
municipal government regulators for the issuance of a remediation certificate or equivalent certification
depending on the laws and regulations of the applicable jurisdiction.
3. GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SITE REMEDIATION WORK
There are fundamental principles that engineers must take into consideration when conducting
remediation work to provide a reasonable standard of care for the public and protect the environment.
The following sections identify and briefly describe these principles.
3.1 Licensing
Engineers must be licensed in all jurisdictions where providing engineering services.
3.2 Serving the public interest
In all the work that they do, engineers are bound by their Code of Ethics to safeguard the public interest,
which includes life, health, property, risk of economic loss, and the environment.
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Engineers recognize that stewardship of the environment is a responsibility of all citizens, taking into
consideration the social aspects of developing solutions. The public expects and has a rightful role in the
establishment of environmental, social, and economic sustainability goals, even though public
expectations are evolving and vary widely. Engineers must remember to hold paramount the public
interest, which must take precedence over all other considerations.
3.3 Serving the client’s interest
Engineers must strike a proper balance between maintaining objectivity, credibility, and the trust of the
public, and advocating for the client. In some cases, the client and owner are the same, but in other
situations they may be separate, and this must be considered in planning site remediation.
3.4 Limits of competence
As required under the Code of Ethics, an engineer must only undertake work for which he/she is
competent and qualified. The client or owner or company may assume that a licensed engineer has all
the requisite expertise to perform or supervise all the elements of remediation work. The engineer is
obligated to inform them of the limits of his/her competence prior to engagement in such work.
The engineer should be open to peer support and consultation, seeking a “second opinion” or peer
review by other qualified practitioners as warranted by the project complexity or novel circumstances.
3.5 Maintaining specialized technical knowledge and skills
Engineers should ensure they possess the necessary education, skill, experience, and training to provide
technically sound remediation work. They must ensure that their skills are consistent and current with
evolving standards and technology requirements of the industry and that these skills are continuously
improved and enhanced through training and knowledge sharing. The core knowledge and skills include
but are not limited to:
•
Knowledge of the federal, territorial, provincial, and municipal government legislation,
regulations and guidelines, or approval-specific requirements that apply to remediation in
the jurisdiction(s) where the work is being carried out.
•
Knowledge and experience with preparing a remediation plan in terms of defining
outcomes, identifying and responding to stakeholder concerns, managing emissions,
defining the sequence of appropriate remediation activities, and establishing confirmatory
requirements and monitoring program protocols.
•
Knowledge of information sources relevant to the site that could affect remediation success.
•
Ability to read and understand survey and map information, and interpret site assessment
information.
•
Knowledge of, and experience with, investigation and sampling methods used to carry out
the site assessments that form the basis for remediation planning, design, and
implementation, as well as confirmation sampling associated with addressing site closure
and any necessary post-remediation monitoring.
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge and experience with the fate of contaminants in soil, sediment, water, biota, and
air.
Knowledge of physical, biophysical, geotechnical, geochemical, chemical, and biological
processes and their interactions.
Knowledge and experience with the application of current alternative remediation
strategies, methods, protocols, technologies, and processes; and cost-effectiveness of
technologies, for specific applications; and the ability to select appropriate and sustainable
methods for environmental conditions and intended end-land use.
Ability to assess the suitability and sustainability of remediation technologies, taking into
consideration such factors as legislative requirements and authorizations, emissions, waste
management, timeframe, cost, off-site impacts, and effectiveness.
Understanding of sampling and laboratory procedures, analytical limitations, and statistical
methods that may affect data interpretation.
Team skills (including project management, shared goals, team make-up, team operations,
shared knowledge of accountability, and limitations of other team members, and trust).
Awareness of the role and contributions of engineering, geoscience, and other disciplines
required to assess and remediate a site.
Ability to identify when additional specialized knowledge (not already included in the project
team) is required.
Appropriate safety training and its application to protect project members and the public.
Communication skills (ability to communicate with the landowner/occupant, client,
government regulator, and public).
Ability to keep records to maintain accountability for sign-off processes.
Ability to prepare reports and documents as necessary and review them for accuracy, clarity
and completeness.
Ability to revise the conclusions should new information or data suggest such a need.

Detailed lists of technical competencies are available from some engineering regulators that specify the
required knowledge and skills to enable the engineer to self-assess his/her skills and knowledge. These
lists serve to remind engineers practising in the field of the limits of their competence and the need to
practise within those limits, and assist in identifying gaps in knowledge and additional training
requirements to maintain and enhance competencies.
Such measures assure the public of the quality and standard of remediation work that is performed by
suitably competent engineers.
The engineer must have the skills and background to develop and substantiate engineering decisions
related to planning and execution of site remediation work. Engineers, by their particular knowledge,
skills and experience, may be held to a higher standard as compared with other professionals, paraprofessionals, technical, and administrative staff practising in the remediation field, and often fulfil the
role of site professional or coordinating engineer.
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3.6 Using appropriate technical expertise
Remediation projects are often multi-disciplinary and generally carried out by a project team. Some
contaminated sites will require specialized approaches to reduce the potential risk to human and
ecological health to acceptable levels, and it is essential that the site professional or coordinating
engineer is able to recognize when specialized technical expertise is required. These situations may
involve unique biophysical, chemical, geotechnical, or hydrologic circumstances. All reasonable steps
shall be taken to ensure that the remediation team comprises persons with the necessary expertise, and
that this expertise is appropriately applied.
Other professionals (e.g., professional geoscientists, senior environmental technologists, and
environmental scientists) may undertake components of the remediation work. These individuals should
be selected on the basis of their expertise and experience to undertake this type of work, and in the
context of their contribution to the project.
3.7 Due diligence and reasonable care
The site remediation process, from the review of site assessment information to site closure, requires
attention to detail and execution of due diligence and reasonable care.
Due diligence may be considered as the diligence reasonably expected from, and ordinarily exercised by,
a person who seeks to satisfy a legal requirement or to discharge an obligation.
For site remediation, due diligence includes reviewing available information on the site including site
assessment reports, databases, and government records, as required. It also includes reviewing the
competencies of contractors since they will be hired to execute much of the remediation work.
Reasonable care is a test of liability for (both civil and criminal) negligence and the degree of care that a
prudent and competent person engaged in the same line of business or endeavour would exercise under
similar circumstances.
3.8 Increasing complexity and specialization
Site remediation work involves the design and execution of many steps, which may involve complex
processes and procedures and the ever-present need for engineering judgments for a variety of stages
and situations. The complexity and scope of site remediation usually requires the work to be divided
into smaller segments and assigned to various employees and contractors. This complexity requires the
engineer to uniquely evaluate every situation based on several factors that include:
•
Level and quality of the site assessment information.
•
Former, current, and intended future uses for the site.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site conditions that include, but are not restricted to, the geology, hydrogeology, hydrology,
climate, soil conditions, type(s) and fate and transport of contaminant, existing buildings and
structures etc., current and future land uses, and ecological constraints.
Available budget, schedule, and human resources.
Availability and costs of appropriate technologies and remediation techniques.
Overall environmental, social, and economic project costs to society.
Jurisdictional considerations (i.e., which regulations and standards apply to the site).
Applicable permitting processes, approval requirements, and compliance issues.
Liability considerations.
Who the client is (landowner, buyer or company), what their objectives are, and potential
conflicts of interest between interested parties.

Risk-based approaches to site remediation are accepted practice in many but not all jurisdictions.
Innovative and cost-effective risk assessment/risk management approaches to site remediation are
being implemented in some jurisdictions and are gaining wider acceptance in the industry and
recognition by government regulators.
3.9 Knowledge of and compliance with government regulatory requirements
Engineers involved in site remediation have a professional responsibility and obligation to be familiar
with federal, territorial, provincial, and municipal government legislation, regulations, policies, and
guidelines that apply to their particular discipline or area of expertise within the jurisdiction in which the
work will be completed. Permitting processes, approval requirements, and compliance issues will vary
depending on the site location and the remediation technology employed.
Government regulatory requirements include compliance with municipal bylaws, provincial/territorial
acts and regulations, and federal laws and regulations that are applicable to the site. The engineer
should be aware of the applicable acts, regulations, and by-laws from all levels of government.
Federal, territorial, provincial, and municipal government regulatory frameworks that govern site
remediation in their respective jurisdictions are subject to periodic review and change to accommodate
new scientific knowledge, advances in technologies, and standards and processes, as well as establish
new and variable site contaminant criteria conditions and associated environmental impacts. It is
incumbent upon the engineer to review and keep up-to-date with regulatory revisions and changes that
are applicable for the jurisdictions in which they are performing site remediation.
Compliance will vary according to the site conditions, type of contaminant, and the standards related to
the use or zoning of the land.
3.10 Accountability to multiple stakeholders
Engineers are accountable to many different stakeholders in site remediation work, including:
•
The employer/client/land-owner, through the employment and project contracts
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•
•
•
•
•

The public, through public input
The courts, on issues of safety, liability, and duty of care
Themselves and the engineering profession, by adhering to the Code of Ethics
First Nations interests, as applicable to the site
The government regulator, who has power of enforcement of legislation and regulations

Further, as professionals, engineers’ actions may be influenced by insurers through terms of insurance
policies, even though there may be no direct accountability to insurers.
Of these many stakeholders, the relationship that the engineer has with the client or employer is
especially influential on technical autonomy and work context. In the client-professional relationship,
the engineer is generally autonomous in choosing which clients to serve, when, how, what to charge,
etc. But in the employer-professional relationship, the engineer's autonomy may decrease.
Employers prefer to control when, to whom, and under what conditions the employees provide services.
Employers also judge the performance of employees and strongly influence standards, ethics, and
competencies that may affect a professional employee's ability to maintain highly professional
behaviour. Thus, some of the characteristics that identify a professional – autonomy, commitment,
identification, and ethics – may be influenced where the professional answers directly to the employer
and less frequently to the client and professional association. Whether engineers are employers,
supervisors, clients, or employees, there may be competing or contradictory demands to be considered.
Provincial/territorial guidelines on ethical practice should be consulted when considering the various
stakeholders and their demands.
4. SITE REMEDIATION PROCESS AND AUTHENTICATION OF RESULTS
4.1 Site assessment information
Although this guideline assumes that a Phase I and follow-on Phase II Site Assessment (or other
applicable site investigation terms and approaches under the relevant government regulatory regime)
has been completed to the standard required by the applicable provincial or territorial legislation, and
has been made available, it is still the obligation of the engineer planning site remediation to review the
assessment reports and information to satisfy themselves that the available data are sufficient to design
and execute the site remediation program.
Proper site assessment characterization is critical for setting remediation targets. There may be an
inconsistency in the level of work undertaken for site assessment versus that required for site
remediation. This may be resolved by reviewing the quality of the data and clarifying the level of
responsibility between the client, site assessment contractor, government regulator reviewer, site
remediation contractor, and the final approval of the work by the government regulator as part of the
remediation action plan that is described below. Such clarification should be undertaken at the initial
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stage of the remediation planning process, particularly if the engineer was not directly involved in the
site assessment work.
The site assessment and any follow-up (supplementary) site investigation(s) should provide a sufficiently
complete description of local hydrogeologic and geologic conditions, and clarify the type and
distribution of contaminants (lateral and vertical delineation). This information serves as the informed
basis for all other activities, including developing a conceptual site model and setting remediation
targets.
If the engineer believes that there is insufficient information from the site assessment, the date of the
site assessment is such that there is a possibility that conditions may have significantly changed, or the
quality of the data is such that it cannot be relied upon, it is his/her duty to advise the client/owner
before remediation targets are finalized. Additional on-site and potentially off-site investigation will
likely be required under such circumstances. The engineer must also be aware of any government
regulatory requirements for the currency of data, and identify requirements to conduct additional site
assessment work to corroborate the existing data set.
4.2 Setting remediation objectives
The objective of site remediation is most often to return an impacted property/site to an environmental
condition that is reasonable for current or future land use in accordance with any benchmarks that are
provided in government legislative or regulatory requirements.
Alternatively, the objective may be to secure the site to mitigate or prevent future adverse impacts,
address off-site issues associated with migration of contamination to neighboring properties, or reduce
human health and ecological risks to acceptable levels.
Before remediation objectives are set, the engineer should confirm the client’s intentions for the site.
Often there are different remediation objectives for the property/site depending on the current and
future use(s) of the site and current zoning by-laws. For example, the objectives may range from
preparing the site for sale, to modifying it for a new use, to compliance with an environmental order.
There are three common objectives that can be used to determine targets for site remediation:
1.
2.
3.

Remediation to restore the site or property to an environmental condition consistent with
ambient or background conditions
Remediation to comply with established criteria
Remediation to comply with criteria established through site-specific risk assessment
techniques

With the obligation to serve the public interest and Code of Ethics of paramount importance, the
engineer should consider, at minimum, the following factors when setting site-specific objectives:
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•
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•

Current and future land use
Federal, Provincial, Territorial, and Municipal government regulatory requirements
Remediation targets
Remediation timeframe
Availability, appropriateness, and cost of remediation technologies
Potential off-site impacts on a regional and global scale, such as greenhouse gas generation,
water pollution, and consumption of natural resources
Potential off-site impacts on a local scale, such as traffic, noise, and air quality
Potential or existing off-site migration of contaminants and the impact on the current use of
off-site properties that are affected
Budget constraints
Sustainability of remediation techniques
Client or owner risk tolerance

4.3 Setting remediation targets
Compatible remediation targets are also influenced by:
•
Federal, Provincial, Territorial, and Municipal government regulatory requirements
•
Public interests, including First Nations
•
Valid ecological concerns
•
Sustainability considerations
•
Corporate objectives and policies
Setting remediation targets includes consideration for remediation criteria that are typically produced
and enforced by federal, provincial, and territorial governments. Many provinces and territories have
established remediation criteria that are intended to protect human health and/or the environment.
Such criteria are typically developed for media such as soil, soil vapour, groundwater, surface water, air,
and sediment. The engineer needs to be aware of criteria established by government regulatory
jurisdictions, which are typically available through provincial/territorial websites, as well as the
limitations of these criteria, to apprise the client of a criteria-based approach to site remediation.
A risk and receptor evaluation should be carried out to determine those portions of the site (or
environmental media) that:
•
•
•
•

Meet generic government regulatory guidelines and criteria
Warrant the establishment of site-specific objectives (ecological and human health risk
assessment)
Require remediation
Require ongoing monitoring and/or risk management

There may be situations where only partial remediation of a site is possible or being undertaken. It may
be difficult to obtain a remediation certificate from the government regulator for such projects, which
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may prohibit a professional sign-off or other site certification mechanism (instrument) that is applicable.
An example would be an interim or partial remediation with full remediation to be conducted at a later
date. In such cases, the engineer may be required to sign-off on the project to indicate that the partial
remediation is complete to the initially approved scope of work. The engineer signing off on the project
should clearly identify any impacted areas not addressed in the project through a letter or report that
accompanies such a sign-off.
For larger sites with multiple legal lots, depending on the nature of contamination and whether off-site
migration has occurred, or has the potential to occur, it may be possible to obtain an instrument from
the government regulator for individual legal lots. Using such an approach may be subject to completing
the remediation and preparing the remediation report, and with any necessary post-remediation
monitoring in place.
In certain circumstances, the established criteria-based approach may not be suitable for a site (e.g.,
pathways of exposure, target chemicals or other contaminants, receptors or other site characteristics
differ from those used to set the criteria) and risk assessment procedures may be required to set
objectives and remediation targets.
Setting attainable remediation targets based on site-specific risk assessment may be used to optimize
site remediation for a site, based on the particular conditions present at that site. Risk assessment,
either qualitative or quantitative, can be used to define the ultimate implications of the impact. Many
types of risk often apply at least conceptually (i.e., human health, ecological, economic, public relations,
personal, and corporate liability). Assessing risks can help determine when conditions need to be
improved, so that risks can be reduced, remediation objectives that correspond to a certain level of risk
can be set, and clean-up priorities based on risk estimates can be assigned.
Each risk assessment has the potential to pose numerous challenges since these are often complex
exercises involving numerous combinations of receptors, pathways, and chemicals or other
contaminants. Limitations in the available data require assumptions to be made and supported, and/or
additional investigations or studies to be undertaken to fill data gaps. Communicating the results of a
risk assessment in the context of setting remediation targets warrants special care since experience has
shown that risk-related concepts without any source removal within accessible and highly contaminated
areas are difficult to communicate, especially to the public.
The overall result is that the coordinating engineer managing a risk assessment project should have the
necessary experience and background. This includes a sound understanding of the risk assessment
process and associated government regulatory processes, familiarity with the various disciplines that are
part of the risk assessment, the ability to coordinate the work of specialists, an appreciation of the
inherent limitations of risk assessment, and good communication skills.
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The coordinating engineer may be required to sign documents or affidavits that characterize the site and
the findings of the risk assessment, or summarize the risk management measures to be taken.

4.4 Identification and evaluation of remediation alternatives
Once remediation objectives and targets are established, the next step is to identify and select site
remediation alternatives for detailed review and consideration. Remediation activities may involve
excavation and landfill disposal operations, the complete elimination or destruction of identified
hazardous materials, in-situ or ex-situ reductions of concentrations to meet remediation criteria (either
background, government regulatory, or risk-based), prevention of exposure to hazardous materials
through engineering or institutional controls, or some combination of the above.
Bench-scale and pilot-scale testing of remediation technologies can be a critical, but not necessary, step
in the evaluation of remediation options. Each site is unique, and it may be prudent to test alternative
treatment technologies on bench scale testing and/or a small pilot-scale test before committing the
potentially substantial financial resources for full-scale implementation.
Remediation alternatives are evaluated and compared using technical and economic analyses. These
may include the application of technologies and the media to which they apply. Cost-effective
alternatives capable of achieving the remediation goals are selected for evaluation through treatability
studies and, if necessary, pilot-scale implementation. The value of conducting these studies and pilot
tests must be weighed against the available budget and time required. If significant cost savings can be
achieved, or if uncertainties can be reduced to tolerable levels, then treatability studies would be
warranted. On sites requiring immediate action due to unacceptable risk, remediation technologies that
require pilot-scale testing are not likely to be feasible given the timelines required to design, undertake,
and evaluate such programs.
Where there is only one method that is technically feasible or obvious, the engineer may proceed
directly to the next step, which is normally the preparation of a remediation action plan.
4.5 Remediation action plan
Once a remediation method is selected, a remediation action plan (RAP) is prepared that provides a
description of the project to the preliminary design stage, defines the desired outcomes and appropriate
remediation requirements; describes the plans and defines the sequence of activities for implementing
the selected remediation alternative that responds to stakeholder concerns; identifies approaches to
mitigate the off-site effects of the remediation program; and establishes monitoring and confirmatory
requirements.
The RAP also serves as the basis for discussing implementation of the remediation work with the client,
owner, government regulatory authorities, and/or other stakeholders. In some jurisdictions, there is a
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requirement to submit the RAP to a government regulatory authority for approval prior to commencing
the remediation work.
The RAP normally includes the following elements:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of objectives and remediation targets, including any specific remediation criteria
to be achieved.
Overview of the site contamination and site conditions affecting remediation, including soil
and stratigraphy, soil vapour, surface water, groundwater, and aquifers.
Description of the media/materials to be remediated.
Description of the management of potential excess soils and groundwater (e.g. movement,
disposal, quantities, etc.) during remediation from source site to receiving sites in
compliance with local guidelines.
Description of the stakeholder concerns.
Description and review of options that appear to be best suited to remediate specific
conditions.
Description of the remediation strategy and the sequence of activities for remediation,
including specific reference to each area to be remediated in terms of lateral and vertical
extents, overall surface area, and overall volume, as well as volumes to be remediated with
respect to each class of contamination (typically based on soil or sediment standards).
Identification of requirements for appropriate specialists.
Description of risk management plans (see below).
Description of the issue resolution process.
Descriptions of types of pilot-scale tests to confirm the viability of specific options, including
treatment equipment, if any.
Estimates of time and cost to initiate and complete remediation.
Description of government regulatory approval requirements.
Description of the public communications plan.
Construction plans.
Design and specification of remediation work.
Description of methods to manage accumulated water, dust, noise, and traffic.
Requirements for environmental/emission monitoring.
Descriptions of monitoring and confirmatory sampling plans.
Requirements for a site-specific health and safety plan.
Descriptions of contingency plans.
Identification of the fate of residual contaminants.
Descriptions of remediation verification and long-term monitoring plans.
Descriptions of mobilization and site preparation.
Descriptions of materials handling.
Descriptions of the management of by-products.
Project schedule/duration.
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•
•
•
•

Site restoration and closure process.
Reporting/documentation requirements.
Closure and sign-off.
Key contact information.

In cases where risk assessment becomes part of the remedial approach for a site, risk management
plans are a best practice in all jurisdictions, although not necessary in all circumstances. Local
regulations should be consulted on situations that require this work. Risk assessment may be a subset of
the remedial action plan or prepared as a separate document. The responsibilities and guiding principles
for the engineer preparing such a plan are the same in either case.
The importance of contingency planning for site remediation cannot be overemphasized. There are
many occasions where additional information not previously identified or obtained during the site
assessment process is discovered during a site remediation activity, especially where excavation is part
of the remedial activity. Potential questions that should be contemplated during the preparation of the
plan would include:
•

•
•
•
•

What is the level of confidence that the areas to be remediated have been sufficiently
delineated vertically and laterally in regard to risks associated with confirmatory sampling
identifying residual contamination along the inferred limit of excavation?
How would discoveries of previously unknown infrastructure, such as underground storage
tanks, be handled?
How would discoveries of potential off-site impacts be handled?
Would they be different for private, federal, provincial/territorial, or municipal property?
Is the client or owner aware of these potential items and are provisions in place to deal with
them as they occur, or would these discoveries halt any remedial project until a completely
new remediation action plan could be developed and approved based on the new
information?

Reference to other potential contingencies in the plan may be useful in alleviating project delays or
confusion e.g., unexpected water inflows, previously unidentified or abandoned utilities, additional
underground storage tanks, etc.
Detailed construction/remediation drawings are typically developed at this stage and are used to solicit
bids for implementing the project and potentially for government regulatory approvals. The plan may
include applying for permits and approvals for decommissioning or demolition of building structures
and/or equipment in addition to the remediation of solid, liquid, or gaseous matrices.
4.6 Implementation of remediation action plan
Considerations involved in executing the Remediation Action Plan (RAP) include:
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1.
2.
3.

Preparation of Specifications and Tender Documents, Contractor Selection
On-site supervision
Alternate project delivery

In many cases, engineers still act as the owner’s engineer, with the owner entering into a separate
contract with the contractor(s) carrying out the work.
On-site supervision is usually essential during remediation operations to confirm that the client’s
interests are addressed and that the contractor is executing the RAP as specified in the contract, as well
as to develop remediation verification information (e.g., through confirmatory sampling and testing).
Periodic progress checks should be undertaken to ascertain if objectives and remediation targets are
being met. If activities deviate from the RAP or objectives and targets are not achieved, the engineer
should advise the client or owner. Further corrective actions should be documented.
Alternative project delivery methods may result in changes to the role of the engineer, which may
include project financing, design/build and turnkey delivery, contract operations, or
own/construct/operate.
Full integration of the technical and project management functions can assist with implementing a
remediation program efficiently and successfully.
4.7 Verification and documentation
Verification sampling of the remediated areas/materials must be undertaken to confirm the results to
ensure the remediation plan has been followed and the remediation activities have been effective.
Thorough documentation, including verification data and written and photographic records of
remediation activities, is necessary to demonstrate that the objectives and remediation criteria have
been met. Verification of remedial works is necessary to satisfy government regulatory requirements to
obtain regulatory instrument(s).
Registering remediated site conditions on land title may be required to document the nature of the
remediation and any residual contamination. Other jurisdictional requirements are likely and the
engineer should be aware of local requirements and the need to fulfill them. Documentation prepared
by the engineer is likely to form the basis for developing this registration.
4.8 Authentication
An engineer must authenticate the originals of all site remediation documents he/she has prepared in
part or in whole. He/she does so by affixing his/her seal, signature, and date on the plans and
specifications and other engineering documents that must be authenticated by law, citing his/her
professional designation.
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The process and details of the authentication process are within the purview of engineering regulators.
Engineers Canada has published a National Guideline on Authentication of Engineering Documents on
this process, but the engineer is governed by the procedures of the engineering regulator in the location
where site remediation is performed.
For site remediation work involving several engineering disciplines, all documents within a particular
engineering discipline should be sealed and signed by the engineer taking overall responsibility for work
within that discipline. Because of the multi-disciplinary nature of site remediation projects, other
professionals involved in the site remediation program (e.g., professional geoscientists, professional
biologists, etc.) may also have an obligation to sign and seal the document. It is important that the
coordinating engineer identifies the need for other professionals to sign and seal the document, and
confirms their understanding of this requirement as part of their engagement.
The coordinating engineer (if there is one) should also apply his/her seal to indicate that the work of the
various disciplines has been coordinated. If only one signature and seal is used, it should be that of the
engineer taking responsibility for the work, generally the coordinating engineer.Engineers applying their
seal/stamp and signature should qualify their level of responsibility (i.e., what discipline they are taking
responsibility for).
Authentication should not be jeopardized for commercial reasons; failure to recognize this compromises
public health and safety, the reputation of the engineer, and the work itself.
In authenticating documents related to site remediation such as the RAP, engineers are confirming that:
•

•
•
•

•
•

The documentation was prepared by themselves or it was prepared under their direct
supervision, or they have completed a thorough arms-length review and can accept
professional responsibility for the work therein.
They have the relevant training, experience, and working knowledge of legislation,
regulation, and guidelines relevant to the topic.
They have knowledge of relevant information sources.
They are competent to do the work or to directly supervise the work contained therein, or
competent to do an arms-length review of work prepared by another engineer, professional,
or para-professional.
They are functioning under the standards and terms of their profession.
Government regulators, other professionals, and the public may rely upon the work.

4.9 Ongoing supervision and monitoring
Long-term monitoring may be required to address residual impacts that may not have been addressed
through an active remediation strategy. It may also be a condition to demonstrate that remedial
objectives have reached government regulatory or risk-based standards and will remain so in the longterm. However, long-term or ongoing monitoring may not be appropriate for all sites.
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Monitoring should be completed such that a sufficient amount of information is gathered on a regular
basis to ensure that the mitigative measures taken ensure that an unacceptable level of ongoing risk
does not remain.
4.10 Site closure
Most jurisdictions have an official site closure process that follows the completion of all remediation
work and verification that the objectives and remediation criteria have been met.
The coordinating engineer should be aware of any jurisdictional requirements concerning the
submission of a letter or closure report that the site has been remediated to an established standard of
use and execute accordingly.
In such cases, the coordinating engineer would normally submit a letter or closure report that certifies
that the site has been remediated to an established standard of use (i.e., to meet zoning by-laws or
some other form of pre-established level through mutual agreement). The government regulator would
conclude the process by issuing a statutory instrument or letter advising that no further remediation is
required.
5. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED
5.1 Responsibilities of the client
In order for engineers to carry out remediation, the client should undertake the following:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Identify and, if necessary, screen through a prequalifying process appropriately qualified
engineering firms with appropriate geo-environmental capabilities. While financial
considerations play a role in such an evaluation, the evaluation should place a greater
emphasis on technical capabilities of the consultants and their ability to deliver projects.
Work with the coordinating engineer to define the scope of work and deliverables, ensuring
that the scope of the site assessment adequately identifies all potential contaminants of
environmental concern.
Clarify the roles and responsibilities of the various professionals, para-professionals, and
remediation contractors engaged by the client in the remediation work.
Complete a written agreement with the coordinating engineer confirming the scope,
assumptions, compensation, and schedule of services, before work starts.
Disclose fully and promptly to the engaged coordinating engineer all information (written or
otherwise) related to prior site uses (e.g., operational history of the site), and site
assessment(s) that have been completed.
Disclose promptly to the coordinating engineer all previous involvement by other
professionals performing remediation on the site, including site assessments related to the
operational life of the site, and any actual or potential conflicts.
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•

•

•

Recognize the potential need for clarification or additional work associated with the reports,
plans, and assessments submitted for review, before the engineer can authenticate these or
other documents.
Ensure that all appropriate documents are submitted to the government regulator(s). If
there are any outstanding issues, the client should discuss these with the coordinating
engineer before the application is submitted to the government regulator(s).
Grant or arrange for the engineer and others associated with the remediation activities
being conducted by the engineer to have unimpeded access to the site.

5.2 Responsibilities of the government regulators
Government regulators have specific responsibilities under federal and territorial/provincial legislation
to administer site remediation regulations, and may be expected to undertake the following:
•

•
•
•
•

Respond promptly, in writing, to questions submitted in writing by the engineer concerning
interpretation of acts, regulations, policy, procedures, and guidance that may arise during
the work.
Provide assurance to the public that the system of professional regulation is operating to an
acceptable standard.
Ensure that the appropriate policies and regulations are in place to guide engineers in their
work.
Engage the appropriate engineers and geoscientists in the development and
implementation of policies and regulations related to remediation.
Process site remediation reports and issue statutory instruments/letters of closure.

The first step undertaken for government regulators receiving a site remediation report consists of
checking to satisfy themselves that the application is complete and administratively compliant. If the
report is incomplete, it is normally returned without any review.
Upon receiving a complete and compliant remediation report, the government regulator may often
complete one of two types of review:
•
•

Technical Review: to determine if the site documentation demonstrates the specified
remediated site is compliant with legislation, criteria, guidelines and policy.
Audit Review: to determine compliance with legislation, criteria, guidelines, and policy.

The coordinating engineer should have early and continuing dialogue with the government regulator
through all the steps of planning, approving, executing, and verifying site remediation.
5.3 Responsibilities of the engineering regulators
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Regulators for the practice of engineering in their respective jurisdictions have several responsibilities in
regulating the engineering elements of site remediation work. These include developing practice
standards and guidelines, defining and administering the Code of Ethics, and investigating complaints
and disciplining engineers if standards for remediation work or ethics have been breached.
In addition, each engineering regulator promotes and, in some cases, maintains records of continuing
professional development of engineers, including ongoing continuing professional development
programs.
5.4 Responsibilities of the engineer
The engineer, regardless of his or her role in the scope of site remediation work, has the primary duty to
protect the public and environment, as well as a duty to conduct all work to an appropriate standard of
care.
The engineer should determine if he or she has a potential or perceived conflict of interest in conducting
site remediation work before establishing an agreement for services. If the performance of work can
reasonably be foreseen to result in a conflict of interest, the engineer should not conduct the work. If
there is a potential or perceived conflict of interest at any time before or during performance of the
work, the engineer should document and inform all involved parties of the conflict.
The coordinating engineer needs to interact with the applicable government regulator and stakeholders
early in the planning stages of a remediation project, and throughout and following the actual
remediation.
The engineer needs to maintain a current knowledge of all acts, regulations, policies, procedures, and
guidance documents of the appropriate regulators and of other agencies (whether at the municipal,
provincial, or federal government level) in the province or territory where he/she performs site
remediation work, and must also know whether federal jurisdiction may apply. The engineer should
ensure that all aspects of the relevant environmental legislation have been followed.
The engineer should maintain a current knowledge of science, engineering, and standard industry
practice related to remediation. Using this knowledge, the engineer must determine the technical
disciplines required to address the project objectives and assemble the appropriately qualified team
members.
If, during his or her review, the engineer becomes aware of a poor or prohibited practice, he/she should
promptly bring this to the attention of the responsible party and/or client, (including the responsible
engineer) and, where appropriate, the government regulator, and/or the engineering regulator.
The engineer may be required to rely on reports, plans, assessments, or other documents prepared by
others. The engineer should make reasonable efforts to confirm that the data have been collected in a
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manner consistent with professional practice and that no unintentional bias exists in the data. The
engineer should highlight to the client any issues associated with the quality of previous site
assessment(s) conducted by others and whether previous data provided by the client can be relied
upon.
The engineer is responsible for documenting the remediation work or seeing that it is documented
properly. He/she should ensure that all acts, regulations, policy, procedures, and guidance are followed
and that documentation of site remediation activities is accurate, consistent, and complete.
If the engineer encounters aspects of site remediation that differ from the government regulators’
policy and guidance, but in his or her judgment the work conforms with the intent of the act and
regulations, the engineer may, in certain cases, seek written clarification from the appropriate
government regulator prior to submitting site remediation documentation (e.g. a regulatory instrument
application).
5.5 Multi-disciplinary team structure and management
The organization of remediation work varies according to the needs of the project and the parties
involved. These relationships may be structured in several configurations, depending upon the expertise
of the client/owner, the complexity of the remediation work to be performed, and the contractual
arrangements.
The team of professionals that needs to be assembled to provide the appropriate knowledge and
experience may be categorized into four groups:
5.5.1. Coordinating engineer
The coordinating engineer should have appropriate qualifications and experience to undertake the
defined scope of remediation work. Capabilities should include the ability to provide overall professional
services, including design, contract administration, and field review for the total project.
If the client, owner, or company selects a coordinating engineer from in-house staff, the selected
engineer should identify and disclose any conflict of interest. In some jurisdictions, the engineer
responsible for filing documentation to support the issuance of a regulatory instrument to confirm the
site remediation cannot be employed by the owner of the property.
5.5.2. Contributing engineer
Contributing engineers are selected based on the technical needs of the remediation project. Selection
may be by the coordinating engineer or the client/owner, based on the scope of work and complexity of
the remediation work and the evaluation of contributing engineers’ competence and capacity to
undertake the assignment. Contributing engineers must be registered in the jurisdiction where the site
remediation work is to take place.
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The work of contributing engineers should be identified and documented in all applicable reports. The
sign-off documentation of contributing engineers should be maintained in the project file.
5.5.3. Other professionals
Individuals with specialized geotechnical, natural science, land-use planning expertise, or other
professional disciplines, are sometimes required. Such individuals may or may not be registered with a
professional regulatory organization. The work of other professionals should be identified, and the signoff documentation, as applicable, should be maintained in the project file.
The coordinating or contributing engineer should select other professionals based on knowledge,
experience, and record on past projects, and check on any professional qualifications, if available and
applicable.
5.5.4. Competent practitioners
Individuals who are not registered as a professional member in a professional regulatory organization
may complete components of the work. The engineer who engages the competent practitioner must
accept responsibility for the work completed by that practitioner.
5.6 Responsibilities of the coordinating engineer
The coordinating engineer is normally responsible for all aspects of site remediation, including
assessment information review, remediation methodology and technology selection, planning/design,
coordination, field reviews, site plans, quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC), reporting, and
verification. The work of the coordinating engineer may include the review and assurance of work
conducted by project team members under his or her direct supervision, or a review of the work
conducted by others, or a combination thereof.
Responsibilities of the coordinating engineer, whether carried out directly by the coordinating engineer
or others, include but are not limited to the following:
•

•

•

Confirming the overall quality of field sampling and analytical data collected, that the QA/QC
program meets standards, and that the analytical data support the conclusions regarding
field conditions.
Reviewing investigations, plans, assessments, reports, and other documents that report on
the site condition, determining if these materials support the conclusions regarding the
compliance of the site with applicable guidelines and standards, and ensuring that these
documents are submitted along with the application for regulatory approvals if required in
the jurisdiction (e.g., a regulatory instrument, such as a remediation certificate). The final
accountability to the public and regulators lies with the coordinating engineer
authenticating the application.
Bringing deficiencies in previous or current work, or circumstances that may pose
unacceptable risk to the public to the attention of the client, in writing.
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•
•

•

Selecting appropriate remediation objectives and target criteria, preparing RAP(s), and
selecting remediation work and technologies, or reviewing such work prepared by others.
Overseeing site remediation activities, planning and executing verification measures,
preparing documentation, and verifying appropriate authentication procedures have been
followed.
Applying professional and responsible judgment in interpreting the work of contributing
engineers and other team members.

When acting as the project manager, the coordinating engineer should develop, implement, and
maintain a suitable team structure and management plan to ensure that the work and the associated
responsibilities are distributed appropriately.
A coordinating engineer cannot take responsibility for work outside of his or her scope of practice. The
coordinating engineer must rely on the appropriate contributing engineer(s) and other professionals and
team members. However, the coordinating engineer should be familiar enough with the work carried
out by contributing team members to be able to identify when specialist contributions are required and
be able to review the work produced from at least a qualitative perspective.
5.7 Responsibilities of the contributing engineer
The contributing engineer is responsible for conducting or preparing a portion of the site remediation
work as delegated by the coordinating engineer. This could be an area of specialist expertise or a portion
of the site remediation work of a non-specialized nature.
A contributing engineer retained for specialized skills should accept responsibility for conducting work in
that specialization to a professional standard of practice and care, and should be vigilant in selecting a
remediation process or assembling a team to apply sufficient and appropriate knowledge and
experience.
6.

QUALITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The management of quality and risk in undertaking site remediation work and applying for the
appropriate regulatory approvals and sign-offs should be considered in every project.
6.1 Liabilities, risks, and responsibilities
Liability risks can be controlled through an adequate quality management program that includes
organizational and operational elements. All major risks and liabilities should be identified and
documented.
A risk register is an example of how to document risks. It should include the probability of occurrence
and consequences, which allows a risk designation to be allocated to each risk as well as which party
(client, engineer, contractor) should be assigned the risk. It should then allocate mitigation measures
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and contingencies for each risk item. It is preferable that this process is conducted collaboratively with
the client. The risk register should be maintained throughout the project and updated as necessary.
Important elements within a quality management program include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well-developed objectives, scope, schedule, and budget;.
A process for scope changes and developing agreed-to progress milestones.
Clear definition of responsibilities of all project participants.
Effective documentation and communication throughout the project.
Securing and assigning suitably qualified staff and contract services.
Having adequate professional liability insurance coverage.

Professional liability insurance is an important aspect of risk management for the owner, client, and
engineer. Such policies may be part of comprehensive, project-specific insurance acquired by the client
or owner, but more commonly are practice policies purchased by professional firms offering such
services, or by the individual engineer, if he/she is a sole practitioner.
Engineers should be aware of professional limitations legislation in their province/territory that may
apply to the situation where there is contamination found/reported by the public after approval of the
remediation. Accordingly, they should ensure they have adequate professional liability insurance and/or
employer/contractor/client liability insurance to address such a situation.
6.2 Quality assurance and quality control
The coordinating engineer should be aware of any QA/QC requirements established through regulations
or guidelines of the jurisdiction in which the site remediation is carried out.
A QA/QC program is the foundation upon which the engineer assures the remediation work is being, or
has been, adequately performed. The program should be the tool the engineer uses to make
engineering decisions throughout the project and to decide that the objectives and remediation targets
have been met. QA/QC is not only related to the technical aspects of the remediation work, but also its
cost, schedule and performance. The program should also include a process to report progress to the
client, owner, company, and, in some cases, the government regulator.
Appropriate QA/QC necessitates that the coordinating engineer leading remediation activities has
acceptable education and experience relevant to the work required. In this regard, quality assurance
measures that are commonly employed include:
•

•

Advanced education, training, and experience that prepares the engineer for the most
common situations to be addressed during remediation activities, to recognize their
limitations.
Awareness of situations that will require specialist input, and the appropriate selection of
specialists for the task.
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•
•

•
•

•

Access to peer support and consultation.
Provision for supervisor-observed competency so that learning engineers-in-training are
directly observed by a qualified engineer who is verified as having the skills to perform the
remediation task.
Performance audits and reviews by coordinating engineers and contributing engineers to
verify whether the remediation work has been adequately performed.
Use of standard field tests and assessment protocols, including the use of standard
analytical tests by accredited laboratories (e.g., CALA, SCC, AIHA) to ensure that test results
are accurate and repeatable.
Government regulatory review/audit of written reports to assure that work has been
adequately performed.

Some additional examples of QA/QC measures commonly employed in site remediation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality management standards.
Advanced training of practitioners and use of specialized expertise and services.
Peer support, peer review, technical support.
Task supervision and performance audits.
Standard field tests and assessment protocols,
Standard operating guidelines and procedures.
Documentation and detailed record keeping of field work, duplicate sampling, testing,
ongoing monitoring and decommissioning, sample storage and delivery, etc.

6.3 Interpretation, assumptions, and limitations
The engineer should always work within the scope of work assigned and, if the coordinating engineer,
the objectives and scope of the whole project.
In carrying out his/her portion of the site remediation work, the engineer should state any limitations
and/or assumptions made in the performance of such work.
6.4 Documentation and reporting
The engineer should be aware that the client and the regulator may have different documentation and
reporting requirements. Meeting regulatory requirements should always take precedence to adequately
protect the public.
There is a possibility that an engineer’s report may be addressed to a client’s legal counsel where it may
become “confidential” under a client-solicitor relationship and not in the public domain. If such a report
identifies an issue or issue(s) that an engineer believes will negatively impact on the public health or
safety, there is an ethical obligation to report to the appropriate government regulatory authority. In
such situations, the engineer is advised to consult with their engineering regulator for guidance and
documentation relating to an engineer’s duty to report.
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Engineers should retain copies of their documentation and reports for the limitation period established
by law in the jurisdiction where the site remediation was undertaken.
6.5 Special services
Engineers may be called upon to perform special services related to site remediation, which include but
are not limited to:
•
Expert testimony
•
Presentation at public meetings
•
Advisory services
Expert testimony may be required of engineers to support regulatory hearings, courts of law, inquest
hearings, and discoveries before committees. The engineer should ensure such testimony is within
his/her range of experience, chosen discipline, and expertise.
The purpose of expert testimony is to provide unbiased, truthful information to assist the judge, board,
or jury in making a sound decision. Many engineering regulators publish a professional guideline for an
engineer as an Expert Witness, which should be consulted for further guidance.
In making such presentations, the engineer should have a comprehensive understanding of the subject,
and consider using a team approach for significant public processes and complex situations.
Engineers may be retained to provide advisory services to stakeholders objecting to a proposed site
assessment, remediation, or management project. The work may involve verification of other work to
provide an independent opinion to the client. Engineers should be particularly mindful of their
professional responsibilities in reviewing another engineer’s work. Several engineering regulators
provide guidance for such reviews through published guidelines.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS
The following is a list of recommended definitions for the use of engineering regulators preparing their
own versions of this document as a practice guideline or for professional engineers using this guideline
for reference. Where such definitions conflict or differ from what is in provincial or territorial
legislation/regulations, the regulatory definition must replace the one used in this guideline.
“Approved professional” means an engineer who has either specialized technical expertise and
responsibility, or who has managerial responsibility, for a portion of the site remediation work, and who
takes responsibility for that portion of the work that can be relied upon by the site professional. This
may also be referred to as the “contributing engineer” in some jurisdictions.
“Client” is the party who engages the coordinating engineer and, in some cases, the contributing
engineer(s) to provide the required professional site remediation services. The client may be the owner
or a potential buyer of the property, be it an individual or a company or an affected third party which
could include government.
“Contaminant” means any organic or inorganic substance that, when released into the environment,
may endanger the health, safety, or welfare of the public, or negatively impact the environment.
“Contamination” is generally considered to be the release of contaminants as a result of human activity
that has or will exceed acceptable levels. Contamination may be present at a site due to several factors,
including but not limited to the site’s historical operations, the occurrence of spills, leaks or discharges,
deposition of by-products or residues, cumulative effects of airborne deposition, subsurface migration
or direct application or burial, or the use of imported fill.
“Due diligence” is the care that a reasonable engineer exercises under the circumstances to avoid harm
to other persons, property, and the environment.
“Monitoring” is the routine sampling of water, sediment soil, or air samples at an appropriate frequency
and location; the analyses of the samples for contaminants; and the collection or reporting of the
methodology and interpretation of the results.
“Objective” is a numerical limit, a risk-based limit, or narrative statement that has been established for a
contaminant in water, sediment, soil, or air to protect or maintain a specified use of a particular site,
taking into account site-specific conditions. Objectives may be adopted directly from generic criteria or
formulated to account for site-specific conditions
“Owner” includes a lessee, a person in charge, a person who has care and control, or a person who
holds his or herself as having the powers and authority of ownership, or who exercises the powers of
ownership for the time being.
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“Person” includes an individual, corporation, company, association, firm, partnership, society, or other
entity/organization.
“Professional sign-off” is the application of a professional engineer’s authentication to a plan, report,
map, or any other form of document indicating that the professional engineer has supervised and/or
reviewed the remediation of the property; that the property has been remediated to an acceptable
standard; and that the government regulators may rely upon the professional engineer for reporting and
issuing a remediation certificate or equivalent certification for the property.
“Project” is the total work contemplated.
“Property” comprises land, buildings, and installations, as well as the improvement of any physical
object with some degree of permanence.
“Quality assurance” means evaluating overall project performance on a regular basis to provide
confidence that the project will satisfy the relevant quality standards.
“Quality control” means monitoring specific project results to determine if they comply with relevant
quality standards and identifying ways to eliminate causes of unsatisfactory results.
“Government regulator” is an authority having jurisdiction over remediation work at the federal,
territorial, provincial, or municipal level of government.
“Remediation” means the development and application of a planned approach to treat, remove, or
destroy contaminants present in the soil or groundwater within a site for the purpose of reducing their
concentration or availability to acceptable levels to prevent or mitigate damage to human health, the
environment, or ecological receptors of concern.
“Remediation action plan (RAP)” is a plan that identifies site-specific remedial objectives for a site,
identifies remedial options and outlines their feasibility, and recommends and describes a preferred
conceptual remediation plan, a performance monitoring plan, and, if appropriate, requirements for
ongoing site management.
“Remediation criteria” are the numerical limits, risk-based standards or criteria, or narrative statements
pertaining to individual contaminants in air, water, sediment, soil, or air, which are recommended to
protect and maintain the specified uses of a contaminated site.
“Risk” is a measure of both the severity of human health and ecological health effects arising from
potential exposure to contamination and the probability of the occurrence.
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“Risk assessment” is a scientific procedure designed to determine the qualitative aspects of hazard
identification and usually includes a quantitative determination of the level of risk based on
deterministic or probabilistic techniques.
“Risk management plan” is a document that a responsible party, such as a coordinating engineer,
prepares to foresee risks, estimate impacts, and define responses to issues. It normally contains an
analysis of likely risks with both high and low impact, as well as mitigation strategies that avoid, reduce,
accept, or transfer risks partially or completely to third parties.
“Site professional” means an engineer responsible for integrating the expertise and work of other
engineers and disciplines, and who takes overall responsibility for the site remediation work. This person
would normally sign the record of site remediation certificate or equivalent certification depending on
the jurisdiction. This person may also be referred to as “coordinating engineer” or “engineer of record”
in some jurisdictions.
“Site-specific remedial objectives” are established for a specific site to be met by the implementation of
a remedial action plan, and, if appropriate, ongoing site management. These are not generic standards
prescribed by a jurisdiction, but are normally derived through risk assessment or another form of
review.
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Briefing note
For Board decision
Approval of Engineers Canada Board Policy Manual

Agenda number: 4.1

Purpose:

To provide up-to-date policies for the Board that reflect the new governance model
and codify expectations and accountability for all participants.

Motion(s) to
consider:

THAT the Board approve the revised policies and Table of Contents for the
revised Engineers Canada Board Policy Manual and its Table of Contents

Vote required to
pass:

Simple majority
X

Two-thirds majority (refer to articles 5.7 and 5.8 of the bylaw.)

Authority:

The Board is responsible for maintaining policies for the governance and oversight
of the organization.

Transparency: (all

X open session

meetings, debates,
and decisions shall
be open, except for
certain subject
matters as
described in GP7.1)

In camera, reason (check all that apply):
The security of the property of the organization
Personal matters about an identifiable individual
The proposed or pending acquisition of assets by the organization
Labour relations or employee negotiations
Litigation or potential litigation
The receiving of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege
Another matter as the Executive Committee or Board determines

Prepared by:

Stephanie Price

Presented by:

Sarah Devereaux

1. Problem/issue definition
In May 2017, the Board passed a motion approving the recommendations from the Report of the May 67, 2017 Governance Workshop. Recommendations #7 was to do a complete edit of the Board Manual
to:
• Remove all references to Carver and replace unique Carver terms with more generally accepted
vocabulary
• Express all policy in positive terms, not negative terms
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The Governance Committee has partially completed this work, and is presenting individual policies for
approval today. The following policies are presented for approval:

1.

1.1
1.5
2.
3.
4.

Status

Introduction and Background

n/a title only

History
About this manual
Definitions
Reporting Structure
Role of the Board

4.2
4.3
4.4

Directors’ responsibilities
Code of conduct
Confidentiality policy

4.4.1

Oath of office

4.5
4.6
4.9

CEO Group advisor to the Board
Accountable to the Board
President’s role

5.

Executive Duties and Limitations

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
6.

Relationships with the engineering regulators
Treatment of staff and volunteers
Financial condition
Communication and support to the Board
Asset protection
Planning
Compensation and benefits
National position statements
Image protection
Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces

6.1

Board committees

6.4

Audit committee terms of reference

6.5

Compensation committee terms of reference

6.6

Executive committee terms of reference

6.6.1
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.

Policy Name

Executive Committee Nomination and Election Process
Governance committee terms of reference
Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB)
Terms of Reference
Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board (CEQB)
Terms of Reference
Operational Policies

Old Policy
Number

New
New
Revised
New
New

Revised
Revised
Formatting
changes
Formatting
changes
Revised
New
Revised
New

Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised

n/a
GP-2
GP-3.1
GP-3
GP3.0.1
GP3.0.2
GP-3.2
GP-5
EL

EL-2
EL-1
EL-3
EL-7
EL-4
EL-5
EL-6
EL-8
EL-10

n/a title only

Revised
Formatting
changes
Formatting
changes
Formatting
changes
Formatting changes
Formatting
changes
Formatting
changes
Formatting
changes

GP-8
GP-9
GP-9.2
GP-9.4
GP-9.1
GP-9.1.1
GP-9.3
GP-9.5
GP-9.6

n/a title only
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7.1

Board, committee and other volunteer expenses

7.4

Reserve funds

Formatting
changes
Formatting
changes

GP-10
GP-14

All policies are shown in the attached documentation. Policies not presented for approval today are still
in draft format and will be presented at subsequent Board meetings.
The complete table of contents for the Engineers Canada Board Policy Manual, as foreseen at this time,
is shown below. Items not yet ready for approval are grey~ed out.
1.

Introduction and Background

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.
3.
4.

History
Guiding Principles
Purpose of Engineers Canada
Three-Year Strategic Plan
About this manual
Definitions
Reporting Structure
Role of the Board

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.4.1
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
5.

Board responsibilities
Directors’ responsibilities
Code of conduct
Confidentiality policy
Oath of office
CEO Group advisor to the Board
Accountable to the Board
Monitoring of CEO
Board development and assessment
President’s role
Annual agenda process
Executive Duties and Limitations

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
6.

Relationships with the engineering regulators
Treatment of staff and volunteers
Financial condition
Communication and support to the Board
Asset protection
Planning
Compensation and benefits
National position statements
Image protection
Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

Board committees
Process to appoint representatives to the CEAB and the CEQB
Role of directors on CEAB and CEQB
Audit committee terms of reference
Compensation committee terms of reference
Executive committee terms of reference
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6.6.1
Executive Committee Nomination and Election Process
6.7
Finance committee terms of reference
6.8
Governance committee terms of reference
6.9
Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) Terms of Reference
6.10 Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board (CEQB) Terms of Reference
7.

Operational Policies

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
8.

Board, committee and other volunteer expenses
Board linkage with Regulators
Board linkage with other organizations
Reserve funds
Investment policy
Other operational policies?
Issues Policies

8.1
8.2
8.3

Emerging disciplines policy
Diversity and inclusion
Other issue policies?

Policies which are rescinded as of this date:
Policies rescinded as of this date:
E Engineers Canada’s Purpose
E-1 Regulatory Excellence
E-2 Confidence in the Profession
E-3 Sustainability of the Profession
E-4 Protection of the Engineering Terms
BMD Global Board Management Delegation
BMD-1 Unity of Control
BMD-2 Accountability of the Chief Executive Officer
BMD-3 Delegation to the Chief Executive Officer
EL-9 Accreditation and Qualifications Board
GP Global Governance Process
GP-1 Governing Style
GP-7 Special Rules of Order
GP-7.1 Process for In Camera Session
GP-11.1 Linkages Committee Terms of Reference
GP-13 Governance Succession Planning

Covered by:
Purpose of Engineers Canada (contained in the
Articles of Continuance and repeated in Policy 1.3)
Three-Year Strategic Plan (repeated in Policy 1.4)
Three-Year Strategic Plan (repeated in Policy 1.4)
Three-Year Strategic Plan (repeated in Policy 1.4)
Three-Year Strategic Plan (repeated in Policy 1.4)
Reflected within Policy 4.1 Board Responsibility
Reflected within Policy 4.1 Board Responsibility
Reflected within Policy 4.6 Accountable to the
Board
Reflected within Policy 4.1 Board Responsibility
Reflected within Policy 4.6 Accountable to the
Board

Covered in Bylaw 5.3 (2) and Robert’s Rules
To be covered by future description of board
processes
Reflected within Policy 4.2 Directors’
Responsibilities

2. Proposed action/recommendation
• It is recommended that the Board approve the policies and the proposed Table of Contents
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•
•

The Governance Committee shall continue to work on outstanding policies and present new
ones as they are ready
Policies that were the subject of the fall 2017 governance consultations will be incorporated
with formal approval at the May 2018 Board meeting

3. Other options considered:
The Governance Committee considered seeking approval only when all policies were completed. This
approach was rejected since operating without policies creates a risk for the organization.
4. Risks
Operating without well-defined and published policies creates confusion and potential risk (liability) if
there were to be any conflict with directors, direct reports of the Board or volunteers.
5. Financial implications
n/a
6. Benefits
• Engineering regulators:
o Provides clarity of roles, responsibilities and expectations
• Members of the Board, CEO and Chairs of AB and QB:
o Provides clarity of roles, responsibilities and expectations
7. Consultation
The Governance Committee has worked in concert with the GSPC project team to ensure alignment of
intent in all policies.
8. Next steps (if motion approved)
• Carver policy manual to be removed from the Engineers Canada website
• Approved policies and table of contents to be posted on Engineers Canada website
• Governance Committee to continue work on outstanding policies
9. Appendices
Table of Content and policies for approval are attached.
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Attachment 4.1a

Table of Contents
1.

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Introduction and Background
History
Guiding Principles
Purpose of Engineers Canada
Three-Year Strategic Plan
About this manual

2.

Definitions

3.

Reporting Structure

4.

5.

6.

4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

Role of the Board
Board responsibilities
Directors’ responsibilities
Code of conduct
Confidentiality policy
4.4.1 Oath of office
CEO Group advisor to the Board
Accountable to the Board
Monitoring of CEO
Board development and assessment
President’s role
Annual agenda process

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9

Executive Duties and Limitations
Relationships with the engineering regulators
Treatment of staff and volunteers
Financial condition
Communication and support to the Board
Asset protection
Planning
Compensation and benefits
National position statements
Image protection

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
Board committees
Process to appoint representatives to the CEAB and the CEQB
Role of directors on CEAB and CEQB
Audit committee terms of reference
Compensation committee terms of reference

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
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6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
7.

8.

Executive committee terms of reference
6.6.1 Executive Committee Nomination and Election Process
Finance committee terms of reference
Governance committee terms of reference
Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) Terms of Reference
Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board (CEQB) Terms of Reference

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

Operational Policies
Board, committee and other volunteer expenses
Board linkage with Regulators
Board linkage with other organizations
Reserve funds
Investment policy
Other operational policies?

8.1
8.2
8.3

Issues Policies
Emerging disciplines policy
Diversity and inclusion
Other issue policies?
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Attachment 4.1aa

1 Introduction and Background
1.1 History
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Engineering Regulators formed the Dominion Council of the Association and Corporation of
Professional Engineers of Canada in 1936 through the Letters Patent first issued in 1965, to act as their
common bond. The Dominion Council was succeeded by the Canadian Council of Professional Engineers
and subsequently by Engineers Canada. The Engineers Canada Board of Directors (“the Board”)
therefore acts on behalf of the Engineering Regulators (“the Regulators”), to govern the organization.
For clarity, the term “Engineers Canada” as used in this manual includes the Board and all its
committees including the Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) and Canadian Engineering
Qualifications Board (CEQB), as well as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), staff and operational
committees of Engineers Canada.
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Attachment 4.1ab

1 Introduction and Background
1.5 About this manual
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
This Engineers Canada governance manual has been developed on the basic principles of policy
governance. The Board of directors sets policies, delegates implementation and monitors the results.
The objectives of this manual are:
1. To serve as the direction to all volunteers and staff on governance style;
2. To serve as a reference on Engineers Canada’s organizational policies and structure; and
3. To provide related documents developed by Engineers Canada.
The governance manual and its policies are available on the public side of Engineers Canada’s website,
and a pdf version is made available to all volunteers and staff of Engineers Canada. The policies are the
subject of continuous review by the Engineers Canada Board of Directors and the manual is updated
following any Board-approved deletions, additions, or revisions.
The Engineers Canada Board has adopted this manual to define the governance style of Engineers
Canada and the responsibilities of key stakeholders. This manual collects the policies and procedures
developed by the Board. The policies outlined herein recognize that the role of the Board is to give
strategic leadership to the organization by representing the Regulators, setting policy and direction, and
monitoring organizational performance while delegating administrative responsibilities to the chief
executive officer (CEO).
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Attachment 4.1ac

2 Definitions
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
In this manual, the following expressions shall have the following meanings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

“Advisor” means the chair of the CEO Group, or their designate. The CEO Group advisor is a member
of the Board but has no voting rights.
“Annual Meeting” means the annual meeting of the members (the twelve engineering regulators)
held pursuant to the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act.
“Auditor” means the chartered professional accountant appointed annually in accordance with the
By-law.
“Board” means the governing body of Engineers Canada comprised of Directors and the CEO Group
Advisor.
“Board members” mean the Directors, appointed in accordance with the By-law, and the CEO Group
Advisor.
“Budget” means the annual budget of Engineers Canada.
“By-law” means the rules governing Engineers Canada created pursuant to the Canada Not-forprofit Corporations Act.
“CEO Group” means the group comprised of the senior staff officer of each of the Regulators, and
also includes the CEO of Engineers Canada.
“President” means the presiding officer of the Board.
“Chief Executive Officer” or “CEO” means the senior staff officer of Engineers Canada. The CEO
reports to the Board and is responsible for the performance of the organization.
“Committee” means a group of people appointed by the Board or the Executive Committee to
provide the Board with advice, options and implications on a specific matter for Board decision.
“Director” means an individual with voting rights elected by the Members (the Regulators) pursuant
to the By-law and the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act.
“Engineering Regulators” or simply “Regulators” means the twelve associations, as designated by
provincial or territorial statute, which govern the practice of engineering in Canada. The Regulators
are the owners of Engineers Canada and are also known as the Members pursuant to the By-law and
the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act. For clarity, the term “Regulators” is preferred.
“Governance” means the process by which the Directors, acting on behalf of the Engineering
Regulators, who are the owners of the organization, cause Engineers Canada to achieve what it
should and avoid what is unacceptable. As implemented through policies that set out the manner in
which the Board operates, including its philosophy, accountability and discipline.
“Members” means the classes or groups of members that Engineers Canada is authorized to
establish pursuant to the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act and the Engineers Canada Articles
of Continuance. The Members are the twelve Engineering Regulators and they are the owners of
Engineers Canada. For clarity, the term “Regulators” is preferred.
“Officers” means the President, the President-elect, the Past President, the CEO, the Secretary and
such other officers as the Board may from time to time by resolution.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

“Owners” means the twelve Engineering Regulators, also known as the Members pursuant to the
By-law and the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act. For clarity, the term “Regulators” is
preferred.
“Policy” means a position, value or perspective that underlies action. Policies may be adopted,
amended or repealed as per the By-law.
“Processes” means any operational activities including activities, practices, methods, technology,
conduct, systems, and other operational decision areas.
“Quorum” means the minimum number of Directors or Committee members required to conduct
business.
“Regulator” means an Engineering Regulator, as designated by provincial or territorial statute. The
Regulators are the owners of Engineers Canada and are also known the Members pursuant to the
By-law and the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act. For clarity, the term “Regulators” is
preferred.
“Three Year Strategic Plan” means the plan prepared by the Board in consultation with the
Regulators which directs what the organization is to achieve over a three-year period.
“Task Force” means a group of individuals appointed by the Board to consider a specific matter. A
task force ceases to exist as soon as its task(s) is (are) complete.
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Attachment 4.1ad

3 Reporting Structure
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Regulators are the owners of Engineers Canada, referred to as the Members in the By-laws.
The Board of Directors governs on behalf of the Regulators, and oversees Engineers Canada operations.
The CEO and the chairs of the CEAB and the CEQB are accountable to the Board, and report to the
Board. The Board monitors their performance and assesses their competence based on regular
reporting.

Regulators
“The Members”

Engineers
Canada Board

•
•
•
•
•
•

Appoint Directors to the Board
Amend or repeal Bylaws or the Articles of Continuance
Approve the Strategic Plan
Approve Special National Initiatives (Projects)
Approve changes to the assessment fee
Can terminate a Member

• Approves policies
• Approves the budget
• Hires and manages the CEO

Board
Committees

CEAB

• All three must develop and
implement annual operating plans to
achieve the strategic plan
• The CEO provides resources to the
CEAB and the CEQB in personnel and
budget to accomplish their work

CEO

CEQB

Operational
Committees

Staff
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Attachment 4.1b

4 Role of the Board
The Board will conduct its activities in a manner that emphasizes strategic leadership, proactivity, long
term impacts, and a clear distinction between the Board and staff roles and responsibilities.

4.2 Directors’ responsibilities
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
In order to fulfill their purpose as a board, individual Directors shall:
1. Know the business of Engineers Canada.
2. Be informed of issues affecting, or likely to affect Engineers Canada and the Regulators.
3. Abide by all terms of the Code of Conduct.
4. Contribute to the Board’s decision-making process by:
a. Discussing all matters freely and openly at Board meetings.
b. Working towards achieving a consensus which respects divergent points of view.
c. Respecting the rights, responsibilities and decisions of the Regulators.
d. Participating actively in the work of the Board including by serving on committees or
task forces.
5. Each director to be responsible for bringing the views and concerns of their Regulator to the
Board and to make sure that all points are considered and understood within the course of
discussion, and to be responsible for bringing the views, concerns and decisions of the Board to
their Regulator.
6.

Directors shall be knowledgeable of the rules, regulations, policies and procedures governing
the Regulator that nominated/elected them.

7.

Directors shall be informed and knowledgeable about issues at their Regulator.

8.

Directors shall review their Regulator’s council/board briefing books and the minutes of all
council/board meetings, and attend council/board meetings.

9.

Directors shall advise their Regulator of issues to be discussed by the Board and seek input so
as to be able to communicate their Regulator’s position to the Board.

10. Directors shall be fully aware of the Board’s Confidentiality Policy.
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Attachment 4.1c

4 Role of the Board
The Board will conduct its activities in a manner that emphasizes strategic leadership, proactivity, long
term impacts, and a clear distinction between the Board and staff roles and responsibilities.

4.3 Code of conduct
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
1. The Board shall conduct itself in an ethical, professional and lawful manner. This includes proper
use of authority and appropriate decorum. Board members shall treat one another and staff
members with respect, co-operation and a willingness to deal openly on all matters.
2. Recognize that they have no individual authority over the organization except as specifically
delegated by the Board.
3. Board members and members of Board committees must have loyalty to the entire
organization, unconflicted by loyalties to the CEO, staff, other organizations or personal
interests.
4. Directors shall discharge their duties honestly and in good faith and in accordance with s. 148 of
the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act.
5. Directors have an ongoing obligation to disclose conflicts of interest in accordance with s. 141 of
the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act.
6. Board members and members of Board committees shall not use their Board position to obtain
employment at Engineers Canada for themselves, family members, or close associates. Board
members must resign from the Board before applying for employment with Engineers Canada.
7. Board members and members of Board committees shall not attempt to exercise individual
authority over the CEO or staff unless authorized by the Board.
8. Board members and members of Board committees shall not interact with the public, press or
other entities or speak on behalf of the Board except to repeat explicitly stated Board decisions
unless authorized by the Board.
9. Board members and members of Board committees, except the CEO, will not express individual
judgments of performance of the CEO or staff other than during participation in Board
deliberations.
10. Board members and members of Board committees shall be familiar with the incorporating
documents, by-law, policies and legislation governing Engineers Canada as well as the rules of
procedure and proper conduct of meetings so that decisions of the Board may be made in an
efficient, knowledgeable and expeditious fashion.
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11. Board members and members of Board committees will support the legitimacy and authority of
Board decisions regardless of their personal position on the issue.
12. Board members and members of Board committees shall participate in Board educational
activities that will assist them in carrying out their responsibilities.
13. Board members shall attend meetings on a regular and punctual basis and be properly prepared
to participate in Board deliberations.
14. Board members and members of Board committees shall ensure that unethical activities not
covered or specifically prohibited by the foregoing or any other legislation are neither
encouraged nor condoned and are reported.
15. A Board member or a member of a Board committee who is alleged to have violated this Code
of Conduct shall be informed in writing and shall be allowed to present his or her views of such
alleged breach at the next Board meeting. The complaining party must be identified. If the
complaining party is a Board member, he or she and the respondent Board member shall recuse
themselves from any vote upon resolution or censure or other action by the Board. Board
members that are found to have violated the Code of Conduct may be subject to the following
sanctions and/or discipline:
a. requirement to discontinue or modify his or her conduct giving rise to the complaint;
b. resign his or her position as a Board or committee member;
c. a report to the Board member’s Regulator;
d. termination of position on the Board or the committee with or without notice; or
e. such other reasonable and prudent sanction as appropriate in the circumstances.
16. Upon appointment, Board members and members of Board committees shall sign an
acknowledgment of the Confidentiality Policy.
17. Upon appointment, Directors shall sign the Oath of Office.
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Attachment 4.1d

4 Role of the Board
The Board will conduct its activities in a manner that emphasizes strategic leadership, proactivity, long
term impacts, and a clear distinction between the Board and staff roles and responsibilities.

4.4 Confidentiality policy
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
1. Board members and members of Board committees have a duty to maintain confidentiality with
respect to all matters that come into their knowledge or possession in the course of performing
their duties.
2. The duty to maintain confidentiality and refrain from providing information or discussing any
matter expressed in board, committee or task force meetings, does not apply to information
that is already in the public domain and is authorized by the Board for discussion.
3. Board members and members of Board committees must take reasonable steps to ensure that
information relating to all matters that come into their knowledge or possession is not
improperly disclosed or used. This includes properly securing the source or location of the
information in their possession or control.
4. Board members and members of Board committees must not disclose confidential information
to family, friends, colleagues or others, and must not use this information for their own
advantage or for the gain or advantage of others.
5. Once a decision is reached, Board members and members of Board committees should limit
their comments to the decision per se and to the principles governing that decision. Board
members must not discuss the varying opinions of individual members and, in particular, should
not discuss their own opinion if this differs from the decision reached by the Board.
6. Board members and members of Board committees will not engage in discussion or activities
which undermine the goals or the public perception of the Board or Engineers Canada.
7. Board members and members of Board committees will return any confidential information in
their possession or control promptly upon ceasing to be a Board member or at the request of
the Board.
8. Board members and members of Board committees will be proactive in identifying and
reporting any breach of this policy.
9. Board members and members of Board committees are bound by this duty of confidentiality
during their term as a Board member and this duty continues after their term ends.
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10. Board members and members of Board committees will be required to sign an
acknowledgement of this Confidentiality Policy as indicated below.
Acknowledgment of Confidentiality Policy
I acknowledge that I have read and understood this Confidentiality Policy and agree to conduct myself in
accordance with it.

Signature

Name

Date

4.4.1 Oath of office
Each Director shall sign an Oath of Office upon appointment.
I, the undersigned, hereby:
a) Consent to being elected and to acting as director of Engineers Canada, such consent to take
effect immediately and to continue in effect until I give written notice revoking such consent
or until I otherwise cease to be a director.
b) Consent to the holding of meetings of the Board by means of such telephone, electronic or
other communication facilities as permit all persons participating in the meetings to
communicate with each other simultaneously and instantaneously.
c) Consent to receiving information electronically, and acknowledge my responsibility to
ensure that Engineers Canada has my up-to-date email address at all time.
d) Certify that I am eighteen years of age or older, that I do not have the status of a bankrupt
and that I have not been declared incapable by a court in Canada or in another country.
e) Declare that I will conduct myself in accordance with Engineers Canada’s by-law, policies,
and Board decisions and with the Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations Act;
Signature
Name
Date
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Attachment 4.1e

4 Role of the Board
The Board will conduct its activities in a manner that emphasizes strategic leadership, proactivity, long
term impacts, and a clear distinction between the Board and staff roles and responsibilities.

4.5 CEO Group advisor to the Board
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Board is comprised of Directors and a CEO Group Advisor (“the Advisor”) collectively referred to as
Board Members. The responsibilities of Directors are set out in Section 4.1.
1.

The CEO Group Advisor’s purpose is to provide a key linkage between Engineers Canada
and the CEO Group.

2.

The Advisor shall be a member of the CEO Group, selected by that group.

3.

The Advisor may delegate a representative to attend on his/her behalf.

4.

In order to fulfill their purpose, the Advisor shall
a) Know the business of Engineers Canada.
b) Be informed of issues affecting, or likely to affect, Engineers Canada and the CEO
Group.
c) Participate actively in the work of the Board including by serving on committees or task
forces.
d) Contribute to the Board’s decision-making process by:

5.

i.

Discussing all matters freely and openly at Board meetings.

ii.

Working towards achieving a consensus which respects divergent points of view
and is in the collective interest of Engineers Canada and the Regulators.

iii.

Respecting the rights, responsibilities and decisions of Regulators and other
organizations.

The Advisor shall communicate the views, activities, decision and plans of the CEO Group
to the Board and communicate the same to the CEO Group.
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4 Role of the Board
The Board will conduct its activities in a manner that emphasizes strategic leadership, proactivity, long
term impacts, and a clear distinction between the Board and staff roles and responsibilities.

4.6 Accountable to the Board
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Board assigns portions of the Three-Year Strategic Plan to the CEO and the chairs of the CEAB and
the CEQB, and monitors their performance based on regular reporting.
The terms of reference of the CEAB and the CEQB are contained in Sections 6.8 and 6.9.
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Attachment 4.1g

4 Role of the Board
The Board will conduct its activities in a manner that emphasizes strategic leadership, proactivity, long
term impacts, and a clear distinction between the Board and staff roles and responsibilities.

4.9 President’s role
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The President ensures the integrity of the Board’s process and represents the Board to outside parties.
1. The President must ensure that the Board behaves consistently within its own rules and those
legitimately imposed upon it from outside the organization including:
a. Directing the Board deliberations so they are timely, fair, orderly, thorough and efficient; and
b. Endeavoring to establish Board consensus on issues and objectives
2. The President chairs Board meetings.
3. The President represents the Board to outside parties.
4. The President may delegate these authorities, but remains accountable for their use.
5. The President can attend meetings of all Board committees as a non-voting ex-officio member,
except for the Audit Committee.
6. The President is accountable to the Board.
7. The President provides the link between the Board and the CEO. The President is the only person
authorized to speak for the Board.
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Attachment 4.1h

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
Date of adoption: DATE (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: DATE (Motion #?)
The CEO is responsible and accountable for achieving the deliverables of Engineers Canada’s Three-Year
Strategic Plan as developed by the Board in consultation with the Regulators. The Board recognizes that
it leads by giving the strategic direction and setting distinct policies that govern the actions of the CEO in
achieving that strategic direction.
All Board authority delegated to staff is delegated through the CEO, so that all authority and
accountability of staff is the responsibility of the CEO. Where authority and accountability has been
delegated to staff, the Board authorizes the CEO to make all decisions required to develop and
administer the activities within the policy direction which has been set by the Board. The Board will
receive regular progress reports on any delegated area from the CEO.
The chief executive officer (CEO) shall not:
1. Cause or allow any practice, activity, decision, or organizational circumstance which is either
unlawful, imprudent or in violation of commonly accepted business and professional ethics, or
in conflict with the regulatory role of the engineering regulators.
2. Perform, allow, or cause any actions to occur which are contrary to the policies which have
been set by the Board.
3. Disclose to the public confidential information leading to Board decisions.
In addition the CEO shall:
4. Be accountable to the Board.
5. Keep the Board informed and supported in its work.
6. Develop plans for periodic Board approval for both planned and emergency succession of the
CEO and other key positions.
7. Be committed to ethical, businesslike and lawful conduct, including the proper use of authority
and appropriate decorum when acting as CEO of Engineers Canada.
8. Declare and avoid conflicts of interest.
9. Provide the administrative mechanism for official communication between the Board, all
committees (including the CEAB and the CEQB) and task forces; and
10. Ensure that all items which are to be approved by the Board and which are administrated by
the CEO, are brought to the Board on a timely basis.
11. Maintain a register of key risks of the corporation with regular monitoring and updates to the
Board.
12. Act as the Secretary of the Board, or assign a staff person to do so.
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Attachment 4.1i

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.1 Relationships with the engineering regulators
Date of adoption: DATE (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: DATE (Motion #?)
The CEO shall ensure conditions, procedures and decisions which contribute to productive relations with
engineering regulators and which are aligned with the roles of the engineering regulators.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that:
1. Regulators have easy access to clear information about their rights and responsibilities as
owners and members.
2. The methods used to collect, review, store and transmit Regulator information protect
against improper access.
3. Consultation with stakeholders is conducted in accordance with the Consultation Policy.
4. Regulator comments and complaints are responded to fairly, consistently, respectfully, and
in a timely manner.
5. Regulators are advised in a timely manner about issues that Engineers Canada is aware of
which may impact the profession and/or the Regulators.
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Attachment 4.1j

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.2 Treatment of staff and volunteers
Date of adoption: September 15, 2014 (Motion #2323)
Date of latest amendment: September 25, 2017 (Motion #3333)
The CEO shall ensure that working conditions for staff and volunteers under the CEO’s authority are fair,
dignified, safe, organized and clear, and meet legislative requirements.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that the following are
in place:
1. Clear and objective expectations and assessment of performance for staff.
2. Written human resource policies that:
a. clarify expectations and working conditions for staff,
b. provide for effective handling of grievances, and
c. protect against wrongful conditions such as harassment, nepotism, and grossly
preferential treatment for personal reasons.
d. Protect workers when, acting in good faith, they report unethical, unlawful, or
unprofessional conduct
3. An effective staff education and development process
4. Staff and volunteers are acquainted with their rights under this policy when, acting in good
faith and that they report unethical, unlawful, or unprofessional conduct.
5. A safe physical work environment for staff.
6. Plans for emergency situations.
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Attachment 4.1k

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.3 Financial condition
Date of adoption: DATE (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: DATE (Motion #?)
With respect to ongoing financial conditions and activities, the CEO shall ensure fiscal security and
adherence to the priorities established in the Three-Year Strategic Plan.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that:
1. Funds are only borrowed in accordance with the Board’s Borrowing Policy and to provide
credit facilities for overdraft protection and corporate credit cards.
2. Payroll is processed on normal timelines and debts are paid in a timely fashion.
3. Receivables are not written off without having first aggressively pursued payment after a
reasonable grace period.
4. Tax payments and other government ordered payments and reports are filed accurately and
in a timely fashion.
5. Land or buildings are not acquired, encumbered or disposed of and that no subsidiary
corporations are created or purchased without explicit Board approval.
6. Maintain Restricted Reserve funds at levels established by the Board and only use these
funds where a plan exists to restore the reserves to target levels within three years of them
falling below mandated levels.
7. Funds which are not immediately required for operations are invested in accordance with
the Investment Policy
8. Non-invested funds are held in secure instruments, including insured checking accounts.
9. Designate appropriate administrative signing authority
10. Operate with internal financial controls that prevent and ensure against late, inaccurate or
misleading reporting
11. Advise the Board on material changes in the financial position or expenditure in a timely
manner
12. Provide the Board with financial statements at each major meeting of the Board in February,
May and September in a board approved format.
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Attachment 4.1l

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.4 Communication and support to the Board
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEO shall ensure that the Board is informed and supported in its work. Further, without limiting the
scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that:
1. The Board has reasonable administrative support for Board activities including, but not limited
to resources supporting the work of the Accreditation Board and the Qualifications Board in
accordance with the Three-Year Strategic Plan.
2. Progress reporting required by the Board is submitted in a timely, accurate and understandable
fashion:
a. Annual competency assessment
b. Performance reporting which shows measurable progress on achieving the strategic
plan, including reports at each board meeting (February, May and September) on:
• Progress on Strategic Plan
Goals set by EC as a result
Programs contributing towards achievement of those goals
Progress (% complete, if applicable), and
Status (on track, some disruption, major disruption),
• Financial Updates including:
Approved budget
Spend to date
Current forecast
Variance
• Progress on Projects Funded from Reserves including:
Project description
Project budget
Progress to date (including financial and status)
3. The Board is aware of staff and volunteer policies, procedures and employee engagement levels
as reported annually.
4. The Board is aware of any actual or anticipated non-compliance with policies including when, in
the CEO’s opinion, the Board is not in compliance with its own policies.
5. The Board is aware of any incidental information it requires, including anticipated media
coverage, threatened or pending lawsuits, and material or publicly visible external and internal
changes or events, including changes in executive personnel.
6. No individual Board members are favoured or privileged over others, except when (a) fulfilling
individual requests for information or (b) responding to Officers or Committees duly charged by
the Board.
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Attachment 4.1m

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.5 Asset protection
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEO shall ensure that corporate assets are protected, adequately maintained and not unnecessarily
risked.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that:
1. The organization is insured against theft and casualty losses and against liability and travelrelated losses to Board members, volunteers, employees or the organization itself.
a. The Board is aware of any material changes to the above insurance coverage.
2. The organization, its Board, volunteers, or staff is not unnecessarily exposed to claims of liability.
3. Uninsured personnel do not have access to material amounts of funds.
4. Funds are received, processed and disbursed subject to sufficient controls that meet the
standards of the Canadian accounting practices.
5. The organization has a disaster plan that includes both mitigation and recovery.
6. Purchases are not made without due consideration to quality, after-purchase service, value for
dollar, and opportunity for fair competition.
7. Purchases are not made without normally prudent protection against conflict of interest.
8. Intellectual property, information or files are not exposed to loss or significant damage.
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Attachment 4.1n

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.6 Planning
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEO shall ensure than an annual operating plan and budget are in place that allocate resources in a
way that aligns with the Board’s Three-Year Strategic Plan and that ensures fiscal security.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that:
1. Planning takes into account both financial and personnel resources.
2. Planning safeguards the fiscal soundness of future years and ensures the building of organizational
capability sufficient to achieve the strategic direction in future years.
3. A credible projection of revenues and expenses, separation of capital expenditures and operational
expenses, cash flow projections, and disclosure of planning assumptions is used in fiscal planning.
4. The budget is presented in a format approved by the Board.
5. A plan which anticipates and prepares for the replacement and addition of the organization’s
capital needs is in place.
6. Succession planning processes are in place to facilitate operations during key personnel transitions
and ensure operation of the organization in all areas over the long term.
7. Planning is coordinated with the Chairs of the CEAB and the CEQB to ensure that they have
adequate resources to deliver their portions of the Board’s Three-Year Strategic Plan.
8. Restricted Reserve Funds levels required by Board Policy are maintained at appropriate levels
9. Planning includes funding for the Board’s direct use including, but not limited to, Board training and
development and Board and committee meetings
10. Funds are not expended in any fiscal year beyond what has been approved in the budget, unless
the Board has approved the additional expenditure.
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Attachment 4.1o

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.7 Compensation and benefits
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEO shall safeguard fiscal integrity and public image with respect to employment, compensation
and benefits to employees, consultants, contract workers and volunteers.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that:
1. His or her benefits are only changed as is consistent with changes to benefits packages for all other
employees.
2. No promises of implied permanent or guaranteed employment are made.
3. Compensation and benefits do not deviate materially from the geographic or professional market
for the skills employed.
4. No obligations over a longer term than revenues can be safely projected are created.
5. Pension benefits are not established or changed.
6. Expense reimbursement levels are consistent with those of comparable organizations.
7. The Board is informed of material changes in staff compensation or benefits.
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Attachment 4.1p

5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.8 National position statements
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
When developing or changing formal statements of the public position of Engineers Canada, including
National Position Statements or other policies, the CEO shall ensure that their development is based on
adequate research and consultation.
Further, without limiting the scope of the above statement, the CEO shall ensure that public positions
are developed with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Input of regulators through a transparent process.
Consideration of relevant research findings and literature.
Advice to the Board of any contentious issues related to the proposed position.
Board approval prior to release.
Confirmation that all public position statements are current, have a renewal date and are
revised or rescinded prior to their renewal date.
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5 Executive Duties and Limitations
5.9 Image protection
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEO shall protect the organization’s public image, credibility, and its ability to achieve the strategic
direction set by the Board. Accordingly the CEO shall:
1. Not alter the organization’s name or identity in any way.
2. Only develop or continue collaborative or sponsorship relationships with organizations whose
principles and practices are compatible with the purposes of Engineers Canada and other values
expressed in the Board’s policies.
3. Not permit presentations to be made to the media, which portray as Board policy information that is
contrary to Board positions set out in Board policy.
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6 Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
6.1 Board committees
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Board shall appoint committees and task forces as it considers necessary to serve the interests of
Engineers Canada and its Regulators. It may delegate any authority it deems necessary for a committee
or task force to perform its function. The Board shall determine the terms of reference for all
committees and task forces they have appointed.
Board committees and task forces may be populated by board members, other volunteers or any
combination thereof. Staff shall provide support to board committees and task forces, but they are not
members and shall have no vote.
Board committees shall not speak or act for the Board except when formally given such authority for
specific and/or time-limited purposes.
The CEO monitors the performance of Board committees and task forces for compliance with their
delegated authority where staff has a role with the activities.
All committee or task force members shall abide by the same Code of Conduct as governs the Board.
Except as defined in written Terms of Reference, no Committee or task force has authority to commit
the funds or resources of Engineers Canada.
All committees will submit written minutes of their meetings and proceedings to all Board directors.
A Board committee or task force that has helped the Board create a policy will not then be assigned to
monitor compliance with that policy.
The Board Committees are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit Committee
Compensation Committee
Executive Committee
Finance Committee
Governance Committee
Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB)
Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board (CEQB)

The current task forces of the Board are as follows:
•
•

Nominations Task Force
Funding Task Force
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6 Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
6.4 Audit committee terms of reference
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Audit Committee enhances the Board’s effectiveness and efficiency in fulfilling its external and
direct inspection monitoring responsibilities for fiscal policy.
Purpose/Products
1. A transparent process of review and disclosure that enhances stakeholder confidence in the
organization’s financial reporting.
2. An effective Board relationship with the external financial auditor which enables professional,
independent audit services.
3. Options and implications for Board decision regarding selection of an auditor, including but not
limited to the independence of potential auditors.
4. Understanding by the auditor of the Board’s requirements for an external examination of
compliance with the financial policies.
5. An opinion for the Board’s decision of the appropriateness of the scope in the auditor’s
proposal, including areas of audit risk, timetable, deadlines and materiality limits, and of the
projected audit fee.
6. An opinion for the Board, based on evidence required of the external auditor, as to whether the
independent audit of the organization was performed in an appropriate manner.
7. An annual report to the Board highlighting the committee’s review of the audited financial
statements and any other significant information arising from their discussions with the external
auditor.
8. An annual report to the Annual Meeting of Members to include:
• The Board’s recommendation concerning the audited financial statements
• A summary of the auditors’ observations together with Engineers Canada management
response for Engineers Canada Board consideration; and,
• The Board’s recommendation for the appointment of the auditors.
9. A report by the auditors on the appropriateness of the spending by the Board, the Board
committees and Board officers. The report shall be provided to the Board at its spring meeting.
10. Current information for the Board on significant new developments in accounting principles or
relevant rulings of regulatory bodies with implications for the Board’s fiscal policies.
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Authority
The Committee’s authority enables it to assist the Board in its work, while not interfering with Board
holism.
The Committee has no authority to change or contravene Board policies.
The Committee has no authority to spend or commit other organization funds, unless such funds are
specifically allocated by the Board.
The Committee has authority to use staff resource time normal for administrative support around
meetings.
The Committee does not have authority to instruct the CEO or any other staff member, other than to
request information required in the conduct of its duties, unless such authority has been delegated by
the Board.
The Committee has the authority to meet independently with the organization’s external auditors.
Composition
The Committee’s composition shall enable it to function effectively and efficiently.
On an annual basis, the Board shall appoint Committee members as follows:
•
•
•

One Director as the Committee Chair
Two other Directors
One representative with a professional accounting designation

As necessary to complete the workload of the committee, the Board may appoint additional members.
No Directors of the Executive Committee shall be named to the Audit Committee.
Committee members who are also Directors may serve a maximum of three one- year terms.
The Board shall maintain sufficient continuity and develop future capacity in its Committee
appointments.
In the event of a vacancy prior to the conclusion of the term, the Board may fill the vacancy by
appointment for the duration of the term. In the event that a member of the Audit Committee is
temporarily unable to serve, an alternate may be appointed by the Board to act in the member’s
absence.
The Committee Chair plus another two members of the Committee who are representatives from the
Board and/or the regulators constitute a quorum.
Committee members shall be financially literate (possess the ability to read and understand a set of
financial statements that present a breadth and level of complexity of accounting issues that are
generally comparable to those that could be reasonably expected to be encountered at Engineers
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Canada), or acquire such financial literacy within a reasonable period of time after appointment to the
Committee.
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6 Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
6.5 Compensation committee terms of reference
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Compensation Committee enhances the Board’s effectiveness and efficiency regarding the
determination of a fair and objective total rewards package for the CEO.
Purpose/Products
The Committee provides information needed by the Board to determine the CEO compensation in
accordance with “CEO Compensation”, including:
1. A cumulative summary of regular monitoring data provided during the year and the Board’s
recorded acceptance or non-acceptance of the reports.
2. A comparison of year-to-year performance regarding achievement of Ends and compliance with
Executive Limitations policies.
3. The executive market conditions.
Authority
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Committee’s authority enables it to assist the Board in its work, while not interfering with
Board holism.
The Committee has no authority to change or contravene Board policies.
The Committee has no authority to spend or commit other organization funds, unless such
funds are specifically allocated by the Board.
The Committee has the authority to recruit or contract external resources to assist with its work
within the budget allocated by the Board.
The Committee has authority to use staff resource time normal for administrative support
around meetings within the budget allocated by the Board.
The Committee does not have authority to instruct the CEO or any other staff member, other
than to request information required in the conduct of its duties.

Composition
The Committee consists of the voting members of the Executive Committee chaired by the pastPresident.
•

Four (4) Directors constitute a quorum.
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6 Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
6.6 Executive committee terms of reference
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Executive Committee enhances the Board’s effectiveness and efficiency regarding matters of an
urgent nature and meeting agendas.
Purpose/Product
Preparations which enhance the Board’s ability to conduct its business in a productive manner and to
make decisions on urgent matters, including:
1. Decisions on behalf of the Board, only in urgent situations when it is not feasible to convene a
quorum of the Board.
2. Alternatives and options for the Board’s consideration on any matter referred to the Committee
by the Board.
3. Advice to the president on agenda development as delegated by the Board.
4. Determining Board representation at meetings and conferences of other organizations.
5. Recommendations for membership of Board committees and task forces.
Authority
The Committee has no authority to change Board policies.
The Committee has authority to spend funds required for travel to meetings if meetings are required
but the Committee has no authority to spend or commit other organization funds.
The Committee has authority to use staff resource time normal for administrative support around
meetings.
Composition
The Committee’s composition shall enable it to function effectively and efficiently. The Executive
Committee shall be comprised of:
•

The President, the President-elect and the Past President;

•

One Director from APEGA;

•

One Director from OIQ;

•

One Director from PEO;

•

One Director from PEGNL, Engineers Nova Scotia, Engineers PEI or Engineers & Geoscientists
NB;

•

One Director from Engineers & Geoscientists MB or APEGS;
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•

One Director from EGBC, Engineers Yukon or NAPEG;

•

One Director from any Member; and

•

Two non-voting advisors, being the CEO of Engineers Canada and a representative of the CEO
Group.

The President, the President-elect and the Past-President, shall be members of the Executive Committee
and shall occupy three (3) of the seats described in 3.1 above, based on the region or province in which
their respective regulators are located.
The Committee is elected by the Board during the open portion of the annual Board meeting from
within the current Engineers Canada Board in accordance with the nomination and election procedures
described below.
A vacancy occurring in the Committee prior to the next annual meeting of the Board shall be filled by
the Board. The Board shall maintain the composition set out above.
At least four (4) voting members of the Executive Committee constitute a quorum.

6.1.1 Executive Committee Nomination and Election Process
The Board has a fair and transparent process to nominate and elect its members to the Executive
Committee in keeping with requirements set out in the by-law.
Introduction
The Board shall elect the members to the Executive Committee annually at the spring Board meeting.
The Executive Committee holds office for the period from the close of the Annual Meeting of Members
until the close of the next Annual Meeting of Members.
Eligibility
To serve as a member of the Executive Committee, a Director shall have either one year remaining in
his/her term of office or have been nominated to serve for the ensuing year.
To serve as the President-elect, a Director shall have either three years remaining in his/her term of
office or have been nominated to serve for the ensuing three years.
All candidates for election shall provide:
•

A declaration of interest form (Appendix A), and

•

A curriculum vitae that will be provided to the Board.

Nomination Procedures
The Past President shall act as the Nominating Committee and shall:
•

Maintain an impartial position.

•

Attempt to ensure that sufficient nominations are received.

•

Ask each region if they would like to designate one of their Directors as a member of the
Executive Committee, prior to announcing the slate of candidates.

•

Prior to the spring Board meeting, at least:
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o

two months in advance – issue a call for nominations to each Director, referencing this
policy.

o

two weeks in advance – receive nominations and

o

confirm receipt of the documents required in section 2.3.

o

confirm that the Director has been elected or is nominated to serve the required term.

o

one week in advance – provide the Board with the slate of candidates and their curricula
vitae.

Where no nominations are received for a position, the Board shall determine whether to fill the position
and, if so, how the position will be filled.
Voting
Proxy votes are not permitted.
Scrutineers
The Board will appoint two persons to act as scrutineers, typically the CEO and the President of the
Regulator where the meeting is held.
The scrutineers shall distribute, collect and count the ballots for each election.
Conduct of Elections
The chair of the Nominating Committee shall conduct the elections. If the chair of the Nominating
Committee is unavailable or unwilling to conduct the elections, the Board shall appoint another Board
member to act as chair and conduct the elections.
Positions shall be filled in the following order: President-elect, Regional Directors, Director-at-large.
If only one candidate is nominated for a position, the position shall be filled by acclamation.
If more than one candidate is nominated for a position, election for the position shall be by secret ballot.
Each candidate for a position, in alphabetical order by last name, may address the Board:
•

Candidates for President-elect, for a maximum of five minutes, and

•

Candidates for other positions, for a maximum of two minutes.

•
•

Each Director may cast one vote for each position.
In the event of two candidates for a position, the President will cast a second vote for one
candidate and place the vote in a sealed envelope.
If one candidate receives a majority of the votes, that candidate shall be declared elected.
In the event, only following discard of abstentions or spoiled ballots, of a tie in the number of
votes received as determined by the scrutineers during counting, the scrutineers shall open the
sealed envelope and use the vote therein.
In the event of three or more candidates for a position, the President and Past President shall
each cast a second vote for all but one of the candidates and place the votes in sealed
envelopes.
If one candidate receives a majority of the votes, that candidate shall be declared elected. If no
candidate is elected on the first ballot, the candidate receiving the lowest number of votes is

•
•
•
•
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

removed and new ballots are successively presented, until a candidate receives a majority of the
votes.
In the event, only following discard of abstentions or spoiled ballots, of a tie in the number of
votes received by two or more candidates as determined by the scrutineers during counting,
such that one candidate cannot be dropped from the next round of balloting, the scrutineers
shall firstly open the President’s sealed envelope and use the votes therein. If one candidate can
still not be removed from the next round, the scrutineers shall open the Past President’s sealed
envelope and use the votes therein. If it is still not possible to remove one candidate, the result
will be declared deadlocked and one or more further rounds of voting with all remaining
candidates on the ballot will take place until the deadlock is broken.
The scrutineers will report the name of the successful candidate to the chair. The scrutineers
will not report the vote totals or whether the sealed envelopes were used.
The chair will announce the successful candidate, being the candidate that received a majority
of votes cast.
The candidate(s) not elected for President-elect will be asked if they will stand for election to
the remaining Regional Director positions (assuming they meet the criteria for Regional
Director) or for the Director-at-large position.
In the event that a region declines to appoint a Director for the Regional Director position, all
Directors from that region are eligible to stand for election for the Regional Director position.
All Directors are eligible to stand for election for the Director-at-large position.
When the election is complete, the chair will request a motion to destroy the ballots.

APPENDIX A DECLARATION OF INTEREST FORM
Date:

__

To:

Chair, Nominating Committee

I,
, am pleased to confirm that I am placing my name into nomination for election to the Engineers
Canada Executive Committee for the position of:
President-elect
Other Director
I have attached my curriculum vitae, for distribution to the Board.
Term of Office
___ I have been elected as a director to serve the required term, or
___ I have been nominated by my regulator for an additional period to enable me to serve the term of
office I am seeking.
If elected, I would be pleased and honoured to serve the Board.
(Candidate Signature)

(Date)
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6 Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
6.8 Governance committee terms of reference
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Governance Committee enhances the Board’s effectiveness and efficiency on matters relating to
effective governance principles and policies.
Purpose/Products
The Governance Committee identifies practices and resources and plans for the education of Directors
and other stakeholders regarding governance.
1. An evaluation of the effectiveness of the governance model for serving the interests of
Engineers Canada regulators annually by the annual meeting.
2. Options for a Governance Action Plan based upon the Board’s monitoring of its compliance with
its policies and, if applicable, feedback from external governance expertise annually by the fall
meeting.
3. Board orientation process and materials updated annually at the spring meeting.
4. A report of best practices for the application of policy governance in Engineers Canada annually
at the spring meeting.
5. Options for Board education for improving governance annually at the spring meeting.
6. A plan for the education of stakeholders regarding the Board’s governance system and practices
annually at the spring meeting.
7. Responses and advisories to concerned stakeholders drafted for the Board’s consideration.
8. Review of new policies for consistency with existing policies and governance system.
9. Where changes are proposed to Board committee Terms of Reference, the Governance
Committee shall seek input from the relevant committee.
Authority
The Committee has the following authority:
•

•
•

To make changes to Board policies, such as the correction of typographical and grammatical
errors, to ensure the consistent use of terminology and plain language, and to update
references. All such changes shall be ratified by the Board at its next meeting.
To request information from Engineers Canada staff persons as required for the efficient
conduct of its purposes.
To use staff resource time as required for administrative support of the Committee.
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Composition
The composition of the Governance Committee ensures continuity.
The Committee is comprised of:
•
•
•
•

A chair (the past President of the Board or designate)
Four (4) Board Directors, one of whom is the President
As necessary to complete the workload of the committee, the Board may appoint additional
members.
Three voting members of the Governance Committee constitute a quorum.

The Engineers Canada Board appoints the members of the Governance Committee for a one-year term.
Members may be re-appointed. Reappointment of the members and staggered terms of office are
desirable elements.
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6 Engineers Canada Board Committees and Task Forces
6.9 Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) Terms
of Reference
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEAB enhances the Board’s effectiveness and efficiency on matters related to the accreditation of
academic engineering programs.
Purpose/Products
The CEAB will produce a) information needed for the Board to make decisions on matters relating to
engineering education and accreditation both in Canada and in other countries and b) assessments of
academic engineering programs to determine if they meet accreditation criteria as approved by the
Board.
In support of these purposes/products, the CEAB will:
•

Review on a regular basis, options and implications for the updating of criteria, policies, and
procedures for evaluating engineering programs for accreditation or substantial equivalency
purposes.

•

Undertake an evaluation of engineering programs for accreditation upon request of academic
institutions and based upon the Board approved criteria.

•

Determine the equivalency of accreditation systems in other countries based upon the Board
approved criteria.

•

Conclude negotiated international mutual recognition agreements at the education level based
upon direction from the Board.

•

Provide regular reports to the Board regarding the status of international mutual recognition
agreements pertaining to engineering education.

•

Maintain effective liaison with engineering accrediting bodies in other countries, with other
professions’ accrediting bodies, and with other relevant organizations.

•

Provide information and, when appropriate, options and implications, to the Board on
international matters relating to engineering accreditation and engineering education including
implementation and maintenance of international accreditation agreements.

•

Provide advice to regulators to enable more effective implementation of international
agreements by the regulators.

•

Provide advice regarding accreditation criteria to Canadian higher education institutions during
the development of new engineering programs.
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•

Assure that developers of engineering accreditation systems in other countries have information
regarding the Canadian engineering accreditation system.

•

Assure that relevant Canadian organizations understand the Canadian engineering accreditation
system.
Accept feedback from relevant Canadian organizations regarding the Canadian engineering
accreditation system.

•
•

Assure that information relevant to other engineering accreditation and engineering education
initiatives (e.g., international work) is provided to the Board, the respective Board Committee,
or the CEO.

•

Assure that administrators of assessed engineering programs are aware of the limitations of the
assessment and their resulting responsibilities, including, but not limited to:

•

o

The higher education institution offering the engineering program shall adhere to all
accreditation criteria and regulations, shall fully disclose with relevant documentation
all aspects of the program and shall advise the AB immediately of any significant
changes to its accredited program(s).

o

There is no legal right to accreditation. The AB assumes no responsibility and shall not
be liable to students, graduates or any other party who may be affected by the denial,
termination or revocation of accreditation.

Assure that administrators of those programs that are assessed as being insufficient to be
accredited are aware of the reasons and the process to initiate a reassessment or an appeal.

Authority
The CEAB’s authority enables it to assist the Board in its work. The CEAB may:
•
•
•
•
•

Accredit programs in Canada or recognize equivalencies of engineering programs in other
countries in accordance with the Board’s approved Criteria for Accreditation and Procedures.
Call upon specialists and establish committees and task forces to assist in carrying out its work.
Deal directly with organizations and individuals.
Use staff resource time to provide administrative support for meeting and visits.
The CEAB representative at Washington Accord meetings is authorized to vote on behalf of
Engineers Canada.

Restrictions on Authorities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The CEAB has no authority to:
Change Board policies.
Approve Criteria for Accreditation and Procedures.
Enter into financial agreements.
Spend or commit organization funds, unless such funds are specifically allocated by the Board.
Exercise jurisdiction over the regulators or their registration committees or boards of examiners.
Make representations that any graduate of an accredited program will be eligible for licensure.
Conduct a program accreditation prior to receipt of a request from a higher education
institution.
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•
•
•

Conduct substantial equivalency visits of engineering programs in other countries if the cost of
such visits is not borne by the higher education institution without specific permission of the
Board.
Make representation that it will identify every aspect of an assessed engineering program that
does not meet its accreditation criteria and regulations.
Permit individuals who are not members of AB to vote at AB meetings.

Composition
The CEAB’s composition and operations shall ensure an appropriate representation of the profession’s
expertise and diversity to enable it to function effectively and efficiently.
The CEAB is composed of the chair, the vice-chair, the past-chair and one each from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

British Columbia or the Yukon
Alberta, the Northwest Territories or Nunavut
Saskatchewan or Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic Provinces

The CEAB is also composed of a minimum of six members-at-large. The total number of members is
subject to the current and anticipated future number of accreditation visits.
•
•
•

All members of the CEAB must be registered engineers in Canada.
Ten members constitute a quorum.
The chair, the vice-chair and the past chair constitute the Executive Committee of the CEAB.

Every effort will be made to reflect the diversity of the membership of the engineering profession.
Consideration shall be given to maintaining a good balance between academic and non-academic
representatives and to maintaining representation from various disciplines.
The CEAB Nominating Committee consists of: Engineers Canada Director (chair), the CEAB past-chair,
the CEAB secretary, and the CEAB chair.
The chair of the CEAB Nominating Committee votes only to break a tie on any votes that are taken. Any
committee member must be recused from committee deliberations and votes regarding matters for
which there may be a perceived or real conflict of interest, including considerations of that member for
a particular office or appointment.
The members of the CEAB are appointed for three years by the Board, based on recommendations of
the CEAB Nominating Committee. Appointments are effective July 1 of the year of the appointment. The
term of office may be extended to nine years based on three consecutive three-year terms. For a
member on the Executive Committee, additional extensions to their term of office beyond nine years
are permitted. The following procedure is in place to ensure that the regulators are suitably involved in
the nomination process:
When the term of a member of the CEAB is due to end, the Nominating Committee may decide to
recommend the member for reappointment for a further three-year term, unless this would exceed the
nine-year limit identified in 5.9 above. The decision on whether or not to recommend reappointment is
based on the Nominating Committee's assessment of the member's level of performance on the CEAB
to date. The name of that member will be submitted to his or her home regulator. Unless the regulator
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has justifiable objections, the candidate will be recommended to the Board for reappointment to the
CEAB for a subsequent three-year term.
Subject to 5.9 (a), when an opening exists for an individual to be appointed by a region or province, the
regulator affected will be informed of the qualifications required of that committee member. It will then
be asked to put forward the name of a candidate. Unless the Nominating Committee has justifiable
objections, the candidate put forward by the association/ordre will be recommended to the EC Board
for appointment. The Nominating Committee may suggest candidates to the regulator for its
consideration.
Subject to 5.9 (a), when an opening exists for an individual to represent the “members-at-large”, a
candidate will be selected by the Nominating Committee from a list of names that may have been
submitted by the regulator, other groups and individuals, and as may be identified by the nominating
committee itself. The name of that candidate will be submitted to his or her home regulator. Unless the
regulator has justifiable objections, the candidate will be recommended to the Board for appointment to
the CEAB.
The Board, based on recommendations from the CEAB Nominating Committee, appoints the chair and
the vice-chair, both for a period of one year. The chair automatically becomes past-chair following the
completion of their term. The terms of office may be extended to a maximum of two years.
Appointments are effective July 1 of the year of appointment. The vice-chair is normally appointed chair
following his or her term as vice- chair.
In the event of a vacancy occurring on the CEAB prior to the completion of a term of office, the
Executive Committee fills the vacancy by appointment. In the event that a member of the AB is
temporarily unable to serve, an alternate may be appointed by Executive Committee to act in the
member’s absence.
Two members of the Board and one member of the Qualifications Board may be appointed as nonvoting participants to the CEAB. Terms continue to June 30.
The CEAB may invite observers to its meetings, but such observers have no vote.
The CEAB secretary is appointed by the CEO. The secretary supports the AB, and is a non- voting
participant in meetings of the AB.
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6.10 Canadian Engineering Qualifications Board (CEQB) Terms
of Reference
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The CEQB enhances the governing Board’s effectiveness and efficiency on matters related to
qualifications for, and the practice of, engineering.
Purpose/Products
The CEQB promotes the establishment of consistent practices and shared programs for the regulation of
the practice of engineering.
Research, national guidelines and other guidance related to:
•

Admissions

•

Foreign credential recognition

•

The professional practice examination

•

Engineers-in-training

•

Continuing competence and professional development

•

Practice of engineering

•

Sustainability and the environment

•

The code of ethics

•

Other issues of national importance as identified by the regulators

•
•

All developed in cooperation with the regulators.
The Uniform Syllabus of Examinations for candidates from other than Accreditation Boardaccredited or -recognized programs.
Information for the Board and committees, and regulators on matters pertaining to registration
and the practice of engineering in Canada.
Communication, mutual understanding and collaboration with targeted industry sectors and
other employers of engineers on issues related to qualifications, licensing requirements and
continuing professional development of engineers.
Information for the Board and committees, and regulators on emerging areas of engineering
practice.
Information to the Board and committees, and the Engineers Canada regulators on trends,
emergent issues and future directions related to the practice of engineering.

•
•
•
•
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Authority
The CEQB’s authority enables it to assist the Board in its work. The CEQB may:
•
•
•
•

Call upon specialists and establish committees and task forces to assist in carrying out its work.
Deal directly with organizations and individuals.
Use staff resource time to provide administrative support for meetings.
Approve examination syllabi.

Restrictions on Authorities
The CEQB has no authority to:
•
•
•
•
•

Change Board policies.
Enter into financial agreements.
Spend or commit organization funds, unless such funds are specifically allocated by the Board.
Exercise jurisdiction over the regulators or their registration committees or boards of examiners.
Permit individuals who are not members of QB to vote at QB meetings.

Composition
The CEQB’s composition and operations shall ensure an appropriate representation of the profession’s
expertise and diversity to enable it to function effectively and efficiently.
The CEQB is composed of a chair, vice-chair and past-chair, and nine (9) other members comprising
representation as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seven (7) members from various regions of the country including:
Two members from the Atlantic provinces
One member from Quebec
One member from Ontario
One member from Manitoba or Saskatchewan
One member from Alberta or the Northwest Territories and Nunavut
One member from British Columbia or the Yukon, and
Two (2) members-at-large
All members must be engineers, registered in Canada.
Seven (7) members, including at least one of the chair or vice-chair, constitute a quorum. The
chair, vice-chair, past-chair, and the CEQB secretary constitute the Executive Committee of the
CEQB. An observer from the Accreditation Board is also normally present at face-to-face
meetings.

In the selection of members for the CEQB, consideration is given to appointing individuals who are
serving or have served on a Board of examiners (or its equivalent) and to maintaining representation
from various engineering disciplines. Every effort will be made to reflect the diversity of the membership
of the engineering profession.
•
•

The CEQB Nominating Committee consists of: Engineers Canada Director (chair), the CEQB pastchair, the CEQB secretary, and the CEQB chair.
The Engineers Canada Board appoints the chair and the vice-chair, both for a period of one year,
in consultation with the CEQB Nominating Committee. The terms of office may be extended to a
maximum of two years. Appointments are effective July 1 of the year of appointment. The vice-
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•

chair is normally appointed after having served at least one three-year term as a member of the
CEQB. The vice-chair is normally appointed chair following his or her term as vice-chair.
The past-chair of the CEQB normally serves as the observer to the Accreditation Board.

In the event of a vacancy occurring on the CEQB prior to the completion of a term of office, the
Engineers Canada Board or Executive Committee fills the vacancy by appointment for the duration of
the term. In the event that a member of the CEQB is temporarily unable to serve, an alternate may be
appointed by the Engineers Canada Board or Executive Committee to act in the member’s absence.
•
•
•
•
•

Two members of the Board shall be appointed as non-voting Board representatives to CEQB.
Each appointment shall be for a two-year term and shall expire on June 30.
One Board representative shall be appointed each year in order to have staggered terms of
appointment.
The CEQB may invite observers to its meetings, but such observers have no vote.
The CEAB may send an observer to QB meetings.
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7 Operational Policies
7.1 Board, committee and other volunteer expenses
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
Board and committee members and other volunteers are authorized to incur expenses related to Board
and committee meetings in accordance with this policy. Any other expenses to be incurred by Board and
committee members must be pre-approved by the CEO.
Applicable Situations for Board and Committee Members
Board members, Board committee members and other volunteers shall be reimbursed for reasonable
costs associated with travel for Engineers Canada business.
Other than the President, expenses incurred for Board directors’ attendance at meetings of Regulators
for which the Board director is the appointed director shall not be reimbursed.
Expenses for the President’s guest (or for the guest of the President’s designate when the President is
unable to attend) will be reimbursed whenever the President or designate attends a Regulator annual
meeting, annual general meeting, or Geoscientists Canada annual meeting where guests are invited.
Other than those situations referred to in 1.2 of this policy, travel expenses for the guest of Board
members may be reimbursed for attendance at the annual general meeting and the Board retreat.
Transportation will be reimbursed as appropriate for the situation.
Airfare
Air travel will be reimbursed based for airfare and related airfare charges appropriate for the
circumstances:
Travellers are encouraged to take advantage of discounted flights whenever possible, in order to
minimize costs. Refundable economy cabin airfare is the maximum amount payable for travel in Canada
and Continental US. Business class airfare is acceptable for overseas flights with a direct flying time of at
least 6 hours.
The President may claim business class airfare reimbursement for any flights with a total daily flight time
of at least six hours.
If purchased with a seat sale ticket, cancellation insurance is also eligible for reimbursement.
Only the minimum requisite travel will be reimbursed (i.e. no additional flights other than direct arrival
and return with necessary stopovers) unless alternative arrangements have been authorized by the CEO.
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Rail
First class rail is the maximum amount of train fare.
Taxis and Limousines
All reasonable expenses for taxis and/or airport limousines used while travelling on Engineers Canada
business will be reimbursed.
Personal Vehicles
Personal vehicles may be used when overall economy is ensured.
Travellers who choose to travel by private vehicle may claim the kilometric rate in effect at the time of
travel or the equivalent of the total travel cost of economy airfare, whichever is less. Additional travel
expenses incurred because of the election to use a private vehicle may not be claimed unless the use of
private vehicle is clearly justified.
Travellers shall be reimbursed the kilometric rate for employees of the federal public service in effect at
the time of travel.
Vehicle Rentals
Car rentals including collision insurance and gasoline will be reimbursed and shall only be used in nonroutine travel situations, including:
•
•
•
•

taxi/limousine service is not available or cost effective; or
location of the meeting is not easily accessible via public transportation from a major airport; or
large quantities of materials are being delivered to a meeting location by the traveler; or
situations where it is more economical to use instead of other means of transportation – i.e.
short trips, or where sharing makes this alternative more attractive.

If, due to personal preference, a traveller opts to rent a vehicle instead of using other means of
transport, the maximum amount payable will be the equivalent of taxi fare to and from the airport to
the meeting location.
Tolls and Tickets
All parking and toll claims when vehicle travel has been authorized will be reimbursed.
Traffic violations incurred while travelling on Engineers Canada business are not eligible for
reimbursement.
Accommodations
Engineers Canada will pay for accommodations directly or reimburse accommodation for costs
reasonable for the situation.
Where meetings are arranged by Engineers Canada, group rates shall be secured and travellers advised
accordingly. Original hotel invoices should be submitted with expense claims.
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If the traveller makes arrangements to reside in accommodation other than in a hotel, reasonable
expenses will be reimbursed provided the overall expenses do not exceed the cost of hotel
accommodation as secured through Engineers Canada group rates, if applicable.
Meals
Reasonable expenses for meals while travelling on Engineers Canada business, including taxes and tips
will be reimbursed for all meal expenses incurred directly by the traveller.
Per diem allowances will not be provided by Engineers Canada.
Gifts in lieu of accommodation or meal
If a traveller makes arrangements for private accommodation or meals, a gift may be to the host in lieu
of the costs of the hotel or restaurant meal. The maximum value of the gift in lieu is $50 per night to a
maximum of $100 shall be reimbursed.
Child Care expenses
Reasonable additional expenses for child care services are reimbursed when such services are
specifically required by persons travelling on Engineers Canada business. The maximum amount payable
to any traveller in a calendar year shall be limited to $1,500.
Medical Insurance
Engineers Canada will reimburse travellers who are travelling internationally for any additional medical
coverage purchased to ensure medical protection while on Engineers Canada business. Costs for shots
required for international travel will also be reimbursed.
Travellers Accident Insurance
Any claim made by or on behalf of a traveller under Engineers Canada’s travellers accident insurance
policy for accidental injury or death must be presented to the insurer by Engineers Canada within 30
days of the accident. A claim must have medical evidence from a licensed physician selected by
Engineers Canada and be in agreement with a licensed physician as selected by the insurer. Claimants
must communicate and comply in a timely manner to enable Engineers Canada time to present the
claim to the insurer.
Expense Claims
Expenses shall be reimbursed within 30 days of receipt of the expense claim when proper
documentation including required original receipts has been provided. Claims should be made within 14
days of travel. Engineers Canada will not reimburse for claims received more than one year from the
date of travel.
Claims for reasonable expenses other than those noted above must be clearly identified with a detailed
explanation and accompanied by original receipts. Authorization of such expenses should be sought in
advance of the expenditure wherever possible. The signing authority chart outlines the staff positions
that may authorize such expenses. The president-elect shall authorize the expenses of the president.
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7 Operational Policies
7.4 Reserve funds
Date of adoption: Date (Motion #?)
Date of latest amendment: Date (Motion #?)
The Board shall ensure financial resources are available for special operating needs of Engineers Canada.
Fluctuations above and below target levels are acceptable.
The four-year rolling operational reserve target level is set at $4,000,000.
The capital reserve must be held at a level sufficient to enable fit-up of leased facilities and other related
assets at the expiry of the office lease.
The legal and liability contingency reserve target level is set at $1,325,000. It is maintained to ensure
that funds are available in various situations:
•
•

•

•

To cover the cost of any legal challenge Engineers Canada is asked to undertake on behalf of the
profession.
To cover expenses associated with occurrences that may arise for which no budget has been
established. Engineers Canada faces potential liabilities from a number of sources (i.e.
employees, insurance programs, foreign academic credential assessment program).
To cover expenses which will be incurred by the regulators where it is demonstrated that they
do not have the financial resources to fund an enforcement action and/or statutory obligation
that have a clear and significant impact on the other regulators.
To assist regulators and Engineers Canada in paying the deductibles for directors and officers
insurance, and for errors and omissions insurance.

The total of all reserve funds must not become so large as to threaten the not-for-profit status of
Engineers Canada, nor to give the Regulators reason to question whether member assessments are
excessive.
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6

Engineers Canada Board committees and task
forces

6.x Funding Task Force terms of reference
Date of adoption: (Motion # )
Date of latest amendment: (Motion #)

The Funding Task Force exists to review Engineers Canada’s funding model to ensure that the funding
model:
•
•
•
•
•

is fair and equitable
provides best value to the engineering regulators
has broad support from the engineering regulators
provides means for adequate funding of Engineers Canada
provides a sustainable means of achieving the purpose of Engineers Canada

Purpose/products
The Funding Task Force will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Review the current funding model.
Develop alternative funding models.
Consult with the Engineering Regulators on the impacts of the current and alternative models.
Approve the format of the staff-produced annual summary of total affinity revenues aggregated
across all affinity programs received by each regulator and by Engineers Canada.
5. Provide a report to the Board with an analysis of the impacts of the current and alternative
models and a recommended funding model.

Authority
The Task Force has authority as specifically set out in this policy or delegated by the Board. With the
concurrence of the CEO, the Task Force may use Engineers Canada resources.
Composition
The Funding Task Force is comprised of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dwayne Gelowitz, Director and Funding Task Force Chair
Jeff Holm, Director from EGBC
Lisa Doig, Director from APEGA
Jean Boudreau, Director from EGNB
Danny Chui, Director from PEO
Kathy Baig, Director from OIQ
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Term
The members of the Task Force are appointed until December 31, 2018. Their appointments may be
renewed at that time.
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Briefing note
For information
New QB consultation process

Agenda number 5.1

Purpose:

Provide the Board with an overview of the new QB consultation process.

Motion(s) to
consider:

No motion/decision required

Prepared by:

Mélanie Ouellette

1. Background
• The Qualifications Board (QB) is responsible for promoting the establishment of consistent
practices and shared programs for the regulation of the practice of engineering through the
development of national guidelines, model guides, and white papers on the various issues that
the profession is facing.
• To meet this mandate, QB must regularly, consistently, and transparently consult regulators.
• Over the last two years, QB has undergone significant process changes to improve its service
delivery to regulators, including but not restricted to: the adoption of a Syllabus Creation and
Review Protocol; a Guideline Review Protocol; a Communications Strategy; a Communications
Plan; and, a Guideline Development and Review Manual.
• Prior to January 2018, there was no formalized regulator consultation process.
• The purpose of this briefing note is to provide the Board with an overview of the new QB
consultation process.
2. Status update
• In the fall 2017, QB piloted a new consultation process, which included an email to the CEOs
Group, each officials group, the Board, and the CEAB. Teleconference calls were also held with
the Admission, Environment, Practice, and Discipline & Enforcement Official Groups. Regulators
were also invited to provide their jurisdiction-specific feedback.
• No consultation timeframe was set, although QB accepted feedback over a ten-week timeframe.
Feedback was sought on documents and the consultation process itself.
• Regulators have welcomed this new consultation process, especially the fact that QB has
implemented an additional consultation step, the General Direction milestone, prior to
developing a draft document.
• The received feedback also suggested that a timeframe of two months be allowed for regulators
to consult their own internal committees. This suggestion was welcomed by QB, as members
consistently strive to meet regulators’ needs. Given the positive feedback received from
regulators, this new consultation process was adopted by QB on January 25th and is being shared
with the Board for its information.
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•

This new timeframe will delay the development/review of some existing QB documents. QB is
dedicated to mitigating these negative effects and will be conducting a mid-point evaluation
exercise in April 2018 to identify potential solutions to this issue. If not possible, QB will notify
the Board at its subsequent meeting.

3. Next steps
• The QB is implementing this new consultation process. Although the new process is
now formalized, suggestions, feedback, and concerns are always welcomed.
4. Appendices
The new consultation process is attached.
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This document provides a summary of the QB work plan (Figure 1) and document development (Figure 2) consultation processes.
Figure 1: QB Work Plan Consultation Process

Figure 2: QB Document Development Consultation Processs
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Step
1. Develop work plan
1.1. Collect work plan ideas
1.2. Consult on work plan
1.3. Revise work plan
1.4. Respond to feedback
1.5. QB approval of work
plan
1.6. Engineers Canada Board
approval of work plan
1.7. Start executing work
plan
2. Conduct environmental
scan
3. Develop document
outline
4. Develop guiding
principles/general direction
5. QB approval to consult on
guiding principles/general
direction
6. Consult on guiding
principles/general direction
7. Draft document

Description
QB sends a request for work plan ideas and relevant subjects to the CEOs Group, all Officials Groups, the Engineers Canada
Board, and the CEAB. Teleconference calls with each Officials Group are organized to solicit their ideas. Presentations are
made by QB representatives at meetings, when possible.
QB consolidates the list of all proposed items to create a draft work plan.
QB circulates the draft work plan to the CEOs Group, all Officials Groups, the Engineers Canada Board, and the CEAB for
their validation. Follow-up teleconference calls are organized with each Officials Group to select final items. Presentations
are made by QB representatives at meetings, when possible.
QB revises the work plan based on the received feedback.
QB posts a response to each comment on the consultation webpage before the work plan is submitted to QB for approval.
This response is also individually shared with the Officials Groups and the individuals that submitted feedback.
From this list, QB creates and approves its work plan and recommends it to the Engineers Canada Board.
Engineers Canada Board reviews the work plan and approves it.
QB develops an execution plan. QB and the Engineers Canada Board receive a regular status update on execution progress.
QB committee conducts an environmental scan and identifies issues, drivers for change, and potential options.
QB committee develops an outline, based on the environmental scan.
QB committee turns the outline into guiding principles, which establishes the general direction for the future
guideline/model guide/white paper.
QB committee recommends that the draft guiding principles/general direction be approved for consultation. QB reviews the
document and approves it for consultation.
QB sends a request for feedback to the CEOs Group, all Officials Groups, the Engineers Canada Board, and the CEAB.
Teleconference calls with each Officials Group are organized to solicit their feedback on guiding principles/general direction.
Presentations are made by QB representatives at meetings, when possible.
QB committee reviews all the feedback, prepares a committee’s response to each comment/proposed edit and develops
the draft guideline/model guide/white paper.
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Step

Description

8. Respond to feedback on
guiding principles/general
direction
9. QB approval to consult on
draft document
10. Consult on draft
document

QB posts a response to each comment on the consultation webpage before the guiding principles/general direction is
submitted to QB for approval. This response is also individually shared with the Officials Groups and the individuals that
submitted feedback.
QB committee recommends that the draft document be approved for consultation. QB reviews the document and approves
it for consultation.
QB sends a request for feedback to the CEOs Group, all Officials Groups, the Engineers Canada Board, and the CEAB.
Teleconference calls with each Officials Group are organized to solicit their feedback. Presentations are made by QB
representatives at meetings, when possible.
QB committee reviews all the feedback and revises the guideline/model guide/white paper into a final version.

11. Revise document
12. Respond to feedback on
draft document
13. QB approval of final
document
14. EC Board approval of
final document
15. Disseminate document
16. Review and evaluation

QB posts a response to each comment on the consultation webpage before the document is submitted to QB for approval.
This response is also individually shared with the Officials Groups and the individuals that submitted feedback.
QB reviews the final version of the document and approves it for Engineers Canada Board approval. The document is then
passed to the Engineers Canada Board for approval.
Engineers Canada Board reviews the document and approves it for distribution.
Engineers Canada staff disseminate the approved document through diverse communication tactics such as emails,
Newsletter articles, Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn posts.
QB monitors reaction to the document and its implementation. After five years, the document is reviewed by QB.
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Attachment 5.2

Briefing note
For information
Accreditation Board Chair’s report
September 2017 to January 2018

Agenda number 5.2

Purpose:

To update the Board on the status of the work of the Accreditation Board

Motion(s) to
consider:

No motion/decision required

Prepared by:

Wayne MacQuarrie

1. Background
The Accreditation Board was established in October 1965. It produces information for the Engineers
Canada Board to make decisions on matters relating to engineering education in Canada and
internationally. The Accreditation Board’s main mandate is to grant accreditation to Canadian
undergraduate engineering programs that meet or exceed educational standards acceptable for entry
into the profession of engineering in Canada.
Members of the Accreditation Board are engineers licensed to practice in Canada. There are academic
and non-academic representatives on the Accreditation Board. There is representation from various
disciplines. 35% of Accreditation Board members are women and 50% of members are bilingual. More
about the Accreditation Board, including the list of members and sub-committees can be found at
https://engineerscanada.ca/accreditation/accreditation-board.
2. Status update
Accreditation visits:
The Accreditation Board began the 2017/2018 visit cycle in late October. There will be visits to 65
programs at 14 higher education institutions. Six of the 65 programs are new (currently unaccredited).
Accreditation decisions will be made in June 2018. Accreditation visits are a peer review process.
Engineering programs receive valuable feedback from experienced engineers in the visiting team report.
The accreditation decisions also include feedback about compliance with accreditation criteria. This
contributes to the continual improvement of engineering education.
An analysis of the accreditation decision outcomes of last cycle continues to indicate that programs have
few issues overall. They generally are in good compliance with the curriculum criteria, the graduate
attributes criteria, and continual improvement criterion. This translates to 74 per cent of decisions being
either accreditation for the maximum term (six years) or accreditation for three years with possibility of
extension to maximum term upon submission of a report. An additional eight per cent of decisions were
for new programs. These first accreditations are always shorter than six years.
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Stakeholder engagement:
In this cycle, two Engineers Canada directors, as well as the Engineers Canada president and the presidentelect, participated on accreditation visits.
Accreditation Board members delivered presentations to share information about AB activities to the
councils of EGBC and APEGS, to the CEO group, and to the NCDEAS. AB members also attended the Global
Engineering Deans meeting in October, the December 7, Graduate Attribute summit in Toronto, and the
CFES Congress in January. Highlights of these events were shared in the Engineers Canada CEO monthly
updates to Engineers Canada directors and in the Engineers Canada newsletters.
Accreditation process improvements:
The Policies and Procedures committee members continue to review accreditation documentation. These
reviews seek to identify and eliminate duplication and are designed to provide additional clarity or
instructions. In October, the P&P:
• received an update on the AU Task Force report
• performed a thorough review of the current visit schedule template and developed a more efficient
and detailed template
• considered changes to the Interpretive Statement on Graduate Attributes to clarify its wording
• discussed visiting teams’ assessment approach for graduate attributes and continual improvement
• reviewed the criterion that deals with the impact of technology on society
• discussed engineering student workload, mental health issues, reminding accreditation visit teams to
follow up on support services provided to students
These issues will be brought to the entire Accreditation Board for discussion at the February 2018
Accreditation Board meeting.
Accreditation Improvement Program (AIP) and staff support
This staff-led initiative seeks to make the best use possible of resources while enabling the continual
improvement of engineering education in Canada. A Request for Proposals for a data management
system was developed and was issued December 7. The deadline for responses was January
19, after which bidder responses were assessed by a review team. An advisory committee has
been established with members from HEIs, NCDEAS, CEAB and accreditation staff. In addition, in
October the team supporting the Accreditation Board grew with the addition of a staff member focused
on training issues.
Engineers Canada has entered into mutual recognition agreements with select engineering organizations
around the world. To ensure the continued value of these agreements, the Accreditation Board regularly
monitors the accreditation systems of those organizations and provides feedback and advice to the
Engineers Canada Board. In this last reporting period, Engineers Canada/CEAB has called into question the
Engineering Council UK’s decision to present their 3-year B.Eng. programs to be recognized under the
Washington Accord. There is ongoing discussion amongst signatories on this issue and working groups
have been established to work on this and related issues.
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3. Next steps
The next face-to-face meeting of the Accreditation Board will be on February 10, 2018 in
Ottawa. The meeting agenda includes information reporting, policy discussion, and planning
for future events. NCDEAS will be represented at the meeting, as will CFES and the
Qualifications Board.
4. Appendices
The criteria and procedures report of the Accreditation Board is published annually in the fall.
It also contains a list of all programs that are, or have been, accredited. It is located at
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf.
Working documents for accreditation are also provided on the Engineers Canada website at
https://engineerscanada.ca/accreditation/accreditation-resources.
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Attachment 5.2a

Briefing note
For information
Accreditation Board Chair’s report

Agenda number 5.2

Purpose:

To update the Board on the status of the work of the Accreditation Units Task Force

Motion(s) to
consider:

No motion/decision required

Prepared by:

Bob Dony

1. Background
The Accreditation Board’s Executive Committee established the Accreditation Units Task Force in February
2017. In February 2017, the AU Task Force was established by the Executive Committee of the
Accreditation Board with a mandate to:
•
•

consider the definition of an AU in its present form (criteria 3.4.1.1) and to identify the
advantages, disadvantages, and ramifications of any definition change on existing criteria.
envisage how curriculum content requirements could be linked to student outcomes/graduate
attributes no matter which system of curriculum measurement method is used.

The current members of the Task Force are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bob Dony
Luigi Benedicenti
Dan Candido
Ray Gosine
Andy Hrymak
Matthew Oliver
Tom Tiedje

Task Force leader
CEAB member
CEAB member
CEAB member
NCDEAS member
Regulator/Admissions official representative
NCDEAS member

The Task Force also received much support and encouragement from:
•
•
•
•
•

Ishwar Puri
Wayne MacQuarrie
Russ Kinghorn
Stephanie Price
Graham Reader

Chair of NCDEAS
Chair of CEAB
President, Engineers Canada
Interim CEO, Engineers Canada
CEAB member
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2. Status update
The Task Force initially worked via email and teleconference. Face-to-face working meetings were held
on July 18 and October 26, 2017. During these meetings, a work plan was developed based on the Task
Force deliverables. This report represents the deliverables set by the Task Force.
The Task Force recognizes that many stakeholders will be affected by any changes to the AU definition,
and wishes to consult with as many of those stakeholders as possible before making a final
recommendation to the Board. This report is the basis for that consultation. It contains recommendations
as a starting point for input from others.
3. Next steps
It is the recommendation of the Task Force that a stakeholder consultation process be executed.
Stakeholders to be consulted:
•
•
•
•

Engineers Canada Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) members
National Council of Deans of Engineering
Engineering regulators
Engineering students

Consultation process and milestones:
Tactic
Formal email invitation to comment on Task Force recommendations
Consultation open
Consultation kick-off webinar
Conduct a pilot study with (volunteer) programs by applying the learning unit based
on the recommendations of the Task Force report
Presentation at DLC meeting
Presentation at NCDEAS meeting
Presentation to Engineering regulators’ councils (TBD)
Presentation to regulators’ boards of examiners/academic review committees (TBD)
Presentation to National Admissions Officials Group (NAOG) (TBD)
Presentation to CEQB
Consultation closed
Consolidation of comments received
Publish summary of comments to all consulted stakeholders
Approval by CEAB (consider special meeting)
Approval by Engineers Canada Board
Notification of approval

Timeframe (TBC)
March 1, 2018
First week of March
March 2-April 30
April 25, 2018 TBD
April 26, 2018
March 2-April 30, 2018
March 2-April 30, 2018
March 2-April 30, 2018
April 2018
April 30, 2018
June 1-29, 2018
July 2018
August 2018
September 2018
October 2018
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Attachment 5.2b

AU Task Force report to Engineers Canada
Report prepared for the February 2018 Engineers Canada Board meeting
Working on reviewing the current definition of the Accreditation Unit (AU) to identify and define a
process to evolve AUs to cope with the changes in engineering education
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Shared vision of the future of accreditation

“What do we need to do, together, to ensure that accreditation is done in a manner that brings greatest
benefit to the profession?”
This was the question posed to over 100 participants at the 2016 Engineers Canada Forum on
Accreditation 1.
At the same meeting the president of Engineers Canada also expressed his opinion that the status quo is
not acceptable.
Seeking a shared vision of the future of accreditation has led to several initiatives to improve how
Engineers Canada delivers its world class engineering accreditation system. This report focuses on one
such initiative where the collaboration of stakeholders is contributing to innovation in engineering
education.

1.2.

The AU Task Force

In February 2017, the AU Task Force was established by the Executive Committee of the Accreditation
Board with a mandate to:
• consider the definition of an AU in its present form (criteria 3.4.1.1) and to identify the
advantages, disadvantages and ramifications of any definition change on existing criteria; and
•

to envisage how curriculum content requirements could be linked to student outcomes/graduate
attributes whatever system of AU counts is used.

This Task Force initially consisted of Graham Reader, Michael Isaacson, Matthew Oliver, Dan Candido,
and Tom Tiedje. In July 2017, the Task Force membership was broadened to the current membership of
seven individuals from regions across Canada. Members are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bob Dony
Luigi Benedicenti
Dan Candido
Ray Gosine
Andy Hrymak
Matthew Oliver
Tom Tiedje

Task Force leader
CEAB member
CEAB member
CEAB member
NCDEAS member
Regulator/Admissions official representative
NCDEAS member

The Task Force also received much support and encouragement from:
• Ishwar Puri
Chair of NCDEAS
• Wayne MacQuarrie
Chair of CEAB
• Russ Kinghorn
President, Engineers Canada
• Stephanie Price
Acting CEO, Engineers Canada
• Graham Reader
CEAB member

The 2016 Forum on Accreditation, Toronto ON, August 17 and 18, 2016
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/consultants_report.pdf

1
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The Task Force initially worked via email and teleconference. Face-to-face working meetings were held
on July 18 and October 26, 2017.During these meetings, a workplan was developed based on the Task
Force deliverables. This report represents the deliverables set by the Task Force.
The Task Force recognizes that many stakeholders will be affected by any changes to the AU definition,
and wishes to consult with as many of those stakeholders as possible before making a final
recommendation to the Board. This report is the basis for that consultation. It contains recommendations
as a starting point for input from others.

1.3.

General principles

The work of the Task Force was guided by several principles:
1. The accreditation system should not unduly limit the use of innovative or best-practice instructional
approaches.
2. Students, regulators, and HEIs are all stakeholders in accreditation and see value in it.
3. The goal of accreditation is to ensure a graduate has met the minimum academic knowledge and
competence (i.e. “minimum path”) required to be licensed as an engineer. No further technical
examinations are required, therefore, for graduates of accredited programs.

1.4.

The Accreditation Unit

The Accreditation Unit (AU) was established in the 1990’s, after the National Committee of Deans of
Engineering and Applied Science (NCDEAS) officially requested changes in the CEAB annual report,
specifically that “in all cases the requirements are to be met in terms of the absolute amount of
instruction, not the proportion of a particular curriculum. 2”
The definition of an AU is found at criterion 3.4.1.1. It currently reads as follows:
“Accreditation units (AU) are defined on an hourly basis for an activity which is granted academic
credit and for which the associated number of hours corresponds to the actual contact time
between the student and the faculty members, or designated alternates, responsible for delivering
the program:
• one hour of lecture (corresponding to 50 minutes of activity) = 1 AU
• one hour of laboratory or scheduled tutorial = 0.5 AU
This definition is applicable to most lectures and periods of laboratory or tutorial work. Classes of
other than the nominal 50-minute duration are treated proportionally. In assessing the time
assigned to determine the AU of various components of the curriculum, the actual instruction time
exclusive of final examinations should be used. 3”
More recently, there have been increasing discussion about this measurement methodology as it has
shortcomings in terms of newer education delivery approaches.

An Armchair View of Engineering Accreditation in Canada J. D. Aplevich, FEC, P.Eng.
2017 CEAB Accreditation Criteria and Procedure, p. 18
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf

2
3
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2. Definitions
Accreditation Unit (AU): “Accreditation units (AU) are defined on an hourly basis for an activity which is
granted academic credit and for which the associated number of hours corresponds to the actual contact
time between the student and the faculty members, or designated alternates, responsible for delivering
the program:
• one hour of lecture (corresponding to 50 minutes of activity) = 1 AU
• one hour of laboratory or scheduled tutorial = 0.5 AU
This definition is applicable to most lectures and periods of laboratory or tutorial work. Classes of other
than the nominal 50-minute duration are treated proportionally. In assessing the time assigned to
determine the AU of various components of the curriculum, the actual instruction time exclusive of final
examinations should be used. 4”
Accredited engineering program: An accredited engineering program consists of studies in engineering
leading to a bachelor’s degree that fulfills the academic requirement for licensure with Canada’s
engineering regulators.
Blended classes: Mix of traditional and online course delivery.
Board of Directors: The Board of Directors of Engineers Canada.
CEAB, AB: The Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board, or simply the Accreditation Board. Though
referred to as a ‘Board’ the CEAB is technically a committee of the Board of Directors of Engineers
Canada.
Flipped classroom: An instructional method where the course material is available outside of the
classroom (typically on-line) and the classroom time is spent engaging with this material where the
instructor acts as a mentor or coach.
Higher education institution, HEI: A post-secondary institution, which would refer to an institution
offering educational programming after high school.
K factor: One method for determining an equivalent measure in AU is a calculation on a proportionality
basis. This method relies on the use of a unit of academic credit defined by the institution to measure
curriculum content. Specifically, a factor, K, is defined as the sum of AU for all common and compulsory
courses for which the computation was carried out on an hourly basis, divided by the sum of all units
defined by the institution for the same courses.
Then, for each course not accounted for on an hourly basis, the number of AU is obtained by multiplying
the units defined by the institution for that course by K. 5

K=

Σ AU for all common and compulsory courses for
which the computation was carried out on an
hourly basis
Σ units defined by the institution for the same
courses

2017 CEAB Accreditation Criteria and Procedure, p. 18
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf
5
2017 CEAB Accreditation Criteria and Procedure, p. 19
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf
4
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Mandate: The functional scope of the committee/task force approved by the CEAB.
Online courses: Courses where the interaction by the student is through the internet. Typically, this
involves online course delivery methods such as web-based reading, multimedia presentations, and video
lectures as examples. Interaction with the instructor could be through email, online chat rooms, etc. The
course is structured so that a student does not have to be physically present at the institution.
Regulators: The provincial and territorial associations established under law to regulate the practice of
professional engineering within their respective jurisdictions, and who are the members of Engineers
Canada, as defined in the Articles of Continuance.
Task Force: For the purposes of this report, a task force is a subcommittee operating for a defined period
with a specific task. Task forces may include members who are not members of the committee or Board
that created the Task Force.
Work Plan: Briefly describes specific tasks to be undertaken during the year by a committee/task force
and the deliverables expected upon completion of the tasks. Work plans are to be developed each year
and are to be submitted to the CEAB for approval.
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3. Task Force Deliverables
3.1.

Recommendations on curriculum measurement following analysis of
the data

The current definition of an AU (provided in the introduction, above) focuses on contact time for which
academic credit is granted. Other approaches are permitted:
“3.4.1.2 For an activity for which contact hours do not properly describe the extent of the work
involved, such as significant design or research projects, curriculum delivered through the use of
problem based learning, or similar work officially recognized by the institution as a degree
requirement, an equivalent measure in accreditation units, consistent with the above definition,
should be used by the institution. 6”
3.4.1.3 One method for determining an equivalent measure in AU is a calculation on a
proportionality basis. This method relies on the use of a unit of academic credit defined by the
institution to measure curriculum content. Specifically, a factor, K, is defined as the sum of AU for
all common and compulsory courses for which the computation was carried out on an hourly
basis, divided by the sum of all units defined by the institution for the same courses.
Then, for each course not accounted for on an hourly basis, the number of AU is obtained by
multiplying the units defined by the institution for that course by K. 7

K=

Σ AU for all common and compulsory courses for
which the computation was carried out on an
hourly basis
Σ units defined by the institution for the same
courses

3.4.1.4 The Accreditation Board can give consideration to departures from this approach and
these methodologies in any case in which it receives convincing documentation that wellconsidered innovation in engineering education is in progress. 8
Recommendation 1
It is the recommendation of the Task Force that the CEAB consider adding additional flexibility to
measuring curriculum. This could be achieved by developing an interpretive statement for criterion 3.4.1.4
on the “Learning Unit”:
Learning Unit: Equivalent to N hr learning time, as established by focused learning time for all learning
activities through (a) student surveys as part of course evaluations and (b) instructor expectations to be
stated in course outlines. In the case of conventional learning activities, learning time measurements are
used for formative feedback only, AU’s assigned as in the past.

2017 CEAB Accreditation Criteria and Procedure, p. 18
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf
7
2017 CEAB Accreditation Criteria and Procedure, p. 19
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf
8
2017 CEAB Accreditation Criteria and Procedure, p. 19
https://engineerscanada.ca/sites/default/files/accreditation-criteria-procedures-2017.pdf
6
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Rationale
This recommendation proposes student learning time as an alternative proxy measure of curriculum
content, in addition to the existing contact hour-based AU measure. It allows a course with a delivery
method that cannot easily be measured in terms of contact time or whose contact time does not
adequately reflect the degree of curriculum content to have its curriculum content quantified in an
equivalent manner to the existing AU measure. The rationale is that if students are working a certain
number of hours for one course assigned an AU count as determined by criterion 3.4.1.1, another course
with an equivalent student workload should have the equivalent curriculum content measure. The
examples in Appendix 2 give some sample calculations to show the equivalence of student learning time
to the AU measure for existing programs. For simplicity, a standard equivalency of the number of hours
of student learning time per Learning Unit could be determined as per Recommendation 2 below.
However, it is recognized that this will require a significant national consultation to determine an
appropriate equivalency factor (as per Recommendation 3 below).
Recommendation 2
It is the recommendation of the Task Force that a preliminary measure of a Learning Unit be equivalent
to 2.5 hours of learning time.
Rationale
The analysis for the examples in Appendix 2 show that for those instances the equivalent learning time
for students per the program’s total AU count comes to approximately 2.5 hours of learning time per AU.
Since this equivalency is based on very preliminary analysis, further work will be required before any
equivalency is finally agreed upon.

Recommendation 3
It is the recommendation of the Task Force that hat the CEAB enter a national consultation on the Task
Force’s recommendations 1 and 2.

3.2.

Data gathered by the Task Force via survey to National Council of
Deans of Engineering and Applied Science

In order to perform a “gap analysis” the Task Force, in collaboration with the National Council of Deans of
Engineering and Applied Science (NCDEAS) developed a survey requesting feedback from higher
education institutions regarding possible or contemplated future changes in relation to engineering
education delivery. The survey was sent on October 26, 2017 via the NCDEAS secretariat to all
members. 21 responses were received. Appendix 1 to this report is the full analysis of responses
received. The high-level summary indicates that respondents saw challenges with applying the current
definition of an AU to flipped classrooms. Blended classes and online courses were also frequently
mentioned. Nearly all mentions of blended classes, and approximately half of the mentions of flipped
classes, indicated that they are currently in use.
This information provided context for Task Force members to develop a curriculum measurement
approach that would allow for increased flexibility for programs. Accredited engineering education
programs are proud to achieve accredited status. New programs work very hard to receive accreditation.
Some programs report a perception of risk of loss of accreditation and/or additional work in showing
conformance with curriculum content criteria when adopting teaching delivery methods that are different
from the traditional classroom/lecture model. There is a recognition that the AU is a “proxy” for student
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learning and can be very “professor centric”, meaning based on classical lecture delivery. The Task
Force sought to develop a measurement that is more “student centric”, or based on student learning
effort.

3.3.

Initiative to provide historical analysis of overall AUs in programs

The Task Force gathered and analyzed preliminary data regarding the average number of AU’s of
accredited programs to investigate whether there has been an increase in AU counts for programs (AU
“creep”) over the years and to determine if the Canadian programs’ “face time” compares with that of
programs internationally. Data was obtained from pre-visit questionnaires (self assessments).
Preliminary analysis indicates that there may be an overall AU increase in the range of 1% per year over
the last 20 years. The reasons for this can vary. One reason suggested for the increasing number of
AU’s is the increase in the minimum number of required AU’s from 1800 to 1950 in 2008. Also, there may
be concern that a visiting team could reallocate AU’s between categories and bring programs under the
minima and therefore some may feel it is prudent to have a 10% reserve of extra AU’s in each category.
Further, some institutions may wish to design a program deliberately with a curriculum that significantly
exceeds the CEAB minimum.
There was discussion about developing messaging that the “optimum” number of AU for the programs is
1950. Perhaps consider messaging that excessively high AU count may be a barrier to effective learning
by the students. However, it was recognized that the 1950 AU count is indeed a minimum and institutions
are free to offer programs that can exceed this minimum by various degrees.
Feedback from the group indicated that going forward they would like to see comparisons in the data and
more summaries. It was suggested that there is a widespread belief that AU creep is an issue, when the
data seem to indicate that there is no significant AU creep. It may be helpful to have a communication
piece (“one pager”) that provides the data about historical ranges of AUs in accredited programs. This
could help the discussion focus on continual improvement.

3.4.

Curriculum measurement approaches reviewed by the Task Force

The Task Force reviewed and discussed various global systems which are in use and considered
whether they could be adopted ‘as is’ or after modification in the CEAB accreditation requirements. The
systems which were examined include:
• ABET
• British Credit Accumulation and Transfer System (CATS)
• European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS)
• Engineering New Zealand

3.5.

Reporting on the initiative of linking AUs with graduate attributes

The Task Force has recognized the benefits of linking Accreditation Units and Graduate Attributes. The
link between curriculum content requirements enshrined in the AU system and student outcomes
expressed by the Graduate Attributes is beneficial because it shows that the curriculum provides
adequate student exposure to the Graduate Attributes, whereas the assessment process provides
information on the depth and breadth of such exposure. Furthermore, the establishment of such link
essentially eliminates the requirements for detailed indicator and attribute assessment analysis for the
visiting team, greatly reducing the size of the Accreditation Questionnaire and the amount of work
required to prepare it; and it reduces the visiting team workload because it does not require to check
every single indicator measurement, but rather just the process by which the data are collected,
assessed, and used to generate program decisions. Thus, a visiting team would transition to a process
assessment approach for the Graduate Attributes part of the Criteria and could effectively adopt a
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standard audit methodology for this task, based on process descriptions, process outcomes, and random
transaction samples.
Task Force members discussed four proposed linking methods and an example of how they could be
applied, determined the most promising linking method, and outlined the next steps for the initiative.
Recommendation 4
The Task Force recommends that this initiative be continued with the creation and presentation of
concrete examples based on currently accredited program data to demonstrate the benefits accrued by
applying the linking method.
Should a method to link curriculum to outcomes be adopted, the implementation timelines will consider
any redefinition of AU.
Rationale
Linking accreditation units to graduate attributes will likely result in a sizeable workload reduction, a
deeper level of understanding of the program for visiting teams, a standardized process-based evaluation
method, and additional clarity on evidence-based continual improvement.

3.6.

Report on communications initiatives

The Task Force engaged a variety of stakeholders throughout 2017 by providing a number of updates in
several delivery formats. The table below provides the dates these updates were provided and to whom.
Audience
Engineers Canada
Newsletter
Engineers Canada
Newsletter
Engineers Canada
Newsletter
Accreditation Improvement
Program Update

Date
August 10, 2017

NCDEAS

April 28, 2017

NCDEAS

October, 2017

GACIP

December 7, 2017

Update to the AB

September 9, 2017

Update to the Engineers
Canada Board
Update to the CEO group

September 27, 2017

October 19, 2017
November 2, 2017
September 2017

September 25, 2017

Topic/Title
Accreditation Units Task
Force meets in Toronto
Accreditation renewal
activities gaining momentum
2017 Deans hold fall meeting in
Niagara Falls
Clarifying the AU Task Force,
AIP, and the day-to-day of
accreditation
Accreditation Board update to
NCDEAS
Accreditation Board update to
NCDEAS
Accreditation Board Update
4th Graduate Attribute and
Curriculum Improvement
Process Summit
AU Task Group Activities
Update
AU Task Group Activities
Update
AU Task Group Activities
Update

Format
e-Newsletter
e-Newsletter
e-Newsletter
e-Newsletter

Presentation
Presentation
Presentation

Presentation
Presentation
Presentation
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3.7.

Proposed consultation process

It is the recommendation of the Task Force that a stakeholder consultation process be executed.
Stakeholders to be consulted:
• Engineers Canada Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) members
• National Council of Deans of Engineering
• Engineering regulators
• Engineering students
Consultation process and milestones:
Tactic
Formal email invitation to comment on Task Force recommendations
Consultation open
Consultation kick-off webinar
Conduct a pilot study with (volunteer) programs by applying the learning unit based
on the recommendations of the Task Force report
Presentation at DLC meeting
Presentation at NCDEAS meeting
Presentation to Engineering regulators’ councils (TBD)
Presentation to regulators’ boards of examiners/Academic review committees (TBD)
Presentation to national Admissions Officials Group (NAOG) (TBD)
Presentation to CEQB
Consultation closed
Consolidation of comments received
Publish summary of comments to all consulted stakeholders
Approval by CEAB (consider special meeting)
Approval by Engineers Canada Board
Notification of approval

Timeframe (TBC)
March 1, 2018
First week of March
March 2-April 30
April 25, 2018 TBD
April 26 2018
March 2-April 30, 2018
March 2-April 30, 2018
March 2-April 30, 2018
April 2018
April 30, 2018
June 1-29, 2018
July 2018
August 2018
September 2018
October 2018
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Attachment 5.2c

3. Appendices
3.1.

Appendix: 1 Report on AU Task Group Survey of NCDEAS

Question 1:
Institutions were asked what non-traditional teaching methods were currently in use, or being
contemplated, in their faculty of engineering. While 21 different methods 1 were clearly identified (Table 1),
some methods were mentioned with more frequency. The most common mention was of flipped
classrooms, with blended classes and online courses being less common, but also frequently mentioned.
Interestingly, nearly all mentions of blended classes, and approximately half of the mentions of flipped
classes, indicated that they are currently in use. While online classes have some adopters, not nearly as
many as flipped and blended classes. It’s important to note that some respondents did not use the survey
form as intended. Therefore, it is recommended that the forms be reviewed to understand the full breadth
of comments from the institutions.
Table 1: Counts of educational methods being contemplated, currently in use and the number of total
mentions (total mentions = contemplated changes + currently in use + those mentioned, but not specified
if contemplated or in use).

Educational Method
1 : Badge powered learning
2 : Blended classes
3 : Broader electives or major and minor
offerings
4 : Case study
5 : Community Service learning
experiences
6 : Co-operative education
7 : Design courses
8 : Exchange programs
9 : Experiential learning
10 : Extracurricular
11 : Flipped learning
12 : Hands on Learning
13 : Hybrid Class
14 : Independent research
15 : Just-in-time teaching
16 : Lab based course
17 : Online course
18 : Online lab
19 : Problem Based Learning
20 : Project Based Learning
21 : Seminar based learning

Contemplated
Changes
1
0

Currently in
Use
0
6

Total
Mentions
1
7

0

1

2

0

1

1

0

0

2

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
1
0
1
1

1
4
0
2
1
7
1
0
1
0
1
2
2
4
3
0

2
4
2
4
2
11
1
1
1
2
1
6
1
2
4
1

Note from JR: I don’t know enough, and didn’t have enough time to determine if any of these are redundant with one another. If you believe
that two methods are actually the same, or similar enough, you can simply add the numbers in the associated cells to understand how often
that group was mentioned.
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Question 2:
While the responses to the question, “What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these
methodologies with the AU system?” were diverse, trends emerged.
Most predominantly, institutions identified the need to improve teaching methodologies (i.e. shift away
from traditional lecture-style teaching), to methods that centered on student learning, achievement and
diverse skill acquisition. These methods included those outlined in Table 1. However, it was stated that
the current AU system encouraged the adoption of traditional, less effective lecture-style instruction.
Many of the alternative teaching styles required much more student work outside of the classroom, which
was believed to not be accurately counted by course credits or the accreditation system. In addition, they
required less lecture style instruction and more lab or tutorial style instruction, which is believed to be
counted as 50% time, thereby requiring students to spend more actual time to equate to ‘AU time’. It was
argued by many that, in fact, the traditional lecture style is less effective and should be considered the
same as other instructional methods.
It was also noted repeatedly that the current system does not allow for consideration of student learning
outside of course content, whether through extra-curriculars, co-curriculars, international exchanges, coops and internships, or other informal learning opportunities. It is believed that these experiences provide
essential skills and competencies required of graduates, but that they are not appropriately accounted for.
Particularly in light of the heavy investment at federal and provincial levels in work-integrated-learning
(co-ops, internships, etc.), this may become a greater issue in the near future.
These two points draw attention to the need for criteria that measure the true impact of different
components of students’ education, whether direct (alternative classroom styles that could be counted the
same as lecture style) or indirect (extra-curricular, co-op, or international experience).
Many other important points were made that are likely important to consider, but were only mentioned a
few times. This included the challenges of counting transfer students’ credits (also noted to be of recent
significant provincial investment), academic literature supporting arguments, concerns over students’
mental health and the relative ‘tied-hands’ of Faculties of Engineering, as well as confusion over how
criteria can be combined. It is encouraged that the AU Task Force reads all responses to question 2 to
understand the breadth of concerns raised that this synopsis could not provide.
The Survey

(Survey) Background: Why this survey?
The NCDEAS is collaborating with CEAB, Engineers Canada, and regulators to improve the system of
Engineering Accreditation in Canada with the overall goal of enhancing the quality of Engineering
education. Engineers Canada has established an AU Task Group with broad stakeholder representation
to look specifically at the role of input measures (AU’s) in accreditation and how this system might be
improved. As part of this project the AU Task Group is asking for feedback from higher education
institutions and would like your response to the two questions below.
The AU Task Group would be very grateful if you could provide your feedback by November 8, 2017 to
John Kizas, at: john.kizas@engineerscanada.ca and lynn.villeneuve@engineerscanada.ca
1. What non-traditional educational methods are (a) currently in use or (b) contemplated in your programs
(up to 4 examples each are suggested, if any?)
2. What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(preferred but optional)
What is your title/position:
From which institution:
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(survey) Question 2 responses (raw data)
(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)

•

PBL: AU counts determined by k factor that is based on traditional course hours but the allocated AU count
may be low compared to the rigor of and time required to complete the assigned task

•

JITT: no significant challenges identified

•

Flipped Learning: AU calculations specify that lecture time is twice as "valuable" as tutorial or lab time;
reviewers who are unfamiliar with the principles and advantages of flipped learning may question (and
halve) the AU count for such learning environments

•

Co-op: all AUs are assigned to a generic AU count while the work performed in the majority of co-op work
terms are engineering science and/or engineering design in nature

(Q) What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)The challenge with the above non-traditional educational methods and the AU system is that the extensive
amount of preparation and reflection work that students do outside the classroom is not captured with the AU
system.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)

•

Flipped classroom: AUs can be computed using the K-Factor, though we are perhaps less familiar with the
practice of using K-factors. There are perhaps problems in counting the material as “lecture” instead of
“tutorial” – the work done before coming to class is intended to replace the “lecture”, the actual activity in
class probably looks like “tutorial”.

•

Blended classroom: this is perhaps more challenging because some of the classroom activities can be
counted using the basic AU counting principles and others require quantification using the K-Factor. It isn’t
clear if AUs can be computed using these different criteria, and combined, for a single course.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)It is understood that in principle K-factors should allow all these to be correlated with AU’s for traditional
lecture based courses, however there is great reluctance at the program level to risk doing this with more than
a few courses, since the calculation/assignment of the K-factor is open to interpretation. Stories abound of
visiting teams challenging the K-factor AU assignments, risking shortfalls in some AUs.
The AU system tracks contact hours, but has difficulty dealing with independent work or experiential learning.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)There are two challenges associated with capturing these methodologies within the current AU system.

i.

The AU system assumes that each higher education institution has its own defined and consistent
approach to counting academic course credits. At the senate level our institution does not posses or
impose such definitions. As such our Engineering School, in anticipation of these additional
educational methods being implemented, is working to define a framework around counting and
representing the various forms of contact time, within the academic credit weight system. This is a
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critical exercise given that the use of the k-factor requires the use of the academic credit system. If the
academic credit system is not calibrated it could falsely represent the k-factor.

ii. The AU systems implicitly assumes that the contact time via tutorial and labs is half as valuable as the
contact during lecture. A shift toward equal weighting of lectures, labs and tutorials would allow us to
represent the high value we place on project based and flipped classroom learning.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)

a) Evaluating AU equivalencies when students go on exchange is an enormous task, especially since
most students go on exchange to universities with which “No Formal Structure or Agreement” exists (as
per Appendix 1 of the Accreditation Criteria and Procedures). At present, any student who goes on
exchange is especially limited in the courses they can take to minimize the impact on their studies (all
the while respecting the “Engineering science and engineering design curriculum content” regulations
specified in Appendix 1). Upon their return, each student is subjected to an individual (AU) curriculum
analysis, for their studies taken abroad and any deficits in AUs, even minor, must be accounted for by
additional coursework. This both delays the “time-to-graduation” of students, and completely ignores all
the indirect benefits they reap from going on exchange, learning in another country/culture, etc. Lastly,
the administrative burden placed on HEIs by this task, along with that of evaluating AUs of transfer
students, and students taking courses at other HEIs, occupies one half of one full-time employee’s
workload, which could be better used for other purposes that directly improve student education.

b) As time progresses, instructors in our faculty are increasingly investigating alternate learning
methodologies. These include approaches such as flipped classrooms (in which the delivery of
instructional material occurs outside of the classroom, and “class-time” is used for other activities, such
as problem-solving, which traditionally occurred outside of class), online education, etc. Neither of
these approaches can be sensibly captured by the traditional definition of AUs. More generally, the
notion of “contact time” to quantify curriculum content is not substantiated. A measure of course
workload (perhaps related to credits), which would include instructor-student contact time, personal
study time, other out-of-class activities that are scheduled outside of lecture and tutorial/lab hours, etc.
may be a more accurate measure of curriculum content.

c) Our students are involved in many different types of co-curricular learning activities, which i) occur
outside of class, ii) result in substantial learning, and iii) do not lend themselves to being counted in the
current AU-based analysis of curricula. Such activities can have a notable impact on students’
education. Moreover, the majority of our undergraduate students undertake at least one 4-month
internship, which is not accounted for in traditional AU accounting methods.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)Since most of our courses are “traditional” courses, we have no issues with the current AU system. It is a
system that allows us to relatively easily quantify course content for all of our courses as part of preparing for
an accreditation visit, and is a system that allows us to demonstrate that our programs meet the input criteria for
accreditation. For a military college, AUs also provide a quantifiable measurement that prevents encroachment
on student time during the day for non-academic activities that might otherwise be imposed upon students –
everyone understands that Engineering programs are different and accredited, and that our students need
some minimum number of hours in the classroom.

Reference 1 - 10.78% Coverage
What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
The definition of the hours in AUs is too restrictive to account for these means of achieving learning
outcomes and delivering content. The k-factor is insufficiently well defined and does not properly account
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for the true nature of the contact hours and learning.
Reference 1 - 23.39% Coverage
What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
Discounting of lab activities by 50% relative to lecture time does not fit well with the emphases of our
program, though I understand that this practice may be more suitable for programs that place more
emphasis on theory. The relevance of AUs may come into question if and when we introduce
competency tracking within our program. More generally, AUs are a blunt tool focused largely on the size
of the program, when what you want is to assess the overall competency of graduates and relevance of
what they have learned. This is certainly not easy to accomplish, but movement in that direction could be
helpful.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R) K factor adequately describes AU for the courses in question. We have had no challenges in using AU’s in
the tradiation approach or the k factor values for our new programs. When one translates the h – AU values
for our design courses, the capstone course, the h-AU value is approximately 90, which makes sense for the in
class and out of class effort.

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU
system?
(R)To not being entirely confident that we respect CEAB criterias is always very stressfull for professors.
Instead of innovate, they tend to repeat the old way of teaching. The current system doesn't support
pedagogical innovation and multidisciplinary experiences. Doing innovation in engineering teaching is
hard enough; why had a stress on this challenging process?
Reference 1 - 26.38% Coverage

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
(R)All of these involve substantial learning outside of the classroom and in most cases reduced face-to-face
lecture hours, making AU attribution more difficult. While K-factor calculations may be possible for these, it
would be preferred to have a more straightforward approach based, for example, on course credits towards
the degree.

What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?

•

Accurately providing representative AU numbers

•

Capturing the out-of-class hours associated with the learning

(Q)What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU
system?
(R)
1.
The AU system is restrictive. It does not take into account the value of the learning process as a
whole. Learning is not only a process by which a teacher transmits his knowledge in a classroom,
in a laboratory or tutorial work.
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2.

In some cases, students find that actual workload exceeds academic credits granted for a
course.

3.

What is the logic in attributing 1 AU for one hour of lecture and only .5 AU for one hour of
laboratory or tutorial work ? Students learn as much or more than in a classroom setting. At the
present time, it could be proposed the opposite.

4.

Recognizing Specific AU based only on professional engineering licensure does not take into
account excellence in teaching.

5.

The AU system is an artificial metric insofar as student presence in lecture classrooms is
optional.

Reference 1 - 94.95% Coverage
Response:

To be honest, to us the assignment of AUs continues to have two major problems. One is that by virtue
of how a calendar year falls, placement of statutory holidays, and other minor issues, the CEAB
measurement of our programs via AUs changes. In reality, these subtle and unavoidable changes do not,
in our opinion, have an effect on program quality or total content with the exception that they force us to
add additional contact time or content to guard against ‘shorter years’. These sorts of issues should not
be a factor in deciding the correct balance of content and contact time for our students. The second
major problem is that we struggle to respond to issues of mental health concerns for our students in terms
of the intensity of the program, again due to the sheer volume of content and contact time. We support
our students as best we can in other ways, but this is one area where our hands are tied. Student stress
and anxiety is of national concern and some additional latitude over how to structure our content with less
emphasis on contact hours (and without having to invoke other measurement systems in their place)
would allow a more holistic construction of our programs, to student benefit.

Beyond these general concepts, I have tried to identify a few areas where we feel that the focus on AU
numbers and categories are problematic. We recognize they are not exactly answers to your direct
questions, but hopefully useful nonetheless.

Topic 1:
This is more of a provincial practice than a non-traditional educational method, but BC has a well
developed transfer college network, and a philosophy of student mobility that encourages institutions to
grant credit for prior studies when transferring from one institution to another. We have a variety of
colleges that provide a 1st year engineering program and pathways that let students move to institutions
that grant engineering degrees. Enforcing AU counts and particularly specific AU counts on junior level
work is onerous on a number of counts. It forces institutions such as UBC to add additional content in
upper years to protect against AU shortfalls (or enter into micromanagement of college instructors); it
adds additional strain on students; it creates uncertainty for colleges that struggle to grow their programs
due to limited instructors with P.Eng. status. In a modern educational system that focusses on learning
outcomes, prior credit should be easier to grant and should not be subject to AU counts if intermediate
and senior level work is satisfactory. The actual content and learning outcomes should be of far greater
importance than the counting of contact time. We are working in BC to define a ‘first year engineering
program’ in terms of core topics included and learning outcomes. If we had the latitude to, say, package
and share our first year engineering science and engineering design content with smaller college
programs at full AU value, this would be of great benefit to us in achieving our province-wide goals.
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Topic 2:
The concern with the AU system should not be limited to the inability to capture non-traditional
techniques. The differential counting of contact time based on activity type as a measure of learning must
also be questioned. Attendance is not frequently taken in university classes, and significant student
learning takes place outside of the classrooms and labs. Indeed, there is no reason to believe that labs
and tutorials are half as valuable as lectures, and instructors set assignments for students because doing
is truly the way that students learn the intricacies of any given topic (independent time currently has no
direct value in the AU system). Modern teaching techniques incorporate online components, in class
activities, and integration of traditional lecture content with student led in class examples. To this end, a
distinction should not be made between different types of learning activities, and instructors should be
trusted to identify the best combination of teaching and learning styles for their topic and their students,
emphasizing the mastery level of students over the amount of time spent achieving that level.

Topic 3:
The preoccupation with having sufficient AUs in each of the pre-defined categories has overshadowed
more valuable discussions about the content that is being included in programs. The analysis of whether
enough natural science is taught in a program is becoming more important than an analysis of what
specific topics are being covered, for example. The external review of programs by visiting teams would
be far more valuable if there could be greater emphasis on the breadth and depth of different areas of
study for each program in question.

Topic 4:
For many students, the current workload in engineering is too high and some students would prefer to be
able to spend some time on other developmental aspects of their education. But, there are some for
whom the pace may be too slow (perhaps in one area, perhaps in multiple areas). If a student could
demonstrate mastery of a subject at a rate faster than we plan, why should we be the rate limiting step,
and why should we measure contact time? If a decision was made to allow two streams that had the
same content but delivered at different speeds, should the ‘faster’ students have to take the same number
of credits? Or, should those students be forced to do twice as much content to satisfy the same AU
counts? Neither seem right. Challenge exams or accelerated courses should be a possibility without
affecting the minimum path, similar to the exams available to those who apply to a provincial licensing
body after having trained with a non-traditional background.
Reference 1 - 15.99% Coverage
What are the challenges, if any, in adequately capturing these methodologies with the AU system?
- program content that is not expressed in either traditional contact hours (classroom/lab/tutorial) or
academic credit hours does not fit within the current system.
When considering the specific activities you listed above, please indicate which part of the accreditation criteria
should the Task Force review further? What are some issues you have identified?
Reduction of Total AUs and in particular the number of specified AUs to allow more participation in
“Engineering Plus” activities.
Remove the restrictions on reporting of AUs that limit the minimum % of a course that may be counted. This is
an essential action if we are to benefit fully from integrated learning.
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Remove the AU distinction between lectures, tutorials and labs, this is particularly important in relation to flipped
classrooms, because the content is typically delivered on line and developed in “studios” and “workshops”.
Whilst the current requirements do not contain explicit barriers to these activities, it is not unusual for visit teams
to argue that the studios and workshops are essentially tutorials. Although at one level this position is accurate,
it is not consistent with the CEAB claim to support new teaching and learning methods. It would be more
convenient to remove the distinction which erroneously emphasises lectures over other learning vehicles.
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3.2.

Appendix 2: Proposal for a Revised System for Measuring Educational
Inputs

Submitted by AU Task Force member Tom Tiedje
January 14, 2017
1. Background
Engineers Canada, the CEAB and Canadian Engineering Faculties are agreed that the system of
engineering accreditation should not serve as a barrier to incorporation of new learning methodologies
that enable improvements in engineering education. In particular Canadian Engineering Faculties and the
CEAB wish to find ways to adapt and improve the AU system for measuring educational inputs to better
connect input measures to graduate attributes, and to find appropriate content measures for new learning
methodologies that don’t involve traditional lecture-lab-tutorial based instruction.
There are also concerns that not enough attention is being paid to student workload. In many/most
Canadian engineering schools only a minority of students graduate in the recommended time. Anecdotal
feedback from students suggests that many students are unable to complete all the required elements of
their academic programs in the available time, leading to skipped classes, student burnout and copied
assignments.
Over the last 30 years or so there has been a shift in education away from teacher-centred learning to
student-centred learning. Student-centred learning emphasizes the critical role of the learner in
education, and enables independent problem solving and lifelong learning. In traditional teacher-centred
learning the instructor has the active role and students are passive receptors. See Wikipedia for a more
detailed discussion.
There is a widespread belief that Canadian university students benefit from international experiences, yet
on an annual basis only 3% of Canadian university students have an international experience, an even
lower fraction than in the US. Students face many barriers to international experiences. Restrictions on
transferability of international AU’s imposed by accreditation may not be the biggest obstacle, but
improving transferability of international credits would certainly help reduce barriers.
In order to make academic credits transferable across the EU, for countries with different academic
requirements and traditions, the EU introduced the European Credit Transfer System, in which academic
credit is based on student learning time. The CEAB faces a similar challenge. CEAB needs to assess
academic credits assigned to a growing number of different learning activities offered by different
institutions with different academic traditions. We argue that the European solution is transferable to the
similar problem faced by the CEAB.
2. Executive Summary
• This document is a proposal to change the way AU’s are measured, from instructional time to student
learning time. This change is aligned with the general trend in education towards student-centred
learning, and away from traditional teacher-centred learning.
• Learning time can be measured in three ways: from student surveys incorporated into course
evaluations, from the expectations of course instructors, and from interviews with students. In
combination, these approaches provide a robust measure of learning time.
• 2.5 hr learning time is recommended as the new AU definition, 3.0 hr of learning time is another viable
option.
• Four optional approaches to implementing the learning time methodology are proposed.
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• By shifting the basis of input measurement from classroom time to learning time, engineering schools
will be able to incorporate new learning methodologies in an equitable and transparent way without
using the K-factor or university credits.
• By introducing learning time as a metric, we focus appropriate attention on the single most important
resource in engineering education, namely the students’ time.
• Learning time measures will facilitate academic exchanges with European countries which now
measure university credits in ECTS units which is a measure of learning time.
• The total number of hours per week that the typical student spends on their studies is an important
parameter in any system based on learning time. In this document we use 50 hr/week as the learning
time for a typical student. 60 hr/week is another viable option.
3. Description of Learning Time and Connection with AU’s
Learning time is defined as the aggregate of all the time that a typical student spends on activities
required to achieve learning outcomes in a particular course including: attending lectures, labs, tutorials;
working on assignments; reading the textbook; attending webinars; discussing course materials with
peers, TA’s and instructors; making and preparing presentations and reports; working on projects; writing
and studying for midterms and quizzes; and meeting with design teams. Learning time in this document
is defined as focused learning time. Learning also occurs in unfocused ways, for example when standing
in the shower, walking to school etc. but this type of learning time is not counted in this definition of
learning time. Registering for courses and buying textbooks are also not included. Writing and preparing
for final exams are not included in the current definition of AU’s but could be included in a new definition
of AU’s based on learning time.
The recommended learning time per week is 50 hr (this number needs further discussion). To bring
learning time into alignment with the existing definition of AU’s, one AU is defined as 2.5 hr of learning
time. To see how this works we compute the number of AU’s for the second year ECE program at
McMaster University, which has the relatively standard format of five 3 hour lecture courses per week, 8
hr of labs per week and 4.5 hours of tutorials. According to the current accounting system this workload is
(15+ (8+4.5)/2) = 21.25 AU’s, or 2125 AU’s for a full 100 week program if all terms have the same number
of AU’s.
We assume that students spend 1.5 hr in study outside the classroom for each hour inside the classroom
and that for each 3 hour lab students spend one hour outside the lab writing up their reports. In this case
the total learning time in one week of the McMaster ECE program is: (15 + 1.5x15 + 4.5 + (8+8/3)) = 52.7
hr. This counting methodology means that three lab hours are worth 1.6 lecture hours and that one
tutorial hour is worth 0.4 lecture hours, approximately the same as the current weighting of 1, 0.5 and 0.5
for Lect, Lab, Tut.
If the HEI and the CEAB accept this way of translating AU’s into learning time then the HEI could continue
using the existing way of counting AU’s with no changes. There would be no need to even measure
learning time in this case.
If an HEI chooses instead to develop an engineering program with non-traditional elements then it would
need to measure student learning time to determine the AU’s for the non-traditional parts of the program.
In the new system, with suitable documentation of learning time, HEI’s could also develop heavier or
lighter courses that require more or less than 1.5 hr/class of work outside the classroom and adjust the
number of classroom hours accordingly.
4. Measurement of Learning Time
Three ways to measure learning time are illustrated below with examples: 1. student surveys as part of
student course evaluations, 2. the expectations of the course instructor and 3. one-on-one student
interviews.
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Student surveys
The graphs at the end of this document show UVic student responses to the question: The approximate
number of hours per week I spent studying for this course outside of class time. Students are given 6
choices as indicated on the horizontal axis in the figures. The aggregate response for all Electrical and
Computer Engineering and Mechanical Engineering Courses at UVic in the spring term in 2016 are
shown in the first graph. The average number of hours spent studying per 3 hr/wk course, for all courses,
is 4.6 hr/week. [Note: A typical response rate to the online course evaluation is 50% of the students
registered in the course.]
Expectations of the instructor
The next two graphs show the number of hours students spend studying in two individual courses, a first
year computer science course and a second year thermodynamics course. The instructors were asked to
estimate how many hours per week students in their classes spent working on the course outside of class
time, without knowing what the students actually said on the course evaluation. In the case of the
computer science course the instructor said he expected the students to spend 1 hr reading the textbook,
1 hour working on a blog and 3-5 hr working on the assignments for a total of 5-7 hr per week. The
students reported working an average of 4.6 hr/week in this course (see graph below). In the
thermodynamics course the instructor said that he expected his students to spend 1-2 hr a week reading
the textbook and reviewing their notes and 3-4 hr per week working on the assignments for a total
estimated study time of 5 hr per week. The students reported working an average of 5.8 hr/wk on this
course (see graph below).
Reviewing a number of course evaluations, I found that the students reported average study times in the
3.5-5 hr/week range for most courses with a few outliers as low as 2 hr/week and as high as 10 hr/week.
The learning time measure of 2.5 hr/AU is intended to be the time required by a typical student to achieve
the learning outcomes of the course. Some students will take longer and some students will take less
time. For example one might expect strong students to be able to get achieve the learning outcomes
more quickly. On the other hand a strong student might be more diligent and may take more time to do a
better job.

Student interview
The third method for estimating learning time is to speak directly with individual students or groups of
students. Copied below is a report from a McMaster grad, an outstanding student with all A’s in his
courses, who was asked about the amount of time he spent doing his engineering degree. This person
reported a 59 hr work week. There is no indication that the amount of work required to graduate has
declined since this person graduated. Here is what he said in his own words:
“I counted how many hours a week I spent in a lecture or a lab. In second year, this was 35 hrs. By the
time I went home, had dinner and started studying, I had 2 to 3 hr on a week day. I studied on
the weekend too (7 hrs each day). So, the total number of hours I had for homework was 24 hrs. During
exams, I worked harder. I can imagine increasing 24 to 35 hrs, but it is not sustainable.
Real life is something like this:
Labs—If the lab requires a write up, I usually spent 3 to 5 hours working on the calculations and preparing
the lab report.
Tutorials—No direct preparation time was associated with it.
Lectures—When I was not overwhelmed, I did take the time to read the relevant parts of the book and try
to go over my notes to stay on top of everything. When I had the time, I spent 30 to 45 minutes reading
for every lecture I had. When things got crazy, I only read the book when I had to (for an assignment for
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example). Many of our students, today, don’t read the book probably because there is no time in the first
place.
Assignments—Not sure under what category these fall. Most courses have between 4 and 6
assignments. If they don’t have this many assignments, they probably have a project which is as much
work as 4 to 6 assignments :) At 6 courses per term, this works to ~2.5 assignments per week. Each
assignment took me 2 to 4 hrs to complete. Again, we often wonder why the students copy the
assignments. It is because they don’t have time to do them.
Midterms: Say 10 per term @ 5 hrs of studying each?
Sum: 4 hrs/lab x 12 lab = 48 hr + 0.5hr/lecture * 15lectures/week*13 weeks = 98 hrs + 2.5 assign/week
*13weeks* 3 hrs=98 hrs + 50 midterms =293 hrs per term
Which gives 22.5 hrs per week, which is in agreement with my rough calculations of 24 hrs per
week. Now 24 hr/week is hard work. Anyone, who has anything else going on in their lives, won’t be
able to put in this much work. So here is hypothesis to consider, all our students are smart (they all have
>90%) the reason we have a grade distribution after 1st year is because we have a distribution of how
much time our students have to study (some work, some commute, some have family responsibilities)….”
Given the consistency among the various measures, I claim that the measurement of learning time can
be made relatively robust. The statement on “Monitoring of credit allocation” in the ECTS Users Guide
2015, copied at the end of this document, explains how the EU manages this issue and shows that the
Europeans do not have a problem with assigning transferable credits that are based on learning time.
5. Comparison with ECTS
The AU and ECTS have different purposes but they can be brought together in a natural way. The role of
AUs is to measure breadth and depth within the curriculum components of Math, NS, ED, ES, CS.
3.4 The curriculum content and quality criteria are designed to assure a foundation in mathematics and
natural sciences, a broad preparation in engineering sciences and engineering design, and an exposure
to non-technical subjects that supplement the technical aspects of the curriculum.
The purpose of ECTS is as follows:
ECTS is a learner-centred system for credit accumulation and transfer, based on the principle of
transparency of the learning, teaching and assessment processes. Its objective is to facilitate the
planning, delivery and evaluation of study programmes and student mobility by recognizing learning
achievements and qualifications and periods of learning.
Our opportunity to change the way curriculum content is measured is already in the Accreditation Criteria
and Procedures document:
3.4.1.4 The Accreditation Board can give consideration to departures from this approach and
these methodologies in any case in which it receives convincing documentation that well-considered
innovation in engineering education is in progress.
One ECTS (European Credit Transfer System) in Europe is 25-30 hr of learning time, depending on the
country. Therefore the 5000 hr of learning time proposed here (50 hr/week, 100 weeks) is 167-200 ECTS.
The 5000 hr in Canada does not include final exams, which is included as part of the ECTS in Europe. If
we did include exams and assume three weeks at 50 hr/week studying-for and taking final exams at the
end of each term as in Europe, (see below) this adds 1200 additional learning hours for a total of 6200 hr
or 207-248 ECTS in total for the degree or 52-62 ECTS per year. Normally a European academic year is
60 ECTS so Canadian academic years contain slightly less or similar learning time as European degrees.
We can conclude, unsurprisingly, that a Canadian four year degree is more than a three year degree in
Europe but less than a five year degree.
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The message below from a Swiss professor further illustrates the difference between the Canadian
system and the European system. The credits he refers to are ECTS credits:
“Each semester is worth 30 credits, with 6 semesters in the bachelor curriculum, which makes a total
requirement of 180 credits (the example at hand has 186). Note that our professional degree is not the
bachelor degree, but rather the master degree, which requires another two years, hence a total of 5 years
and 300 credits.
We expect the average student to invest up to 30 h per credit, hence 900 h per semester; our semester
has 14 weeks of classes and 3 weeks of exam (+preparation), hence a total of 17 weeks. This results in
an average workload of 900/17= 53 h/week. A respectable workload!”
6. Learning Hours per Week and per AU
The number of hours in a typical student work week can be debated: 37.5 hr/week is full time in many
jobs. What we are looking for is the recommended time that a typical engineering student needs to spend
engaged in learning in order to succeed in the program. Many students will spend considerably more
time. In addition the workload is normally not uniform through the term, early in the term the workload will
be less.
In this document we have assumed the weekly learning time to be 50 hr/week. With eight 12.5 week
terms this means the total learning time for a degree is 5000 hours. The required 1950 AU’s in a CEAB
degree means 5000 hr/1950 AU = 2.56 hr/AU, rounded down to 2.5 hr/AU to keep it simple.
If a 60 hr week is preferred the learning time per AU and learning time for the degree would be 3 hr and
6000 hr respectively. Both 50 and 60 hr work weeks fit within the range of acceptable learning times in
the European Credit Transfer System.
At least one dean recommends that 45 hr is the right number of learning hours per week. Further
discussion on this point is needed.
7. International Credit Transfer
Credit for international study abroad is generally impractical because of the need to show that ES/ED
instructors are qualified to practice engineering in the foreign jurisdiction. This restriction is ironic given
that graduates of the same foreign universities are likely approved for licensure in Canada with no such
requirement (as advised by QB).
An option for resolving this would be to replace the current regulation with two requirements: (a) that the
foreign university be on the list of universities that the QB considers as providing acceptable academic
qualifications for Canadian licensing of foreign trained engineers and (b) that the home Canadian
university approve the foreign course for credit. If the foreign university is in Europe, the number of AU’s
allocated is obtained by converting the ECTS assigned to the learning activity as explained above.
8. Options for Implementation
If a decision were made to implement the learning time approach one of the options below could be
selected or the options could be adopted sequentially for a progressive transition to a Canadian version of
the European ECTS system.

Options
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1. Apply the learning time approach to non-standard learning activities and leave everything else the
same. That is, assign 1 AU for every 2.5 hr of focused learning time that is required by the nonstandard learning activities (eg. project courses). Learning time to be assessed by the course
instructor. Continue to use the existing AU assignment method for other learning activities (lectures,
labs, tutorials). Rationale: many university senates already take learning time into consideration in
assignment of course credit. Note: We don’t want to have two different methods for measuring AU’s,
therefore this option should only be available for a limited time to facilitate the transition to learning
time.
2. Same as in Option 1, but measure focused learning time for all learning activities through (a) student
surveys as part of course evaluations and (b) instructor expectations to be stated in course outlines. In
the case of conventional learning activities, learning time measurements are used for formative
feedback only, AU’s assigned as in the past. The measured learning time to be used by the CEAB as
an indicator of achievement of learning outcomes in courses. Rationale: Awareness of expectations
with respect to learning time by both students and instructors supports good pedagogy.
3. Same as in Option 2 except HEI’s have the option of adjusting AU counts for all learning activities to
take into account actual learning times as supported by learning time measurements. An accredited
engineering degree to consist of 5000 hr of learning time as in the previous options. Rationale: This
option provides flexibility in terms of the number of courses and how subject matter is packaged. Once
this option is implemented AU’s are no longer needed and can be replaced with learning time.
4. As in Option 3 except include learning time associated with preparing for and writing final
examinations as is done in Europe and adjust learning time requirements for degree upward,
accordingly.
Measurement of Learning Time from Student Course Evaluations
The data below comes from answers to the question, “The approximate number of hours per week I spent
studying for this course outside of class time”, on the University of Victoria student course evaluations.
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Discussion of Learning Time in ECTS Users Guide 2015
The discussion below shows that in the European system the measurement of learning time is relatively
straightforward.
http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ects-users-guide_en.pdf
p. 28
3.6 Monitoring of credit allocation
The programme is monitored to establish whether the credit allocation, the defined learning outcomes
and the estimated workload are achievable, realistic and adequate. Monitoring can be managed in
different ways through questionnaires, focus groups, or interviews, or by monitoring the results achieved.
Whatever method is used, feedback from students, staff and where appropriate, stakeholders should
constitute an essential element for checking and revising credit allocation. Data on completion times and
the assessment results of programmes and their components should also be used.
It is important to inform students and staff about the purpose of the monitoring exercise, and how it will be
carried out, to ensure accurate answers and a high response rate. If the information gathered reveals a
discrepancy between the workload foreseen and the time actually taken by the majority of students to
achieve the defined learning outcomes, it will be necessary to revise the workload, credits, learning
outcomes or learning and teaching activities and methods. This could also involve redesigning the study
programme and its educational components. The revision should be done as soon as possible without
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creating problems for those who are currently taking the programme and should be communicated to
those who had participated in the monitoring exercise, in order to foster an ongoing, cooperative feedback
culture in the institution.
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3.3.

Appendix 3: The AU-Task Force Background research

The Accreditation Unit –Revise or Replace?
An interim paper drafted by Graham Reader with input from Tom Tjedje, Michael Isaacson, Dan
Candido, and Matthew Oliver and insight provided by Dwight Aplevich.
Preamble:
In March 2017 a Task Force was struck by the Policies and Procedures Committee (P&P) of the
Canadian Engineering Board (CEAB) to ‘Reassess the value of continuing mandatory use of the AU
system”. The stated aims of the Task Force were:
1. To consider the definition of an AU in its present form (criteria 3.4.1.1) and to identify, the advantages,
disadvantages and ramifications of any definition change on existing criteria.
2. To envisage how curriculum content requirements could be linked to student outcomes/graduate
attributes whatever system of AU counts is used.
Preliminary reports were presented to the Dean’s Liaison Committee (DLC) and P&P in April 2017
together with a brief summary to NCDEAS. A short presentation was provided for use at the June 2017
meeting of the CEAB.
This report was drafted by some members of the AU Task Force. However, Task Force composition
changed in June, 2017. This report was never formalized. It remains as background information.
Preliminary Draft Report
The Accreditation Unit (AU) is the quantitative measurement tool used by Engineers Canada to determine
the curriculum content of undergraduate Engineering programs. The tool was introduced in the 1990s and
is still used today. It is the core of a measurement system beloved by many, perhaps almost all, Provincial
regulators and increasing disliked by a growing number of members of the National Council of Deans of
Engineering and Applied Science (NCDEAS). The dislike appears to have gained momentum since the
almost simultaneous introduction of the mandatory criteria requirements for programs to have to
demonstrate that the graduates of a program possess defined attributes – Graduate Attributes – and that
the program must demonstrate that all graduates have had a minimum of 1950 university level AUs of
instruction. The possession of the graduate attributes is a qualitative output measurement of the program
whereas the AUs are an input measurement of the instruction all students must receive – and define the
regulator valued ‘minimum path’. The Graduate Attributes (GA) – usually called Learning Outcomes or
Learning Objectives in other global engineering jurisdictions – are a relatively new way of measuring
program quality In Canada. They have been in use for many years in other countries and are the key
element of what educators and Government agencies refer to as a quality assurance framework.
Universities and Colleges (HEIs - Higher Education Institutions) were informed well in advance about the
introduction of GAs into the Canadian Accreditation system and the increased requirement for program
totals AUs and that compliance with these two criteria was to become required for all programs seeking
accreditation in 2015 in the case of GAs and 2014 in the case of the AU increases.
As soon as the new criteria were announced through the Engineers Canada’s / Canadian Engineering
Accreditation Board’s (EC/CEAB) annual Accreditation criteria and procedures reports some HEIs began
to determine what would be involved in meeting the new requirements. In terms of GAs their introduction
would require a steep learning curve for HEIs and all the academics involved in curriculum design and
delivery. Many, in fact almost all, academic faculty would have graduated from programs which had not
used learning outcomes as part of their performance assessments and they would likely not be familiar
with even the terminology associated with learning outcomes and graduate attributes. Every course would
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require learning outcomes and these learning outcomes and how they were to be assessed would have
to be ‘mapped’ to demonstrate how they would contribute to the acquisition of the desired GAs.
Approved by the EC Board, the CEAB recommended that the International Engineering Alliance’s (IEA)
Washington Accord GA ‘exemplars’ be used in their entirety as the desired outcomes of Canadian
Accredited programs. To say that this approach has caused some confusion, concerns and academic
push-back would not be an understatement, nevertheless a vast amount work has been undertaken
especially by HEIs, with Queen’s University in Kingston playing a leadership role, and current and former
members of the CEAB to implement the GA system and this undertaking continues. However, it has to
said that some regulators are not wholly convinced by the efficacy of the GA output measures and some
appear to remain ‘agnostic’ about the use of GAs as a way of determining whether graduates meet the
educational requirements for licensure. But what has this to do with Accreditation Units?
There is no doubt that the introduction of Graduate Attributes has increased the workload on HEIs and
the CEAB accreditation reviewers. For the HEIs this increased workload is not just in the preparation of
the documentation required for accreditation visits but in the continued development of GAs for the whole
curriculum. The optimistic intention of the CEAB as the measurement of outputs became the global norm
was to balance the workload – in terms of documentation – by offsetting the increases associated with the
GAs by decreases in the documentation related to inputs – of which AUs are a key element. This was a
naïve expectation and maybe a reflection of the lack of awareness of how the move to ‘output’
measurements had been implemented in global jurisdictions. The core of the problem could be that input
measurements are simply AUs and that output measurements are just GAs. The perception appears to
be that countries which have fully embraced output measurements no longer require input
measurements, but this is not the case. All jurisdictions require input measurements and not merely
measurements regarding curriculum content. However, a widely held view was that the accreditation
workload could be reduced by no longer requiring curriculum content measurement. Indeed the EC board
passed a motion in February 2016 to ‘Reassess the value of continuing with the mandatory use of the AU
system’ albeit offering no insight into what this might entail.
Interestingly over three years earlier, in August 2012, a CEAB Task Force had already submitted a
comprehensive report titled ‘Balancing Inputs and Outputs: Moving to Criteria with Graduate Attributes’
and authored by three senior Deans, two of whom had been Chairs of CEAB, in which changes to the AU
system had been considered and compared to the quantitative curriculum measurement systems used in
some other Washington Accord countries. The Task Force proposed keeping an amended AU system but
which still required specifications for (a) a minimum program length and (b) the usual curriculum
components expected in every program. Two possible ‘amended’ methodologies were recommended
which could be adopted to reduce the reliance on the then existing fully-fledged AU type curriculum
analysis and at the same time recognize the advent of the criteria associated with mandatory learning
outcomes assessment. The proposals were not endorsed by the CEAB and the CEAB's Policies and
Procedures Committee proposed an alternative scheme based on the use of "Standard Credits" (SC's)
using an HEI defined reference course. This scheme was presented to NCDEAS in April 2013 but was
not formally discussed at the CEAB 2013 summer meeting. However, at this meeting the decision was
made to establish another Task Force on ‘Criteria Changes’.
The proposals from these activities suggested that with graduate attribute assessments coming on
stream that they could be a case for not transitioning to 1950 AUs from the original 1800 AUs and
suggestions were made to retain the 1800 AUs minimum or if Standard credits were to be used the 1950
AUs minimum could be reduced to perhaps 1875 AUs. None of these proposals went forward because of
a lack of consensus among CEAB members. With the arrival of the compulsory GA criteria in 2015
NCDEAS suggested that maybe the minimum AUs could be reduced to 1545 during a transition period.
Although a few minor adjustments were made to the AU system during the 2012-2016 period there were
no changes recommended to EC regarding the 1950 AUs requirement or the AUs associated with the
individual curriculum components (mathematics, natural science, engineering science, engineering
design, complementary studies) although another category ‘other’ was added to the CEAB’s interpretive
statement to account for studies that could not be covered by the usual five components. The ‘other’
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category was only to be used after the minimum AU criteria for the five main components had been
complied with and was to represent studies that ‘complement’ the technical content of the curriculum.
Exactly how ‘other’ was different to complementary studies was not made clear.
So despite the best efforts of members of CEAB and NCDEAS because of a general lack of consensus
between the involved parties little progress was made in addressing the ‘AU issue’. The tensions
generated between what could be described as those regulating and those being regulated became
increasingly apparent and eventually NCDEAS frustration led to direct overtures to the EC for a resolution
of the AU and other accreditation issues. There then followed a series of meetings involving members of
EC, CEAB, NCDEAS and sometimes provincial regulators all aimed at finding a way forward. One of the
outcomes of these meeting was the EC establishment in Sept 2015 of an ‘Engineering Instruction and
Accreditation Consultation’ group with a mandate ‘to make recommendations to the Board regarding
improvements to the accreditation system’. A consultation document was produced and made publicly
available and formed the basis of a survey of all stakeholders and interested parties. Eventually a 2 day
‘Forum on Accreditation’ was held in August 2016. All the documents associated with the consultations,
the survey and the Forum are available on the Engineers Canada website. A wide variety of opinions
were expressed in these documents and at the meetings on the ‘way-forward’ but it could be said that the
exchange of opinions and recommendations was useful to all concerned and while not providing a clear
roadmap to the development of an improved accreditation system – or at least one more relevant to the
21st century - did enable some myths and misinterpretations to be addressed and some of the current
issues to be more fully appreciated by all concerned.
A number of working groups evolved from the consultations and the Forum, some official others more adhoc but nevertheless important. In all cases the groups involved all the key stakeholders enabling a
broader spectrum of input and insight to be obtained. One the official groups formed by the CEAB
Policies and Procedures committee was the ‘AU Task Force’ tasked to (a) To consider the definition of an
AU in its present form (EC criteria 3.4.1.1) and to identify, the advantages, disadvantages and
ramifications of any definition change on existing criteria and to envisage how curriculum content
requirements could be linked to student outcomes/graduate attributes whatever system of AU counts is
used. This task force formed in March 2017 comprised 3 members of the CEAB, a representative from
NCDEAS and a regulator. Updates on the work of the group were presented to the EC, NCDEAS and the
CEAB. The CEAB secretariat provided significant support in producing significant statistical data and
undertook an up-to-date survey of how other Washington Accord signatories address curriculum
contentment and component categorisation. In addition members of the group reviewed in detail the
approaches used in other countries in determining the academic requirements, specifications and delivery
of their national engineering educational curricula. The EC consultation group documents were also
reviewed along with the CEAB commissioned reports since 2012.
Apart from the primary aims of the Task Force it was also paramount that the context of the study
regarding the HEIs (NCDEAS) also be addressed, namely that (a) ‘the current accreditation process
entails onerous workloads for HEIs and accreditation teams, (b) the current AU system ‘overly constraints
educational innovations’, (c) the current AU system “over-emphasizes the importance of in-classroom
instruction’, (d) curriculum content measurements do not assess the success of student learning and do
not represent student or program ‘quality’, (e) the AU system and the concomitant criteria are a major
obstacle to International exchanges and impede the ability of students wishing to study overseas count
the studies as part of their accredited program, (f) the scheduled workloads are overwhelming students
resulting in decreasing attendance and reported increases in stress and anxiety. A core factor is
considered to be the AU requirement since HEIs have been increasing the AU program totals above the
1950 minimum so as not to be disadvantaged in an accreditation review and the possible loss of
accredited status, and (g) the immense efforts that HEIs are having to make to develop and implement
GA/CI requirements as specified in the Accreditation documents in addition to the input measurements is
generating an unsustainable system.
Of particular note is that the comment that curriculum content measurements do not assess the success
of student learning. This is true but AUs, as with all quantitative curriculum measurements, were never
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intended to measure individual student learning success. This observation may have its origins in the
growing global trend to use learning outcomes and the subsequently associated graduate attributes as
measures of student learning success and it appears that a number of Deans are keen to at least
consider using such credit hour structure systems such as the British Credit Accumulation and Transfer
System (CATS) and its European counterpart the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
(ECTS). These systems use learning outcomes as the main, if not only, measure of student learning
success. However both systems also use credit unit systems to define program length and curriculum
content. So it is not clear how the use of these systems and their accompanying credit unit definitions
would address workload issues, indeed their use could lead to an increase in workload at least in the
early years of adoption. But exactly what is a CATS or ETCS credit unit/hour?
There are four main differences between the AU system – which defines AU units in terms of hours of
instruction – and the CATS and ETCS systems. In the first instance is that in the latter systems not only
are hours of instruction measured but also the ‘notional’ hours spent by students in private study are
defined. In the CATs system 1 credit unit is defined as being equivalent to a combined 10 hours of
learning activities such as lectures, laboratories, tutorials, seminars etc., and private study. Although the
literature suggests that for each hour of contact time there should be 4 hours of private study, i.e., 20%
contact time , each HEI and individual program defines its own proportions. Thus at the Imperial College
of London, the Civil Engineering degree has 47% of contact time whereas other equivalent Civil
Engineering programs may have only 29% contact with the average being about 32%. A four year degree
requires a minimum program length of 480 credits or 4800 hours of learning activity. Thus the Imperial
College Civil Engineering degree would has 2256 hours on contact whereas the average for other Civil
Engineering programs is 1536 hours.
However, the second major difference between the UK and EU credit systems compared to AUs is that all
‘formal’ learning activities are considered to be of equal value. i.e., 1 lecture hour = 1 laboratory hour = 1
tutorial hour and so on. In the CEAB system laboratory and tutorial hours are considered to be only halfthe-value of lecture hours. This makes it difficult to directly compare AUs with CATS (or ECTS) credit
units but in terms of contact hours over the last two CEAB accreditation cycles the average contact time
was 1985 hours, which is actually less than the Imperial College example but more than the average UK
accredited Civil Engineering degree. Clearly then in some instances the Deans are quite right to be
concerned about workload but in other instances Canadian students have a lower workload than other
global students – so where does that leave us? It is worth noting that the Civil Engineering program at
Imperial College has been ranked in the world’s top 5 degrees for a number of years – so what does that
imply?
The third difference is that the CATS/ECTS approach make full use of learning outcomes assessment
and the number of credits awarded have to be demonstrated to be sufficient for the students to achieve
the desired outcomes. Assessment is by formal examinations and coursework – a conventional approach
– but each UK institution has to state how the assessment is proportioned and there is a published and
public national database of these proportions. For the Imperial College example learning outcomes
assessment is 53% by written examination and 47% by coursework other programs may have a higher
percentage of written examinations. These type of proportions would not be unusual in most Canadian
HEIs. So once again the CATS system is not that dissimilar to our system, except that the number of AUs
for a particular curriculum are not directly linked to CEAB Graduate Attributes. How could they be since
the component AUs the requirements have hardly changed in the last 40 years.For example the
complimentary studies requirement is a minimum of 225 AUs – prior to 1995 half-a-year of study but then
half-a-year was determined to be 225 AUs. To date it has not been shown how any of the CEAB’s
curriculum component minimums are linked to the mandated outcomes and requiring a ‘curriculum map’
only indicates when assessments take place.
The fourth difference is that CATS/ECTS system does not use the level of ‘time’ precision to define
individual curriculum components as is present in the AU system. UK and European accreditation
agencies may well when reviewing a program observe that – in their opinion – there is insufficient
mathematics or another key Engineering learning area in a program to justify the learning outcomes
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claimed. In the AU system 5 individual curriculum component minimums are precisely defined along with
a sixth category, ‘other’ - as previously mentioned – and 2 curriculum category combinations. Thus EC
accredited programs must satisfy 7 curriculum component categories. Is this precision necessary? In
addition, although AUs are defined in the criteria statements the number of courses a program has to
have is not. However, the precise content of a course is defined in the ‘Interpretive Statements’ annexes
of the Accreditation procedures report. HEIs cannot claim in their criteria compliance that a course has
more than three of the defined curriculum components and each individual component must represent
25% or 8 AUs of the total course content. There is a get-out-of-jail clause in the statement that indicates if
a the program has a course, or presumably courses, that deviate from the individual component
requirements then is up to them , “ to justify the unique aspects” of the course or courses. So where does
that leave the mandatory ‘significant design experience’ which literally has to involve all that has gone
before, i.e, all 5 curriculum components but can only claim 3? In 2012 the then Chair of NCDEAS brought
the educational disadvantages of the 3-content system to the attention of DLC/P&P in an extended letter
but these concerns, it appears, did lead to any changes except to amend the interpretative statement to
include the ‘unique aspects’ approach and four years later a change was made to include the ‘8 AUs’
suggestion.
The explanation for this level of curriculum content detail is that it makes individual curriculum component,
“readily and easily identifiable”. So presumably if a course has four curriculum components of 25% only
three can be counted as the fourth is not readily identifiable or a component with say 7 AUs – 1 hour less
than 8 AUs - in a program of approximately 2,000 hours (a half of one percent) is inadmissible. While
some may think this complex and microscopic analyses of individual curriculum component and course
content demonstrates the academic rigour of the AU system – or at least its reporting - other educators
would consider that is an over-rigid system more indicative of review convenience than academic quality.
However, some educational research has shown that there is a link between hours of instruction and
student performance with those receiving more instruction in a particular subject outperforming those
receiving less. So the amount of specific instruction received by a student does appear to be a factor in
their level of ‘success’.
Even if HEIs move to a learning outcomes – student workload systems such as the CATS/ETCS system –
and the indications coming from the Educational Quality Assurance agencies of Provincial Governments,
especially Ontario, are that this is current direction, would Engineering regulators accept that graduates
from such a system meet the academic requirements for eventual licensure as a professional engineer?
Would regulators ignore Government instructions? One of the major stumbling blocks seems to be the
inclusion of student workloads in program criteria definitions. Whereas the European countries, including
the UK, trust the HEIs to determine the appropriate student workloads associated with the formal
instruction aspects, albeit with some stops and checks in the system, would Canadian regulators exhibit
the same level of trust? Ironically over 80% of Canadian Engineering programs make use of the CEAB KFactor approach in which student workload is used to quantitatively measure, “an activity for which
contact hours do not properly describe the extent of the work involved”, Although limited in its use,
disliked by many institutions and open to tensions caused by those program visitors prone to challenging
the HEI’s calculations nevertheless the acceptance of the need to measure student workload in addition
to contact hours has long been in the case. Could then the K-Factor or equivalent be applied more
generally to the curriculum content of accredited Canadian engineering schools?
Overall it does seem that the CATS/ECTS total student workload systems (teacher contact plus private
study) could be used in Canadian programs using a modified AU system developed through collaboration
between NCDEAS, Provincial Regulators and EC through the CEAB. Most certainly such a system could
well address some, if not all, of the concerns expressed by NCDEAS. One of the major issues in such an
approach however will be to decide if all contact learning activities are to be treated the same as in the
CATS/ECTS systems. This suggestion has been made before in various reports, by working groups and
in the EC consultations of the past couple of years. The responses to what could be termed the 1-1-1
system (lectures-laboratories-tutorials) was generally negative from all types of stakeholders. Some felt
that such a system would be too complicated and generate excessive workload for all concerned, even
though it would not increase student workload and would precisely reflect the HEI’s official calendar
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statements. Others felt that it could only work if the total program AUs were increased which would not sit
well with HEIs whilst some felt that it would be used to reduce the time spent by academic staff in
delivering lectures. Statistical analyses undertaken by the CEAB secretariat found that the breakdown in
recently reviewed Engineering programs between lectures and laboratory/tutorial periods in terms of
contact hours was ⅔ to ⅓. So on average the average contact time necessary for 1950 AUs to be
delivered to students is over 2,600 hours or over 26 hours per week. On the other hand if the 1-1-1
system were to be used then students would receive 1950 AUs in just under 20 hours per week. During
the EC consultation phase some regulators found such a reduction in contact time unacceptable. Other
stakeholders felt that lectures and laboratories could be treated equally as long as the laboratory times
were ‘actual’ rather than calendar statements but that tutorials if counted at all should be of reduced value
since they were delivered in the main by teaching assistants or graduate students and therefore of inferior
quality. So if equal value learning activities are to become acceptable then the road ahead will be long
and winding.
The other type of quantitative curriculum measurement system is that used by the United States’
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) and its Engineering Accreditation
Commission (EAC) which employs the semester credit hour as the unit of measurement. This system is
used not only in the USA but by programs in colleges and universities in over 30 other countries,
especially the rich Gulf states, and the number of ABET accredited programs outside the US has been
growing following ABET’s 2007 decision to dispense with the ‘substantial equivalency’ approach for
international programs which is still favoured by Engineers Canada. The origins of the semester credit
hour measurement system can be directly traced back to the early 20th century ‘Carnegie Unit’ which
defines that 1 hour of teaching each week over a 14 week semester is equivalent to 1 semester credit
hour and that 120 credit hours are required for graduation. This system, with some very slight
modifications, has been in place for well over a hundred years and remains the primary method for
quantitative curriculum measurement in the US. Many US Engineering schools now have 15 week
semesters and also include laboratory work in credit hour determinations but in a less generous way than
the CEAB’s AU system in that 1 hour of such work each week for 15 weeks is defined as ⅓ of a credit
hour.
To date ABET have required a 4 year program and have stipulated curriculum content in terms of years –
much like CEAB used to do up to the early 1990s. However, ABET also defined what a ‘year’ was in
terms of semester credit hour units or the equivalent for those using ‘quarter’ terms. A year was defined
as a minimum of 32 semester credit hours giving a total program length of 128 units but did allow some
flexibility so there are a few programs which have the more traditional 120 credit units whilst the majority
have programs of 128 or more credit units. For a program with 128 credit units this would equate to
approximately the equivalent of 1920 AUs whereas a 120 credit unit program would be 1800 AUs, so
certainly in the range of past and current CEAB criteria. In 1996, the ABET adopted a new set of
standards, called Engineering Criteria 2000 (EC2000), which “shifted the basis for accreditation from
inputs, such as what is taught, to outputs — what is learned”, i.e., student learning outcomes. The EC
2000 requirements specified 11 learning outcomes and expected programs to assess and demonstrate
their students’ achievement in each of these. A recommendation to reduce these 11 outcomes to 7 has
been approved by the ABET Executive committee and will be the subject of a full council vote in summer
2017.
In terms of individual curriculum components ABET specifies minimum requirements for combinations of
components rather than precise minimums for each individual subject area. So in place of the CEABs
requirements of 420 AUs for mathematics and natural science with each contributing at least 195 AUs,
ABET requires 1 year of mathematics and basic (natural) science. Under the newly proposed criteria the
1 year requirement will be changed to a minimum of 30 semester hours which is approximately equivalent
to 450 AUs. The amount of Engineering Science and Engineering Design is also specified in a similar
manner as a combination but with no individual component requirement. As with the CEAB criteria a
significant design experience is required and the curriculum must include a general education component
which complements the technical components of the curriculum. A comparison of the CEAB and ABET
curriculum categorization is given in the following table.
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CEAB
AU category:
Minimum AU’s required
Mathematics 195
Natural sciences 195
Mathematics and natural
sciences 420
Engineering science 225
Engineering design 225
Engineering science and
Engineering design 900
Complementary Studies 225
Additional 405
The engineering curriculum
must culminate in a significant
design experience ….

ABET (Current)
One year of a combination of
college level mathematics and
basic sciences (some with
experimental experience)
appropriate to the discipline…
One and one-half years of
engineering topics, consisting of
engineering sciences and
engineering design
A general education component
that complements the technical
content of the curriculum ……
Students must be prepared for
engineering practice through a
curriculum culminating in a
major design experience …..

Total minimum AUs = 1,950

Total minimum credits = 128

ABET (Proposed)
A minimum of 30 semester
credit hours (or equivalent) of a
combination of college-level
mathematics and basic sciences
with experimental experience
appropriate to the program.
A minimum of 45 semester
credit hours (or equivalent) of
engineering topics appropriate
to the program, consisting of
engineering sciences and
engineering design
A broad education component
that complements the technical
content of the curriculum
A culminating major engineering
design experience.
Total minimum credits = 128

So the two systems appear to be identical in terms of curriculum component content except the ABET
measurement system is coarser or grainer than the CEAB system but perhaps, as always when
comparing systems and concluding they are equivalent, the devil is in the details. The ABET Engineering
Science and Engineering Design requirement of 45 credit hours is equivalent to 675 AUs but the
significant design experience is apparently a separate component whereas the CEAB’s requirement for
the component combination is 900 AUs but the significant design experience is included in this
combination.
Therefore as with the use of the Imperial College example for a CATS system program, a number of the
exact curriculums used in ranked US Engineering Schools was reviewed including the Georgia Institute of
Technology (Georgia Tech) and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech).
In the Georgia Tech mechanical program there are 129 credit hours, with hours of professorial instruction
over the 8 semester program being 1785 hours in lectures and 450 hours in laboratories, tutorials are not
included in the credit hour calculations. In the CEAB system these hours of instruction would equate to
2010 AUs but with more emphasis being placed on lectures than laboratory work. For the Virginia Tech
132 credit Electrical Engineering program the contact hours are 1,875 in lectures and 390 in laboratories
equating to 2070 AUs. However, as CEAB engineering schools over the last twenty years have invariably
had more AUs than these two example and recently accredited schools have averaged 2119 AUs –
although the minimum requirement is 1950 AUs up from 1800 AUs since 2014 – the actual rather than
defined differences in credit hours and AUs are not profound. However, because of the greater emphasis
placed on laboratory and tutorial work in Canadian schools the actual scheduled contact hours are far
higher than in US Schools.
To achieve 1950s AUs using the two-third to one third breakdown mentioned earlier requires 2,632 hours
on contact rather than the 2,225 hours at Georgia Tech and the 2325 hours at Virginia Tech. As
Canadian Engineering Schools are averaging 2119 AUs then the scheduled contact hours increases to
2,860. Thus in the US schools reviewed a student is programmed to spend 18-19 hours per week in a
classroom/laboratory environment whilst the Canadian student – taking account of the shorter semester
lengths – has 26 (1950 AUs) to 29 (2119 AUs hours in the same environment. In the UK examples, where
the semesters are almost identical to the Canadian system, teacher contact can be as high as 23.5 hours
per week but the average is around 16 hours per week. So in comparison to their US and UK
counterparts the average Canadian student is spending up 13 hours more per week in the classroomlaboratory environment. Even with the former 1800 AUs requirement the weekly contact hours would still
be over 24.
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In addition to the hours of instruction required by ABET the semester credit hours system stipulates that
the average student will spend a further 2 hours in preparatory or self-study for each hour of class time.
US University websites emphasize this additional study requirement on their websites as part of the
overall student workload. So although ABET expect that this additional study time will take place they do
not directly measure it. Canadian HEI’s have no such stated requirement for additional study probably
believing that it a blinding glimpse of the obvious that out-of-class study will be necessary. Having said
that it is noteworthy that in CEAB’s current interpretive statements a program using problem-based
learning teaching methodology, where in essence individual courses are melded into a single unit of
learning activities, the expectation is that students will spend 40-60 hours a week on their studies.
Implying that a significant amount of self-study is required. However, if the melded courses were split into
their component parts then no self-study expectations are stated.
While other examples could be chosen and the calculations reworked the NCDEAS and some student
group claims that Canadian students are comparatively overloaded seems clear. The CEAB analyses and
international comparisons indicate that the main arithmetic reason for the significant differences in contact
hours is the emphasis Canadian HEI place on laboratory-tutorial work, which is between 2 and 4 times
higher than in US and UK programs. However, for the ABET and CEAB criteria dealing with ‘laboratory
experience’ has almost identical wording.
Neither ABET or CEAB specify exactly how much laboratory work must be undertaken so the reasons
why Canadian programs have considerably more such learning activities must be because of the
associated curriculum designers and planners. Maybe the clearly obvious more hands-on approach to
Engineering Education is considered to be an inherent Canadian quality differentiating us from the rest of
the world? Maybe it is a reflection that our system’s objective is to produce specialist technical engineers
and not engineer-managers who graduate from the great French Engineering schools accredited by the
Commission des Titres d'Ingénieur (CTI)? Whatever the reasons and rationale for the hands-on emphasis
it may be useful to have a clear understanding of exactly what type of graduate we are trying to produce
and why apparently so few graduates from our programs, comparatively speaking, seek professional
licensure.
Whatever system of quantitative curriculum content measurement is used, AU, Credit hour, CATS and
ECTS credit units one of the common purposes of such measurements is mobility and transferability. An
engineering degree from an Accredited Canadian HEI in one province is accepted in all other provinces
as meeting the academic requirements for licensure and therefore removes the potential for impeding
mobility. The UK CATS is aimed at students being able to transfer to and study at different universities
without peril and the European ECTS system at the name implies is to enable students to study in its
many different countries and accumulate sufficient credits to graduate. Of course quantitative similarities
and content alone are not sufficient in this modern 21st century era to guarantee transferability and hence
the use of learning outcomes and graduate attributes as the comparator between programs and countries
and the determination of substantially equivalent program quality.
The many issues concerned with learning outcomes and graduate attributes, their specification and how
to assess them are important matters requiring further discussion but not in this report. It is clear from the
foregoing discussion that all countries involving in Engineering Education accreditation have some form of
quantitative curriculum measurement system. The proposal that such quantitative measurements should
be dispensed with in the Canadian (CEAB) system and wholly replaced with measurements of outcomes
alone is then somewhat unsound, unless we wish to be quite different in our approach from all other
global systems. Some would probably argue that this would make us unique and they would be right in
the same sense as insisting that our planet if flat! That the quantitative measurement system we use
should continue to be based on the AU system is a different question.
Globally then there are two different systems used to quantitatively measure curriculum content. The one
used in the United States and Canada is based on scheduled contact hours. The second system is based
on ‘notional’ student workload hours which includes both scheduled contact hours and the time an
average student have to spend in private study. This is the system used in the vast majority of European
countries, the UK, Ireland and New Zealand. Unfortunately the term ‘notional’ can be used literally to
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describe a suggestion, an idea or theory and its differing global linguistic uses can cause significant
interpretational problems with curriculum measurement when viewed from afar, i.e., Canada and the US.
However, it appears that ‘notional’ is really an attempt to express what is considered be to the time that
needs to be spent in scheduled and private study by an average student. But what is an average student
and who decides how much time they need to spend? As we have seen with the UK examples, the
private study time allocations vary from Institution to Institution and program to program. In the ETCS
system each country defines its own ‘standard’ of notional learning activity as it applies to the course or
teaching module. So in Italy 1 ECTS credit is considered to be equivalent to 25 hours of notional learning
activity whereas in Germany 1 credit is considered to be 30 hours of such activity. Adopting such a
system in Canada (CEAB and HEIs), although some student ‘private’ study can be accounted for in
accordance with the present criteria, would be a colossal but not unsurmountable challenge to all involved
in the accreditation of Engineering programs. Moreover, adopting such a system would not resolve the
issues surrounding the application of learning outcomes and graduate attribute and their assessment.
So are we stuck with the present AU system? In the US the same type of criticisms as NCDEAS have
levied against AUs have been made by their HEIs against the semester credit unit,so have we anything to
learn from our southern neighbours? ABET’s specification of curriculum content is not less descriptive
than CEAB’s but the specified minimums are grainer and are only applied to the programs as a whole and
two component combinations leaving HEIs great flexibility when designing over 40% of the curriculum.
CEAB on the other hand with the specified total program minimum leave only 20% of the
curriculum to the discretion which is slightly better than the 15% in place prior to 2014. The rationale
being that the somewhat restrictive CEAB approach ensures that a minimum standard is maintained
across all Canadian Engineering programs and whether studies at the top ranked Universities or lesser
ranked universities the programs are basically the same at least in terms of curriculum content. This
provides provincial regulators with a strong comfort zone in accepting CEAB accredited degrees as
meeting the academic requirements for licensure. However the State licensing boards in the USA while
all accepting the ABET degrees, also require that all applicants take the Fundamental of Engineering
exam (F.E) in addition to their ABET accredited degree. This requirement also applies to holders of CEAB
accredited degrees who apply for licenses in the US.
Probably because of Globalization or at least Internationalization, there is evidence to indicate that there
is a growing worldwide trend for undergraduate students wishing to study in another country for part of
their degree. A Dean of one of our major Canadian universities has suggested that over 50% of the
present undergraduates, about 2,000 students, are seeking overseas study opportunities either as an
individual or as part of a formal student exchange program. It is claimed that the AU system presents
severe obstacles to overseas studies as the courses studied may be not been allowed as part of the
minimum path requirements of CEAB either at the individual component level or for the complete
program.
However, the accreditation criteria do allow such studies and the accreditation procedures report contains
a wealth of information on how these studies can be counted within the overall program. Maybe the
problem is one of interpretation by some visiting teams although it is the full CEAB board who make the
final recommendation to THE EC Board albeit the visiting teams are consider to the ‘peers’. It could be
that part of the problem is the ‘conversion’ factor between ECTS, CATS and Semester Credit hours and
AUs. There is an accepted factor between ECTS and CATs credits namely that 1 ECTS = 2 CATS.
However there is no universally accepted factor for converting ECTS/CATS credits to semester credit
hours and AUs and vice versa. Although some US HEI’s publish what factors they will use this does not
appear to be the case with Canadian HEIs. However, as there are a number of exchange programs
between Canadian and global institutions then obviously some conversion factors must have been
determined if only on a case by case basis. Regulators also encounter these ‘factor’ problems when
receiving applications from individuals holding non-CEAB degrees. It is a reasonable question to ask how
many CATs, ECTSs are equal to an AU?
The Washington Accord is claimed to be the benchmark for accepting degrees from other signatory
countries as meeting the educational/academic requirements for licensing or the equivalent in all
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signatory countries. The basis for the acceptance being the Washington Accord ‘exemplars’ for Graduate
Attributes and an equivalence regarding the Accreditation systems used by the individual signatories. In
practice this intent has not resulted in the hoped for blanket ‘acceptance’. Some jurisdictions in Canada
do not accept without question (further review) degrees from many of the signatory countries and in the
USA, State licensing boards require that degrees from non-ABET countries be assessed by the US’s
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) although some accept CEAB
degrees at face value for certain disciplines. However some State Board have recently announced that
they will no longer accept degrees from other Washington Accord countries and there have been
instances where ABET have declined ‘accrediting’ degrees from Engineering Council UK accredited
schools. Engineers Canada and the CEAB may wish to revisit how the equivalence of Washington Accord
of signatory degrees is determined and implemented.
(The above was work-to-date, May 2017)
Some Preliminary and Observations
1. Globally and in the majority of Canadian Provinces the tertiary education providers are moving to
a learning outcomes mode of delivery of degree programs. While learning outcomes (LO) and
student workload measurements are not synonymous the two systems are invariably related. In
the US the expectation is that there will be at least 2 hours of student preparation- self -study for
every hour of instruction. In Canada the use of the so-called K-Factor enables some elements of
the engineering program to be assessed with respect to student workload especially for design
projects and PBL. In other global programs the self-study allocation of student hours is explicit
and mandated. It would therefore be advantageous for the CEAB and EC to start to work more
closely with NCDEAS on developing a system extending the application of the K-factor approach
with a view to eventual adoption of the UK CATS or European ECTS type methodology.
2. The limited allowed categorization of course reporting it artificial and is detrimental to program
innovation and is causing undue stress on Canadian Engineering programs, especially those
designing the curriculum and those receiving the curriculum. The convenience of ‘readability’ is
not a principle that should override educational excellence and should be abandoned.
3. There appears to be an over-emphasis on scheduled laboratory work which is not found
elsewhere. Unless there is substantive evidence to show that this emphasis produces the world’s
best engineering graduates and that all other engineering graduates are inferior to those from
Canada this situation needs to be reviewed by institutions represented by NCDEAS and
Engineers Canada.
4. The move to 1950 AUs is a recent requirement and in comparison with the previous criterion
represents a 3 to 4 course increase in requirements in what is already a crowded curriculum.
Whilst the 1800 AUs criteria was modified some time ago to enable HEIs to be more innovative –
although the original criterion was also supposed to achieve such innovations – it would make
sense following the introduction of Graduate Attributes to reduce this numerical criterion to a
more justifiable number such as 1800-1875 AUs which has been proposed by various P&P Task
Forces.
5. The fine grain specifications of the 5 individual curriculum components not present is any other
global accreditation system needs to be reviewed and compared with these other systems. A
good starting point could be the ABET approach so that the specifications become:
a. Math and Natural Science = 420 AUs
b. Engineering Science and Engineering Design = 675 AUs
c. A significant design experience
d. A general education – or complimentary elements
e. A Program requirement of a t least 1850-1875 AUs.
6. The AU count for scheduled lectures and laboratories should be assessed as equal although
tutorials should normally be counted as 0.5 as is the current practice.
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7. The EC approach to Graduate attributes needs to reassessed with a view to:
a. Stated program educational objectives being linked to course learning outcomes and the
methods of assessment of the learning outcomes.
b. The proscribed time spent in scheduled activities (and perhaps student workloads
eventually) should be directly correlated with achievement of the learning outcomes.
c. It must be clear that all graduating students achieve the learning outcomes.
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Attachment 5.4

GSPC Project Report
Overall project status

The project ended 2017 on time, under budget and within scope, and continues to be on track for 2018.

Governance and Consultation Update

In response to a motion passed by the Board in February 2017 *, the Governance Committee prepared a
series of recommendations on alternatives to the current governance model for consideration by the
engineering regulators. These recommendations were shared with each regulator through face-to-face
consultations held from October 2017 to December 2017. All 12 regulators were consulted on:
•
•
•
•

Guiding principles
Purpose of Engineers Canada
Responsibilities (formerly purpose) of the Board
Board structure and size

An extensive synthesis of the information gathered from regulators during these consultations was
prepared. In January 2018, the Governance Committee reviewed this synthesis and finalized the
documents based on the regulators' collective requirements. These will be presented to the Board at the
February workshop. If accepted, they will be enacted at the May 2018 meeting, including
recommendations to the Members to amend bylaws where required at the Annual Meeting of Members
the next day. These recommendations represent the Governance Committee’s interpretation of the
collective expectations of the regulators. They precisely and accurately reflect what was heard and
expected during these consultations.

Strategic Planning and Consultation Update

In November 2017, the Executive Committee initiated the strategic planning component of the project
with a planning workshop, which included the current and incoming chairs of the CEAB and CEQB. The
group conducted a prioritization exercise as an initial step in preparing the 2019-2021 three-year
strategic plan. In January 2018, the Executive Committee met to continue development of this plan.
Between March 12 and April 27, the project will be consulting with regulators to ensure alignment
between the draft of the 2019-2021 strategic plan and regulator expectations. As the document that
links the Purposes of Engineers Canada to annual operating plans, the strategic plan will be the key
document to define and constrain all activities over the 2019-2021 period.
The intent is that by May 11, 2018 a plan is prepared that fully reflects the will of the regulators, and
that contains no surprises. That plan will be recommended to the Members at the May Board meeting,
and approved at the Annual Meeting of the Members the next day. At the June Board retreat, the Board
will meet with the Engineers Canada CEO and chairs of the AB and the QB to begin the process of writing
operational plans.

The governance committee consider alternatives to our current governance model and present recommendations
for consideration to the Board in May 2017.

*
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Attachment 5.5

Risk Register
Prepared by Stephanie Price, COO
January 2018

Engineers Canada maintains a risk register so that we can manage our risks, make sure that we are
taking appropriate action and are adequately prepared.
The risk register was updated with the input of staff with responsibility for managing specific risks in Q1
of 2018.

Overall view
All risks are scored in terms of likelihood and impact, and mapped to a chart with the following scores:
IMPACT
Insignificant/
Négligeable
1

Minor/
Mineur
2

Moderate/
Modéré
3

Major/
Majeur
4

Catastrophic/
Catastrophique
5

5

10

15

20

25

4

8

12

16

20

Moderate/Modérée
3

3

6

9

12

15

Unlikely/ Improbable
2

2

4

6

8

10

Low/Faible
1

1

2

3

4

5

LIKELIHOOD /
PROBABILITÉ

Extremely Likely/
Extrêmement
probable
5
Likely/
Probable
4
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Engineers Canada BOARD Risks
During our review we identified some risks that are the responsibility of the Board. Since September
2017, risk #1 and #34 have both decreased.
IMPACT
Insignificant/
Insignificant
1

Minor/
Mineure
2

Moderate/
Modérée
3

Major/
Majeure
4

Catastrophic/
Catastrophique
5

LIKELIHOOD /
PROBABILITÉ

Extremely Likely/
Extrêmement
probable
5
Likely/
Probablement
4

3

Moderate/ Modéré
3

Unlikely/ Improbable
2

Low/Faible
1

28

1

26

35
34

5

We have described all Board risks and suggested a response plan and monitoring methods in the
following table. Engineers Canada staff will support the Board in managing these risks, as requested.
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

Description

Symptoms

Response
Strategy

Response Plan

Monitoring
Method

1

Strategic

Vision or
Strategy

A lack of vision, direction or
strategy for Engineers Canada
would result in owners' needs
not being met.

Diminished confidence by the
owners
Diminished engagement of owners
Decreased staff morale and
productivity

Prevention

Board is working on new Purpose
and Strategic Plan

Stakeholder
feedback

3

Operations

Succession
planning for
CEO

Without effective succession
planning, loss of the CEO
would compromise Engineers
Canada's ability to deliver due
to lost knowledge

CEO leaves with no clarity in how
this role will be filled
Key duties are neglected

Prevention

Succession plan in place for CEO
Job description kept up-to-date

5

Strategic

Duty of Care
- Board

Inability to meet the required
duty of care would lead to
ineffective decision making
and legal liability for directors

Lack of preparation to inform
decisions
Length of time to make decisions
is unnecessarily long
Lack of preparation or knowledge

Prevention

Training for all new directors

Director selfevaluation
and
performance
monitoring

26

Strategic

Accreditation
Process

An ineffective accreditation
process would cause loss of
confidence by key
stakeholders and withdrawal
of higher education
institutions.

HEI or regulator withdraws from
accreditation
Dissatisfaction of regulator with
accreditation

Mitigate

Focus on system improvement
Additional resources for
Accreditation Team
Ongoing stakeholder engagement
Coordination of activities to ensure
alignment of all efforts.

Stakeholder
feedback

28

Operations

AB and QB
oversight

Lack of oversight of AB and QB
could lead to disengagement
with vision and strategic
direction of Engineers Canada

Board observers do not contribute
to AB and QB
Board does not engage with AB
and QB reports
AB and QB not in alignment with
Engineers Canada strategic
direction

Prevention

Board engages with AB & QB.
Approval of work plans
Operational Policy sets out support
for Board, Board Committees and
Officers
Terms of Reference for Board reps
on AB & QB to be developed.

34

Operations

Qualifications
Board

Work that is not aligned or is
in conflict would undermine
the value of accreditation

Disagreement between QB and AB

Prevention

Observers of QB at AB
Oversight by Board
Staff information sharing

AB and QB
reports to
the Board

35

Strategic

Holism of the
federation

If any engineering regulator
chooses to leave Engineers
Canada, the value of the
organization is diminished.

Dissatisfaction of the regulators
Lack of engagement of the
regulators
Lack of participation of regulator
staff or their volunteers or their
directors

Prevention

Directors actively work to educate
their regulator
Board sets direction to deliver
value to all

Stakeholder
feedback
Relationship
management
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Engineers Canada – Organizational Risks
The risks which are under Engineers Canada’s control are ranked below. No risk scores have changed
since September 2017.
IMPACT
Insignificant/
Insignificant
1

Minor/
Mineure
2

Moderate/
Modérée
3

Major/
Majeure
4

Catastrophic/
Catastrophique
5

LIKELIHOOD /
PROBABILITÉ

Extremely Likely/
Extrêmement
probable
5
Likely/
Probablement
4

24

Moderate/ Modéré
3

Unlikely/ Improbable
2

Low/Faible
1

2

4

10

34

25

13

17

12

8

27

21
9

20

18

11
23

31

15
30

7

16

14

33

29
6

19

22

32

Full details of these risks are on the following pages.
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

Description

Symptoms

Risk
Response
Strategy
Mitigate

Response Plan

Monitoring
Method

25

Strategic

Poor adoption
of change

Lack of change
management in Engineers
Canada projects or change
initiatives would
compromise their success
and implementation.

Lack of engagement with
projects/programs
Failure of projects / programs
Inadequate understanding of
projects / programs

A full-time change practitioner
has been hired and actively
perticipates in all major projects.
Incorporate change management
into all initiatives
Train staff on fundamentals of
change management

Success rate of
projects
After action
reviews /
lessons learned
for projects
Results of
communications
plans
Stakeholder
feedback

7

Strategic

Delivering
Value to
Regulators

Inability to deliver value to
the regulators would lead
to lack of support and
potential withdrawal from
Engineers Canada

Lack of alignment with regulator
imperatives
Lack of support or participation by
regulators
Regulator disengagement
Lack of demonstrated
accountability
Lack of reporting to regulators /
information sharing

Prevention

Engagement of regulators in
strategy and plan development
Consultation with members on
projects.
Ongoing relationships and
consultations with officials
groups including CEOs

2

Operations

Resource
Utilization

Loss of staff or reduction in ability
to perform work

Prevention

Staff engagement
Health, Safety & Wellness
Program
Business Continuity planning

employee
engagement
survey

4

Operations

Succession
planning for
executive
team

Executive team member leaves
with no clarity in how this role will
be filled
Key duties are neglected

Prevention

Succession plan in place for COO
and VPs
Job descriptions kept up to date
for all staff

Job descriptions
for VPs updated
in 2017, to be
reviewed in
2018

10

Operations

Staff
Retention

Loss of a key operational
resource who is the single
expert or point person for a
program would lead to
delays or decrease in
services from Engineers
Canada.
Without effective
succession planning, loss of
an executive team member
would compromise
Engineers Canada's ability
to deliver due to lost
knowledge
High levels of overall staff
turnover would lead to low
productivity and morale.

Projects / Initiatives delayed
Morale declines

Mitigate

Human resources function led by
HR Professional
Implementation of People
Excellence Practices via Journey
to Excellence

Employee
engagement
results used to
improve
practices
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

Description

Symptoms

Risk
Response
Strategy
Prevention

Response Plan

14

Operations

Breach of
privacy

Breach of private data could
lead to legal action and/or
reputational, physical,
financial, etc. harm to
Engineers Canada and to
individuals whose personal
information is accessed.

Data breach

16

Reporting

Financial
Planning and
Monitoring
Processes

Ineffective financial
planning and monitoring
processes would lead to
fiscal jeopardy

Overspending
Underspending
Budget items do not match
priorities

Mitigate

29

Operations

Business
Continuity

Missing policies
Lack of training for new staff

Mitigate

Creation of a plan that includes
processes and protocols to deal
with emergencies.
Communication and training
plans in place.

33

Operations

Cyber attack

Unclear processes,
protocols and
communications in the
event of an emergency
would lead to Engineers
Canada not being able to
operate and /or injuries to
staff or volunteers.
A cyber attack (hacking)
would damage data
integrity

Loss of data
Threats or extortion regarding
data

Mitigate

Development and
implementation of a Cyber Risk
Response Plan; Scheduled to be
completed in Q2, 2018

Internal privacy assessment
conducted every year in Q4.
Privacy training is provided to
staff annually.
Third party contracts are
reviewed to ensure that
Engineers Canada and partners
follow and respect applicable
privacy legislation.
Financial and operational
controls documented
External auditor reviews financial
controls annually
New Planning and Monitoring
process ties planning (and AOP)
to budget cycle.
Board review and approval of
budget.

Monitoring
Method

Approval of
budget and
annual
operating plan

Operational
policy review
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

Description

Symptoms

Risk
Response
Strategy
Prevention

8

Operations

Contracting

Ineffective processes to
select and manage
partnerships and suppliers
would lead to unanticipated
contract costs and
complications, and failure
to deliver on initiatives.

Onerous terms and conditions
Liabilities for non-performance

12

Operations

Travel policy

Lack of travel policy
Increasing travel costs

Prevention

21

Strategic

Adverse
publicity

ineffective travel policy
would fail to protect
individuals (where they
travel, healthy and safety)
and EC financially, and in
terms of risk of joint travel.
Adverse publicity about
Engineers Canada would
lead to lack of confidence in
the organization.

Negative press coverage

Prevention

27

Operations

Internal
support to
staff

Staff doing non-core work
(minutes, communications, legal,
etc.)

Mitigate

22

Compliance

Not-for-profit
status

insufficient levels of
common resource support
(communications, IT, etc.)
would lead to ineffective
use of the primary
resources assigned to
programs or projects.
Failure to comply with to
the Canadian Not for Profit
Corporations Actwould lead
to a compromise or loss of
the not for profit status

Filings not made, or improperly
made
Reserve levels too high

Monitor

Response Plan

Monitoring
Method

Improve Partner and Supplier
Processes (Journey To Excellence
Program)
Contract guidelines and
procedures
Establishment and ongoing
communication of procurement
process and policies
Contracts reviewed by Legal
Counsel and where necessary,
PL, Finance
Strategy to ensure partnerships
and collaborations match EC
strategies.
Volunteer Expense Process in
place
Insurance for volunteers in place
Travel policy to be developed in
2017.
Relationship established with PR
experts.
Communications input on key
image decisions.
Communications approval of
public materials and media
relationship management.
Prioritization of initiatives
Active supervision of staff and
initiatives

Expenditures to exceed reserves
by $500K of each of the next
three years to reduce reserves

Monthly
financial
statements
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

Description

Symptoms

Risk
Response
Strategy
Prevention

Response Plan

Monitoring
Method

6

Strategic

Duty of Care executive level
staff

Inability to meet the
required duty of care would
lead to poor performance
and inability for Engineers
Canada to deliver

Lack of ability to perform on the
job

Regular performance reviews
and conversations

Performance
conversations

17

Operations

Investment
market risk

Excessive risk in Engineers
Canada investments would
impact the fair value of
future cash flows of reserve
or investment funds.

Low market value of investments.
Low rate of return of investments

Transfer

Investment management firm in
place
Disclosure annually provided in
Note 5 of Financial Statements

Monthly
investment
statements
Annual audit

19

Operations

Financial

Loss of a key income source
would disrupt financial
plans

Withdrawal of regulator
Insolvency of affinity provider

Prevention

Active affinity relationship
management, including
regulators.

0

32

Operations

IT Strategy

Failure of IT infrastructure
would cause service
disruption.

Unavailability of IT infrastructure
Lack of reliability of IT
infrastructure

Prevention

Backup strategies to data sets
where possible
Selection of reputable cloud
vendors that offer a suitable
degree of redundancy.

Operations

Staff
recruitment

Ineffective recruitment
process would lead to low
morale and a loss of
productivity.

Poor job performance of new
hires

Mitigate

Procedures estabished for hiring
and onboarding new staff.

Operations

Inadequate
internal
controls Fraud

Poor internal financial
controls would lead to
undetected
misappropriation of assets
and or other illegal activities

Management override of internal
controls
Inability to get a clean audit
opinion

Prevention

Financial and operational
controls documented and
followed
External auditor reviews financial
controls annually

Backup sets
send email
notifications on
failure. Cloud
vendor found to
backup )365
content
Scheduled
check ins with
new hires and
managers to
monitor
performance at
weeks 6, 10 and
14
Review by PL,
Finance that
internal controls
are being
followed. This
is done as part
of monthly
financial review
prior to

11

15
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

23

Reporting

Financial
Reporting and
Remitances HST

30

Compliance

Legislative
compliance

31

Strategic

Trade-mark
risks

13

Operations

Liability

24

Strategic

Accuracy of
website

Description

Symptoms

Risk
Response
Strategy

Response Plan

Monitoring
Method
releasing
internal
financials
statements.

Failure to make government
remittances would lead to
unexpected financial
penalties and or additional
audit scrutiny from the
federal government.
Failure to comply with
legislation would lead to
fines and/ or legal
proceedings against
Engineers Canada
Failure to police use of
trade-marks leads to loss of
rights

Indications that HST will not be
remitted
Indications that payroll taxes will
not be remitted

Prevention

Control systems in place
3rd party ADP payroll service
remits source deductions

Filings not made, or improperly
made
HR policies lacking
Operational policies lacking

Prevention

Trade-marks used improperly by
others
Trade-marks not used by EC

Mitigate

Legal claims against
Engineers Canada would
cause financial hardship and
reputational damage.
Inaccurate information on
the public website would
lead to negative public
perceptions of Engineers
Canada, confusion and/or
reputational damage.

Lawsuits filed or threatened

Transfer

Avoid risk through compliance:
Legal to diarize key filing dates,
keep abreast of corporate,
regulatory, employment and
other legislative updates.
In-house and external counsel
monitors TM use and defends
against marks that are
misleading or confusing with
Engineers Canada marks.
D&O and E&O insurance in place
Property insurance in place

Complaints from stakeholders,
including members, Board,
volunteers, staff and others is
reported

Prevention

Comms team/web team follow
web content process
Periodic review of content by
content owner
User feedback mechanisms
made available

Monthly
financial
statements

Web Content
Process,
ticketing
system, page
contacts listed,
ongoing
communication
with key
stakeholders
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Risk
#

Risk
Category

Title

Description

Symptoms

Risk
Response
Strategy
Prevention

Response Plan

Monitoring
Method

9

Operations

Asset
Management

Improper asset
management and
depreciation leads to
inacurate financial reporting

Improper accounting

On-site assets are protected
through secure building site
Annual review of the capital
asset list
IT assets are tracked by IT staff.
Assets capitalized, written off or
depreciated as per GAAP

Annual audit

20

Operations

Borrowing
strategy

A poor borrowing strategy
would lead to excess
interest payments and /or
destablization of cash flow

Interest payments
Variations in cash flow

Monitor

Prudent borrowing strategy as
advised by PL, Finance

Monthly
investment
statements
Annual audit

18

Operations

Foreign
currency risk

Exposure to foreign
currency risk with respect
to United States currency
holdings and investments in
United States or other
foreign equity mutual funds
would impact the fair value
of future cash flows of
reserve or investment
funds.

Market value of US currency
investments

Transfer

Managed as part of the
investment portfolio.

Monthly
investment
statements
Annual audit
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Attachment 5.6

Briefing note
For information
Update on the work of the Canadian Federation of
Engineering Students

Agenda number 5.6

Purpose:

The purpose of this update is to inform the Directors and Advisors of the Engineers
Canada Board and the Members of Engineers Canada on accomplishments of the
CFES since the September Board Meeting that we feel are relevant and on our
growth towards becoming an informed, committed, and active stakeholder in the
engineering community.

Motion(s) to
consider:

No motion/decision required

Transparency:

x

(all meetings,
debates, and
decisions shall be
open, except for
certain subject
matters as
described in GP7.1)

open session
In camera, reason (check all that apply):
The security of the property of the organization
Personal matters about an identifiable individual
The proposed or pending acquisition of assets by the organization
Labour relations or employee negotiations
Litigation or potential litigation
The receiving of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege;
Another matter as the Executive Committee or Board determines

Prepared by:

Zenon Kripki, President, Canadian Federation of Engineering Students

1. Background
The Canadian Federation of Engineering Students unites the undergraduate engineering student
societies across Canada and indirectly represents and supports the nearly 85,000 engineering students.
This update should be relevant to the Engineers Canada Board of Directors as it outlines our work
towards mutual goals, including improving the inclusion and retention of minority groups in the
engineering community and ensuring a strong and effective Canadian engineering education, and
demonstrates our capabilities in providing a researched and representative national student voice.
As a reminder, the update presentation I gave at the September Board Meeting can be found here.
General information on the CFES can be found on our website.
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2. Status update
Preliminary Results of the CFES National Student Survey
The 2017 National Student Survey was distributed at the member schools of the CFES between
September 18 and October 6, 2017. The survey consisted of 30 questions on a variety of topics related
to the engineering student experience including student mental health, workload, teaching quality,
internship programs, and eligibility of language courses as electives. A total of 3936 respondents from
programs in 44 accredited schools completed the survey, representing nearly 5% of all Canadian
undergraduate engineering students.
Major findings of the report can be found in the appendix of this document. A full report on the survey
will be published in February 2018.
CFES Conference on Diversity in Engineering 2017 - November 10-12 in Hamilton
Highlights of the Conference:
• Attended by 150 student leaders from across the country
• Keynotes, panels, and workshops sparked conversations on inclusion and retention of various
underrepresented groups in the engineering community including women, First Nations,
individuals of colour, LGBTQ+ individuals, and individuals with physical and mental disabilities
CFES Congress 2018 - January 2-8 in Halifax
Highlights of the Conference:
• Attended by 180 student leaders from across the country
• Supported by the Federal Government through Natural Resources Canada and Heritage Canada
• Engineering Change Lab had a significant presence; opened discussions on perceived flaws in
engineering education and how to begin improving them
• Members were educated on the CEAB by Dr. Cyrus Pemberton, and on the Public Policy and
Government Relations Strategy of Engineers Canada by Joey Taylor and Jeanette Southwood
Major outcomes:
• CFES Strategic Plan 2018-2021 was approved by the members, with 3 of 7 objectives directly
relevant to Engineers Canada:
o Identifying, researching, and advocating for issues relevant to engineering students at
the national level
o Continuing to build relationships with stakeholders in the engineering community
o Revising individual and collective transition strategies to improve continuity
• Conditional ratification of 5 Stances (similar to EC National Position Statements) that unite the
students’ sentiment on nationally relevant issues and that include research, actions we’re taking
or plan to take, and recommendations to other stakeholders:
o Stance on Student Workload and Mental Health, which centres on our belief that
engineering students confront negative mental health outcomes at rates exceeding the
general population as a consequence of excessive workload
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Stance on Engineering Accreditation, which centres on our belief that students should
be more involved in discussions and decisions regarding engineering accreditation and
recommendations for improvements to the criteria and system
o Stance on Engineering Internship Programs
o Stance on Language Course Elective Eligibility
o Stance on Sustainability
Progress made on our revamped Stance on Diversity and Inclusion
o

•

Canadian Engineering Competition - March 8-11 in Toronto
• All 4 Regional Rounds have now taken place, and CEC is on track to be another successful event
Developing Partnerships
A big focus of ours this year has been developing and strengthening partnerships in both the Canadian
and international engineering community:
• We have been regularly attending CEAB and EIT Committee meetings
• Attended the NCDEAS October Meeting where we presented on the CFES’s developing advocacy
work, including the 2017 National Student Survey
o Now invited to all future NCDEAS meetings and are working towards developing a
formal partnership proposal
• Have been regularly attending Engineering Change Labs, a partnership agreement with the has
been formalized and ratified by both parties, and the is CFES now officially member of the
Engineering Change Lab Strategy Group
• A partnership agreement with EngiQueers Canada has been formalized and ratified by both
parties, which will support ongoing CFES diversity and inclusion initiatives
• Attended the Presidents’ Meeting of the Board of European Students of Technology (BEST)
o 3/4 international partners have now formally committed to the creation of the Coalition
of International Engineering Student Organizations, which is on track to be incorporated
in Belgium this year and host the International Engineering Competition by 2021
3. Next steps
Our fiscal year ends on April 30th. Between now and then, our outgoing team will largely be completing
ongoing work previously discussed.
What you can expect to be completed and ready to be presented by the May Engineers Canada Board
AGM and June Accreditation Board Meeting:
1. Final results and analysis of our 2018 National Student Survey published in a formal report.
2. Finalized and ratified Stances taken by the engineering students of Canada that we believe are
relevant to Engineers Canada.
We also plan to take advantage of the Engineers Canada, NCDEAS, and Engineering Change Lab
meetings to actively consult with the various stakeholders in the engineering community on how to
better leverage each other and collaborate on mutual goals.
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4. Appendix
Major findings from the 2017 National Student Survey, broken down by category, are as follows:
Student Workload and Mental Health
• 69.1% of students reported having a “high” or “very high” stress level related to their
engineering studies during a typical academic semester.
• On a 5-point scale from “very low”, to “very high”, the average rating was 3.86;
o A similar 5-point scale used by the American College Health Association National College
Assessment found an average rating of 3.53, suggesting that engineering students have
elevated levels of stress compared to general campus populations.
o The average female student reported a stress rating of 4.08, compared to the average
male rating of 3.75, suggesting that mental health issues in engineering may have a
disproportionate effect on female students.
• Students ranked the quantity of their workload as the major stress-causing element of their
studies, followed by midterm and final exams, performance pressure, course difficulty, and
seeking internship placements.
• Students with higher academic workload reported worse mental health, less healthy sleep
cycles, and were less likely to engage in extra-curricular activities or basic socializing with friends
and family.
• The average engineering student spent 23.6 hours per week in labs, tutorials and lectures, and
an additional 19.2 hours per week performing necessary course work outside of school hours.
Teaching Quality:
• Student perceptions of teaching quality were generally positive, and overall results were
consistent across different institutions.
• Only 10.7% of students disagreed with the statement: “the professors at my institution tend to
maintain a healthy balance between their research and academic responsibilities”. Research
intensive universities were, on average, no worse in this area than other institutions.
• Student perceptions of feedback systems instructor evaluation were mixed, but appeared to
vary based on the implementation of instructor feedback, rather than the format of the
evaluation.
Quality of Engineering Internship Programs:
• Student perceptions of internship program quality were generally poor. 33.5% of students
considered their program to offer “moderate value”, and 24.8% considered their program to
offer “poor value” or “very poor value”.
• There was no common trend for major issues in internship programs, and the causes of student
dissatisfaction varied widely between schools. For example, at one institution 57% of students
considered the quality of job postings to be an issue, but only 9% had experienced issues
rejecting job offers. However, at another institution, 54% of students had experienced issues
with rejecting job offers, but 28% considered the quality of job postings to be an issue.
Availability of Language Courses as Electives:
• Not all universities have adjusted their engineering programs to allow students to take language
courses as non-technical electives, even though this is permitted by accreditation criteria.
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